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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
REVISION PROGRAMMING: A KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION FORMALISM
The topic of the dissertation is revision programming. It is a knowledge representation for-
malism for describing constraints on databases, knowledge bases, and belief sets, and providing a
computational mechanism to enforce them. Constraints are represented by sets of revision rules.
Revision rules could be quite complex and are usually in a form of conditions (for instance, if
these elements are present and those elements are absent, then this element must be absent). In
addition to being a logical constraint, a revision rule specify a preferred way to satisfy the con-
straint. Justified revisions semantics assigns to any database a set (possibly empty) of revisions.
Each revision satisfies the constraints, and all deletions and additions of elements in a transition
from initial database to the revision are derived from revision rules.
Revision programming and logic programming are closely related. We established an elegant
embedding of revision programs into logic programs, which does not increase the size of a pro-
gram. Initial database is used in transformation of a revision program into the corresponding logic
program, but it is not represented in the logic program.
The connection naturally led to extensions of revision programming formalism which corre-
spond to existing extensions of logic programming. More specific, a disjunctive and a nested
versions of revision programming were introduced.
Also, we studied annotated revision programs, which allow annotations like confidence factors,
multiple experts, etc. Annotations were assumed to be elements of a complete infinitely distributive
lattice. We proposed a justified revisions semantics for annotated revision programs which agreed
with intuitions.
Next, we introduced definitions of well-founded semantics for revision programming. It as-
signs to a revision problem a single “intended” model which is computable in polynomial time.
Finally, we extended syntax of revision problems by allowing variables and implemented trans-
lators of revision programs into logic programs and a grounder for revision programs. The imple-
mentation allows us to compute justified revisions using existing implementations of the stable
model semantics for logic programs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Knowledge representation is one of the fundamental topics in Artificial Intelligence. As it is stated
in [5], any intelligence should at least involve knowing some things and be able to use them to
respond appropriately to a given situation. Therefore, if we want to have an intelligent computer
system we must have a way of representing the things it should know (knowledge) in such a way
that they can be encoded within the computer system. Examples of knowledge include facts and
processes which cause those facts to change. By representation we mean a set of syntactic and
semantic conventions that makes it possible to describe things. By syntax we mean a set of rules
for combining symbols to form valid expressions. By semantics we mean the specification of how
such expressions are to be interpreted.
The thesis is devoted to one particular knowledge representation formalism, revision program-
ming.
1.1 Introduction to revision programming
Revision programming is a knowledge representation formalism to describe and study the process
of database updates and, more generally, principles of change. By database we mean a collection
of facts. Revision programming was introduced by Marek and Truszczyn´ski in a series of papers
[21], [22], [23]. Databases are represented as collections of data items (atoms) from some finite
universe, say 	 . In revision programming updates are specified by means of revision programs -
sets of revision rules, which are expressions of the two types:
in 
 in 
 in  out  out (1.1)
or
out  in  in  out  out (1.2)
where  , ff and fiff are from 	 . The idea is that in 
fl says the atom  is (or ought to be) in a
database, while out  says  is (or ought to be) out.
Revision rules specify logical constraints on databases. For example, the rule (1.1) (called an
in-rule) imposes on a database the following condition:  is in the database, or at least one ff ,
1
2ffi "!$#
, is not in the database, or at least one &% , ffi')(*,+ , is in the database.
At the same time revision rules express a preferred way to enforce the constraints. For instance,
the rule (1.2) (called an out-rule) says that in the case when  and all -ff , ffi./!01# , are in a
database, and all &% , ffi23(.4+ , are not in the database, we should remove  from the database
rather than remove one of ff , ffi5$!$# , or add one of &% , ffi5)(6"+ .
Marek and Truszczyn´ski [23] defined the justified revision semantics for revision programs.
Given a revision program 7 and a database 8 (initial database), this semantics specifies a fam-
ily of databases, each of which might be chosen as an update of 8 by means of the program 7 .
These revised databases are called 7 -justified revisions of 8 . Each 7 -justified revision satisfies all
constraints imposed by 7 ([23]).
Justified revisions can be thought of as generalizations of simple database updates (adding or
removing data items to/from a database). Indeed, given a database 8 , the database 8:9<;=?> is a
; in 
@> -justified revision of 8 , while the database 8BAC;=?> is a ; out @> -justified revision of
8 . More generally, given a revision program 7 :
in D

in 
FED
out D

out fiGHD 
and a database 8 , if 7 is not contradictory, that is, ;=fi-EI>KJL;=fifiGM>*NPO , then the only
7 -justified revision of 8 is the database 
8C9Q;=fi-EI>IRAC;=fifiG
> . Thus, all simple updates
can be represented as justified revisions. At the same time justified revisions can represent more
complex updates, like conditional updates or side effects of updates. For instance, if
7SNT; in  !U !WV X  !Y+Z!+R[ D 
in  #  X]\ !^V _a`U b in  !U !WV X  !+Z!+R[  out  #  X]\ c  V de#  XI`gfhf flfi>F
then a 7 -justified revision of a database 8 will contain data item #  X]\ !^V _B`U only if 8 does not
contain data item #  X\ c  V de#  XI`gf
f  .
3The intuition behind a 7 -justified revision of a database is based on the principle of inertia.
Inertia expresses “frame axioms” as described in [24]. The principle of inertia says that the status
of each element in the database should remain the same unless explicitly changed by the update.
Therefore, each insertion or deletion performed in order to convert initial database into revised
database must be justified by some rule in the revision program.
The principle of inertia is analogous to the closed-world assumption (CWA) in Artificial Intelli-
gence. Roughly, CWA assumes that every atom that can be false, is false. In Artificial Intelligence,
CWA is expressed as a rule schema i
jlk
m
k . One can, however, present CWA in a manner very similar
to revision programming. Indeed, let 8 be a database which initially assigns to all atoms logical
value “false”. We can express provability as rules for changing logical values of atoms. Then,
CWA( n ), if consistent, describes (a unique) n -justified revision of the initial database.
The revision process specified by revision programming is more complex than the one de-
scribed above for CWA. It is context-dependent and similar to the one used in stable semantics of
logic programming. The concept of justified revision is described in details in Section 2.4.
Revision programming is closely related to logic programming. Logic programming represents
knowledge as a set of logical axioms (rules) and then uses an interpreter (a theorem prover) which
deduces consequences from it. A logic program rule is of the form
op

o

o
fl(1.3)
where each o ff is a logical statement. If
o
fi
o
 are true then rule 1.3 means that oqp is also
true. Logic programming and the relation of revision programming to it is described in detail in
Chapters 2 and 3.
Roots of a recent formalism of dynamic logic programming [1] can be traced back to revision
programming. Dynamic logic programming deals with updates of knowledge bases represented
by logic programs. It coincides with revision programming when the initial program is just a set
of facts ([1]).
1.2 Contribution of the Thesis
One of the key results was the discovery of a complete symmetry between ins and outs in revision
programming, which is expressed in the Shifting Theorem (Theorem 3.2.2). The Shifting Theo-
4rem states that changing status of any set of atoms in a revision program (replacing ins by outs)
and changing status of the same atoms in initial and revised databases (adding atoms which were
not there and removing atoms which were there) preserves justified revisions. In particular, every
revision problem (revision program and initial database) is equivalent to a revision problem with
empty database. By equivalent we mean that their justified revisions are in one-to-one correspon-
dence. This allowed us to establish an elegant embedding of revision programs into logic programs
that does not increase the size of a program. An initial database is used in the transformation of
a revision program into the corresponding logic program, but it is not represented in the logic
program.
The embedding naturally led to extensions of revision programming formalism which corre-
spond to existing extensions of logic programming. More specificly, a disjunctive version and a
nested version of revision programming were introduced. The Shifting Theorem was also used as
a criterion which all versions of revision programming must satisfy.
We also studied annotated revision programs, which allow annotations like confidence factors,
multiple experts, etc. Annotations were assumed to be elements of a complete infinitely distributive
lattice. We proposed a justified revisions semantics for annotated revision programs which agrees
with intuitions.
Next, definitions of well-founded semantics for revision programming were proposed. They
assign to a revision problem a single “intended” model which is computable in polynomial time.
Finally, we extended the syntax of revision problems by allowing variables, arithmetic func-
tions and some special constructs, and implemented translators of revision programs into logic
programs and a grounder for revision programs. The implementation allows us to compute justi-
fied revisions using an existing implementation of the stable model semantics for logic programs,
Smodels ([25]).
1.3 Organization
Chapter 2 contains the basic definitions from logic programming and revision programming. In
particular, it describes justified revisions semantics for revision programs and an embedding of
revision programs into logic programs. Chapter 3 concentrates on embeddings of logic programs
5into revision programs. Chapter 4 defines well-founded semantics for revision programs. Chapter
5 discusses extensions of revision programming, in particular, disjunctive and nested revision pro-
grams. Chapter 6 presents annotated revision programs. Annotations allow for confidence factors,
multiple experts, and so on.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
This chapter contains basic notions that will be used in the thesis. We start with monotone oper-
ators and fixpoints. Then we present Horn programs. Next, we give formal definitions of logic
programs and their stable and well-founded semantics. Then we introduce propositional revision
programs with justified revision semantics, some of their properties and embedding of logic pro-
grams into revision programs. Finally we discuss revision programs with variables and show how
their semantics can be obtained from propositional semantics of revision programs.
2.1 Monotone operators and fixpoints.
Consider an arbitrary set 	 . A set of all subsets of 	 we denote by rs^	B . An operator on a set
rs^	B is a function from rtW	B to rs^	B .
Let n be an operator on rs^	B . A set uwvx	 is a fixpoint of n if nyhuzqN,u .
A least fixpoint (in v ordering) of n (if it exists) is denoted { |W}qMna . A greatest fixpoint of n (if
it exists) is denoted ~l|W}hna .
Operator n is monotone if for any subsets ufivx	 , uv" implies nyhuvny
 .
Theorem 2.1 (Knaster-Tarski theorem [30]) If n is a monotone operator, then n has a least
fixpoint and a greatest fixpoint.
Operator n is anti-monotone if for any subsets uvx	 , uv" implies ny
v$nyhu .
Proposition 2.1 If n is an anti-monotone operator then
1. nKŁ is monotone;
2. ny{ |W}MnKŁNx~l|W}MnCŁfi and n~l|W}hnKŁqNT{ |W}hnKŁ ;
3. for any fixpoint u of n , { |W}hn Ł vuv,~l|W}hn Ł  .
If 	 is finite, then for any anti-monotone operator n , we can compute the least and the greatest
fixpoints of operator n Ł by iterating n a finite number of times. Namely, we compute the sets
6
7n
p
OF'NO , n


OF'Nnyhn
=
OFl for + N ffi fl , until a value + is found for which n  
OFyN
n
g
Ł 
OF . Then, one of the sets n  OF , n gR OF is the least fixpoint of n Ł , and the other one is the
greatest fixpoint of n Ł , depending on whether + is even or odd.
2.2 Horn programs.
By an alphabet  we mean a finite or countably infinite disjoint set of constants, variables, pred-
icate symbols, and function symbols. A term over  is defined recursively as either a variable, a
constant or an expression of the form  U  U - , where  is a function symbol of  , and U ff ’s are
terms. An atom over  is an expression of the form  U  U  , where  is a predicate symbol of
 , and U ff ’s are terms. A term (resp. atom) is called ground if it does not contain variables. The set
of ground terms (resp. atoms) of  is called the Herbrand universe (resp. Herbrand base) of  .
For the rest of the thesis, except for Section 2.5, we do not consider variables, that is, all
atoms are ground atoms. This assumption does not lessen the generality because the semantics
of a propositional case can be lifted to a case with variables through grounding. We describe the
process in more details in Section 2.5.
Definition 2.1 A Horn clause is an expression of one of the two forms

bRY?w
#1"
(2.1)
or
ZY
#Sffi
(2.2)
where  , ZY? are atoms. Expressions of the first type are called program clauses and expres-
sions of the second type are called goals. A program clause of the form   ( # N  ) is called a
fact. 
A Horn theory is a set of Horn clauses.
A Horn program is a set of program clauses.
A set of atoms   is a model of (or satisfies) a program clause   ZY if $¡  
whenever ZY? ¡   . A set of atoms   is a model of (or satisfies) a goal  RY?
if ;fiZfiY?¢>£v/  . A set of atoms   is a model of a Horn theory (Horn program) ¤ if  
satisfies every Horn clause (program clause) in ¤ .
8A Horn theory do not necessarily have a model. However, a Horn program always has a model
(for instance, a set of all atoms is a model).
One of the essential properties of Horn programs is that every Horn program has a least model
(in v ordering). It can be computed using the following operator.
Definition 2.2 ([33]) Given a Horn program 7 , the immediate consequence operator n

on sets
of atoms is defined as follows: s¡ n

huz if and only if there is a clause   ¥RY? ¡ 7 ,
such that ZY ¡ u . 
Operator n

is monotone. By the Knaster-Tarski theorem, it has a least fixpoint. In fact,
{ |W}hn

 is the least model of 7 . We denote the least model of a Horn program 7 by o `  VU 
7y .
The following lemma shows that a least model of a Horn program does not change if we add
to the program rules which are satisfied by the least model.
Lemma 2.1 Let   be a least model of a Horn program 7 and a model of a Horn program 7§¦ .
Then,   is the least model of 79Q7 ¦ .
A Horn theory ¤ splits into two disjoint subsets ¤¨ consisting of goals, and ¤ k consisting of
program clauses.
Lemma 2.2 Let ¤ be a Horn theory, ¤/Nx¤¨Z9©¤ k its decomposition into goal part and program
part. Then,
1.   is a model of ¤ if and only if   is a model of ¤ k and satisfies all goals from ¤:¨ ;
2. ¤ has a model if and only if o `  VU 
¤ k  satisfies goals from ¤¨ .
2.3 Logic programs.
Let 	 be a finite or countably infinite universe. Elements of 	 are called atoms.
Definition 2.3 A logic program clause is an expression of the form
s



C
+«ªgU¬V

+«ªgU¬V
(2.3)
where ­    a V fi V  are atoms. 
9For a set of atoms ®v	 , let us denote the set ; +«ªgU ¯Z ¡ ®'> by +Zª°U h®§ . Then, any logic
program clause can be represented as ¤ ` F± 7 ªIV 9 +Zª°U 
² `[  , for some finite sets of atoms 7 ªIV
and ² `[ , and an atom ¤ ` F± .
Definition 2.4 A logic program is a set of logic program clauses. 
A set   vx	 is a model of (or satisfies) a logic program clause of the form (2.3) if ;    K>yv
  and ; V  V >¢J  N³O imply that  ¡   . A set   is a model of (or satisfies) a logic pro-
gram 7 if   is a model of every clause X ¡ 7 .
2.3.1 Stable model semantics.
Stable model semantics was first introduced in [10].
Definition 2.5 ([10]) Let 7 be a logic program. The reduct of 7 relative to   , 75´ , is obtained
from 7 by
1. removing all clauses which contain “ +Zª°U  ” such that  is true in   ,
2. deleting all negative premises “ +Zª°U  ” (for all ¡ 	 ) from the remaining clauses. 
7
´ is a Horn program. It has a unique least model o `  VU 
7 ´  .
Definition 2.6 ([10])   is a stable model of 7 if   N o `  VU 75´0 . 
Theorem 2.2 ([10]) If   is a stable model of 7 , then   is a model of 7 .
Theorem 2.3 ([20]) The problem of existence of a stable model for a finitie logic program is NP-
complete.
Stable model semantics has some important drawbacks. It is not universal, which means that
that not every logic program has a stable model. For example, the logic program 7SNµ;= +Zª°U ?>
has no stable models. Also, even for finite propositional logic programs the stable semantics can
not be effectively computed ([12], [20]).
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2.3.2 Well-founded semantics.
The stable model semantics does not fit into a standard paradigm of logic programming languages.
While standard approaches assign to a logic program a single “intended” model, stable model
semantics assigns to a program a family (possibly empty) of “intended” models.
Proposals to address the issue for stable model semantics were of two types. Proposals of the
first type attempt to salvage the notion of a single intended model at a cost of narrowing down the
class of programs or weakening the semantics. Apt, Blair and Walker [4] introduced the notion
of stratification, a syntactic restriction on logic programs with negation. They assigned to each
stratified program a single intended model, a perfect model.
Proposal of the second type for stable model semantics was made by van Gelder, Ross and
Schlipf ([34], [35]). They assigned to an arbitrary logic program a single intended 3-valued model,
a well-founded model. In this model, any logic program partitions the set of atoms into three
groups: the well-founded atoms, the unfounded atoms, and the rest.
Definition 2.7 For any program 7 , the operator ¶

is defined by the equation
¶

huqN
o
`

VU
7§·¢ 
The operator ¶

is anti-monotone. By Proposition 2.1, the operator ¶
Ł

is monotone, and has a
least fixpoint and a greatest fixpoint.
The well-founded semantics of a logic program is defined as follows.
Definition 2.8 The atoms that belong to the least fixpoint of ¶ Ł

are well-founded relative to 7 .
The atoms that do not belong to the greatest fixpoint of ¶¸Ł

are unfounded relative to 7 . The
remaining atoms are called unknown. 
Proposition 2.2 ([14]) Any stable model for a logic program 7
¹ includes all atoms that are well-founded relative to 7 , and
¹ includes no atoms unfounded relative to 7 .
Theorem 2.4 ([34]) If every atom is either well-founded or unfounded relative to a logic program
7 then the set of well-founded atoms is the only stable model for 7 .
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An important feature of the well-founded semantics is that it is computable in polynomial time,
in some cases even in linear time ([6]).
2.4 Revision programs and their justified revisions semantics.
In this section we present results from [23, 22] which are used in this thesis. In Section 2.4.1
we present formal definitions of revision programs with justified revisions semantics. In Section
2.4.2 we list basic properties of revision programs. Finally, in Section 2.4.3, we present a natural
embedding of logic programs into revision programs.
2.4.1 Definition
Elements of some finite universe 	 are called atoms. Subsets of 	 are called databases. Expres-
sions of the form in  or out 
fl , where  is an atom, are called revision literals. Revision literals
will be denoted by greek letters º , etc. For a revision literal in 
fl , its dual is the revision literal
out 
 . Similarly, the dual of out  is in  . The dual of a revision literal º is denoted by º¬» .
For any set of atoms ¼4vx	 , we define
¼y½Nµ; in ¯F ¡ ¼6>¾9z; out ¯-¿¡ ¼6>F
We can think of ¼
½
as a complete representation of ¼ since for every atom  ¡ 	 , ¼
½
shows
whether  is in ¼ or not.
For any set of literals
o
, we define
o

NT;=
¡
	'¯ in  ¡ o >F o  NS;= ¡ 	'¯ out 
fl ¡ o >F
Definition 2.9 A set of revision literals o is coherent if it does not contain a pair of dual literals,
that is, o  J o  NxO . 
Given a database 8 and a coherent set of revision literals o , we define
8§À
o
NP
8BA
o

­9
o


Notice that if
o
is coherent, then h8BA
o

­9
o

N3
8B9
o

­A
o

.
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Definition 2.10 A revision rule is an expression of one of the following two types:
in 
 in 
 in  out  out (2.4)
or
out  in  in  out  out (2.5)
where  , ff and ff are data items from some finite universe, say 	 . Rules of the first type are called
in-rules and rules of the second type are called out-rules. 
Revision rules have a declarative interpretation as constraints on databases. For instance, an
in-rule (2.4) imposes on a database the following condition:  is in the database, or at least one ff ,
ffi "!$#
, is not in the database, or at least one &% , ffi')(*,+ , is in the database.
Revision rules also have a computational (imperative) interpretation that expresses a preferred
way to enforce a constraint. Namely, assume that all data items ff , ffiL/!©Á# , belong to the
current database, say 8 , and none of the data items &% , ffi*"(ÂS+ , belongs to 8 . Then, to enforce
the constraint (2.4), the item  must be added to the database (removed from it, in the case of the
constraint (2.5)), rather than some item ff removed or some item &% added.
If a revision rule X is of the type (2.4), then the head of X , denoted c` F±¸ X  , is the revision
literal in  . If X is of the type (2.5), then the head of X , denoted c` F±¸ X  , is the revision literal
ª°deU

 . If X is a revision rule of the type (2.4) or (2.5), then body of X is the set  ª ±-Ã« X ÄN
; in 
l in  out  out -> .
Definition 2.11 A revision program is a collection of revision rules. 
Definition 2.12 A set of atoms ¼v	 is a model of (or satisfies) a revision literal in  (resp.,
out 
 ), if  ¡ ¼ (resp., $£¡ ¼ ). A set of atoms ¼ is a model of (or satisfies) a revision rule X
if either ¼ is not a model of at least one revision literal from the body of X , or ¼ is a model of
c`
F±R
X
 . A set of atoms ¼ is a model of (or satisfies) a revision program 7 if ¼ is a model of every
rule in 7 . 
Let 7 be a revision program. The size of 7 (denoted V!WÅ` 
7y ) is the number of occurrences
of atoms in 7 . A set of all revision literals appearing in 7 is denoted Æ X 
7y . A set of the heads
of all rules in 7 is denoted by c` ±¸
7y .
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Definition 2.13 Let 7 be a revision program. The necessary change of 7 , ²QÇ67' , is the least
model of 7 , when treated as a Horn program built of independent propositional atoms of the form
in 
 and out 
 . 
Example 2.1 Let a revision program 7 be ; !+ 2x ª=dU 
t !Y+  ª°deU 
Èt ª=dU 
flfi> .
Then, ²ÂÇ©
7yNµ; !+ 
fl ª°deU 
> .
The necessary change describes all insertions and deletions that are enforced by the program,
independently of the initial database.
In the transition from a database 8 to a database É , the status of some elements does not
change. A basic principle of revision programming is the rule of inertia according to which, when
specifying change by means of rules in a revision program, no explicit justification for not changing
the status is required. Explicit justifications are needed only when an atom must be inserted or
deleted. The collection of all revision literals describing the elements that do not change their
status in the transition from a database 8 to a database É is called the inertia set for 8 and É , and
is defined as follows:
8Zh8efiÉ qNµ; in ¯fi ¡ 8§J2Éy>¾9; out ¯z¿¡ 8§92Éy>F
Definition 2.14 By the reduct of 7 with respect to a pair of databases h8¸É  , denoted by 7ÊfiË Ì ,
we mean the revision program obtained from 7 by eliminating from the body of each rule in 7 all
revision literals in 8R
8efiÉ  . 
The necessary change of the program 7¬ÊË Ì provides a justification for some insertions and
deletions. These are exactly the changes that are a posteriori justified by 7 in the context of the
initial database 8 and a putative revised database É .
Definition 2.15 The database É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if the necessary change of 7¬ÊË Ì is
coherent and if ÉxN@8§ÀÍ²ÂÇ©
7¬ÊË Ì« . 
The following example illustrates the notion of justified revision.
Example 2.2 Assume that we need to form a committee. There are four people which can be on
the committee: Ann, Bob, Chris and David. There are four conditions on the committee members
which need to be satisfied.
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First, Ann and Bob are experienced employees, and we want to see at least one of them on the
committee. That is, if Ann is not on the committee, Bob must be there, and if Bob is not on the
committee, Ann must be there. Second, Chris is an expert from another country and does not speak
English well enough yet. So, if Chris is on the committee, David should be on the committee too,
because David can be an interpreter. If David is not on the committee, Chris should not be there,
too. Third, David asked not to be on the same committee with Ann. Fourth, Bob asked not to be
on the same committee with David.
The initial proposal is to have Ann and Chris in the committee.
We want to form a committee which satisfies the four conditions and differs minimally from
the initial proposal. This is a problem of computing justified revisions of initial database 8"N
;°®
+R+
fiÇ
c?XI!WV
> with respect to revision program 7 :
in 
¼ ª D out 
® +Z+ 
in 
® +R+ D out ¼ ª 
in Îs-Æ ! ±b in Ç c?XI!WV 
out Ç
cX=!^V
D out Îs-Æ
!
±
out 
®
+R+
D in Îs-Æ ! ±
out Îs-Æ
!
±b in ¼ ª 
Let us show that ÉxNT;°® +R+ > is a 7 -justified revision of 8 . Clearly, 	,NT;°® +R+ fi¼ ª gfiÇ cX=!^V fiÎ©FÆ ! ±> .
Thus,
8Zh8efiÉ qNT; in h® +R+  out ¼ ª  out Îs-Æ ! ±fi>F
Therefore, 7ÊË Ì is the following.
in ¼ ª  out h® +Z+ 
in h® +Z+ 
in 
Îs-Æ ! ± in 
Ç c?X=!^V 
out Ç
c?XI!WV

out h®
+Z+
 in 
Îs-Æ ! ±
out 
Îs-Æ
!
± in 
¼ ª 
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Hence, ²QÇ67ÊË Ì«*N; in 
® +Z+  out Ç cX=!^V fi> . It is coherent and ÉN8*Àµ²ÂÇ©
7¬ÊË ÌR . Conse-
quently, É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 (in fact, unique). Ï
2.4.2 Basic properties
There is an alternative definition of 7 -justified revisions also presented in [23]. It is based on a
different notion of a reduct – a counterpart of the Gelfond-Lifschitz reduct in logic programming
(Definition 2.5).
Definition 2.16 ([23]) Let 7 be a revision program, and let 8 and É be two databases. The GL-
reduct of 7 with respect to 
8efiÉ  (denoted 7¬ÌÐ 8 ) is obtained from 7 by
1. eliminating from 7 every rule whose body is not satisfied by É (the resulting program is
denoted by 7¬Ì ),
2. eliminating each literal that is satisfied by 8 from the body of each rule in 7¬Ì . 
Each of the reducts, 7¬ÊË Ì and 7¬ÌÐ 8 , can be used to define the notion of 7 -justified revision, as
the following theorem shows.
Theorem 2.5 ([23]) Let 7 be a revision program and let 8 and É be two databases. The following
two conditions are equivalent:
¹
²ÂÇ©
7¬ÊË ÌZ is coherent and ÉxN@8BÀ²QÇ67ÊfiË ÌR ,
¹
²ÂÇ©
7ÌÐ 8fl is coherent and É@N@8§À²ÂÇ©
7ÌÐ 8fl .
For justified revisions, the necessary changes of both reducts are the same:
Theorem 2.6 ([23]) Let 7 be a revision program and É be a 7 -justified revision of 8 . Then,
²QÇ67ÊË ÌZNx²ÂÇ©
7ÌÐ 8flqN
c`
F±R
7ÌZ .
In the thesis we will frequently use the following characterizations also given in [23].
Theorem 2.7 ([23]) The following conditions are equivalent:
1. A database É is a 7 -justified revision of a database 8 ,
2. ²QÇ67$9Ä;=ºzx¯Fº ¡ 8R
8efiÉ fi>IqN@É
½
;
3. ²QÇ67ÊfiË ÌR­9Â8R
8efiÉ qN,É
½
.
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One of the fundamental properties of 7 -justified revisions is that they indeed are models of 7 .
Theorem 2.8 ([23]) Let 7 be a revision program and let 8 be a database. If a database É is a
7 -justified revision of 8 , then É is a model of 7 .
The notion of a justified revision also satisfies a minimality principle. Namely, justified revi-
sions of a database differ from the database by as little as possible. To describe how much databases
differ from each other we use the notion of a symmetric difference. Given two databases 8 and Ñ ,
the symmetric difference of 8 and Ñ is defined as 8§Ò,ÑQNÓh8§ABÑÔ­9L^Ñ©A¢8fl .
Theorem 2.9 ([23]) Let 7 be a revision program and let 8 be a database. If É is a 7 -justified
revision of 8 , then É<ÒÍ8 is minimal in the family ;=¼,Ò<8s¯F¼ is a model of 7:> .
The following theorem demonstrates that “additional evidence does not destroy justified revi-
sions”. If we add to a revision program 7 some rules that are already satisfied by a 7 -justified
revision, then there is no need to change the revision.
Theorem 2.10 ([23]) Let É be a 7 -justified revision of 8 . Assume that 7
¦
is a revision programs
such that É is a model of 7 ¦ . Then, É is a 
7$9Â7 ¦  -justified revision of 8 .
The next theorem shows that if the current database satisfies the revision program, then no
change is justified.
Theorem 2.11 ([23]) If a database 8 satisfies a revision program 7 then 8 is a unique 7 -justified
revision of 8 .
Given a revision program 7 , the dual of 7 ( 7 » in symbols) is the revision program obtained
from 7 by simultaneously replacing all occurrences of all revision literals by their duals. The
duality theorem states that revision programs 7 and 75» are, in a sense, equivalent.
Theorem 2.12 (Duality Theorem [23]) Let 7 be a revision program and let 8 be a database.
Then, É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if and only if 	<A¢É is a 7
»
-justified revision of 	<A¾8 .
The problem of existence of justified revisions is NP-complete.
Theorem 2.13 ([23]) The following problem is NP-complete: Given a finite revision program 7
and a finite database 8 , decide whether 8 has a 7 -justified revision.
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2.4.3 Embedding of logic programs into revision programs.
The following interpretation of logic programs as revision programs was proposed in [23].
Given a logic program clause È
t



C
+«ªgU¬V

+«ªgU¬V

we define the revision rule X È as
in Õ¸ in    in    out  V l out  V -
For a logic program 7 , we define the corresponding revision program X Ô7' by: X 
7yqNS; X 
È¯fiÈ ¡
7:> .
Under this interpretation, models and stable models of logic programs can be represented as
models and justified revisions of revision programs.
Theorem 2.14 ([23]) Let 7 be a logic program.
¹ A set of atoms   is a model of 7 if and only if   is a model of X Ô7' .
¹ A set of atoms   is a stable model of 7 if and only if   is an X 
7y -justified revision of O .
Therefore, logic programs can be viewed as special revision programs. Revision programs, in
turn, can be represented by means of logic programs. We discuss this in detail in Chapter 3.
2.5 Revision programs with variables
In order to use revision programs to solve more than one instance of a problem and use it as a
programming language, we should be able to use variables.
Although most of the thesis deals with propositional case of revision programming, we can
extend the syntax of revision programming by allowing variables and predicates as in the Data-
log syntax ([32]). Semantics for revision programming with variables can be obtained by lifting
propositional semantics as follows.
We use the same notions of alphabet, term, atom, Herbrand universe, and Herbrand base as
defined in Section 2.2. We use the same definitions of revision literals, revision rules, and revision
programs as in Section 2.4.1, only now atoms may contain variables.
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An instance of an atom is constructed by replacing variables in the atom by ground terms in
a systematic way (same variables are replaced by the same terms). Similarly, an instance of a
revision literal (a revision rule) is constructed by replacing variables in the revision literal (the
revision rule) by ground terms in a systematic way. The Herbrand instantiation of a revision
program 7 (denoted Ö¾×«
7y ) is the set of all ground instances of the revision rules of the revision
program that may be constructed using terms in the Herbrand universe.
We can also use variables in initial databases. We define a database to be a set of atoms which
may contain variables. Then, the Herbrand instantiation of a database 8 (denoted ¤Q8R
8fl ) is the
set of all ground instances of atoms of the initial database.
Now we can define a notion of a justified revision as follows.
Definition 2.17 Let 7 be a revision program and 8 be an initial database ( 7 and 8 may contain
variables). A database É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if É is a Ö¢×R7' -justified revision of Ö¾×Zh8fl .

Example 2.3 Let an alphabet  consist of constants ; ffi > , variable ;guL> , and unary predicate
symbols ; X]` ±fi fMd¸` > . Let a revision program 7 be
out 
fMdR`
MuD in  XI` ±¸hul
out 
X]`
±¸Mub in  fMd¸` hul
Let 80Nµ;
XI`
±¸hufi
fhd¸`
Mu> .
Then, the Herbrand universe is ; ffi > , the Herbrand base is ; XI` ±¸ ffi  X]` ±¸fi fMd¸`  ffi fi fMdR` > .
The Herbrand instantiation of 7 is
out 
fMdR`

ffi
D in  XI` ±¸ ffi l
out 
fMdR`
D in  XI` ±¸Yl
out 
X]`
±¸
ffi
b in  fMd¸`  ffi l
out 
X]`
±¸b in  fMd¸` Yl
The Herbrand instantiation of 8 is ; XI` ±¸ ffi  X]` ±¸fi fMd¸`  ffi fi fMdR` > .
Therefore, 7 -justified revisions of 8 are É5NS; X]` ±¸ ffi fi fMd¸` Yfi> , and É
Ł
NT;=
fMdR`

ffi

X]`
±¸Y]> .
Chapter 3
Translation of Revision Programming into Logic Programming
Revision programming and logic programming are closely related. Section 2.4.3 described an
embedding of logic programs into revision programs. This chapter is devoted to embeddings of
revision programs into logic programs. Section 3.1 contains the Przymusinski–Turner encoding of
revision programs as logic programs ([26]). Their encoding includes an explicit representation of
an initial database as part of the logic program. Consequently, the size of the encoding is always
greater than the size of the original revision program. A more elegant encoding, which does not
increase the size of a program, was found and published in [18]. This encoding is presented in
Section 3.2.
3.1 Explicit representation of initial database
The details of the Przymusinski–Turner encoding of revision programs as logic programs are given
in Section 3.1.1. In this encoding Przymusinski and Turner represent an initial database as a set
of facts. Their result can be generalized to allow not only facts but any logic program rules in the
description of an initial database. The generalization is presented in Section 3.1.2.
3.1.1 Przymusinski–Turner translation
In order to translate a revision program and an initial database into a logic program Przymusinski
and Turner introduce additional atoms in Ê=   , out Ê=   to represent the initial database. The intu-
itive meaning of atoms in Ê=   and out Ê=   is ‘  is in the initial database’ and ‘  is not in the initial
database’. They consider a propositional language Ø with the set of propositional letters consisting
of ; in   ¯ ¡ 	5>¾9z; out   ¯ :¡ 	5>9; in Ê=  ¯ ¡ 	'>¾9; out Ê=  ¯ y¡ 	5> .
The Przymusinski–Turner translation of a revision program É§7 and an initial database ¼CÊ into
a logic program is as follows.
Definition 3.1 ([26]) The translation of the revision program É§7 and the initial database ¼aÊ into
a logic program is defined as the logic program rsÉ§7¾fi¼aÊqN@7¬ÊZ9s7Ùt9sÉ§7 over Ø consisting of
the following three subprograms:
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Initial Knowledge Rules 7¬Ê : All atoms *¡ ¼aÊ are initially in and all atoms V £¡ ¼aÊ are initially
out:
7Ê¾Nµ; in Ê=   ¯ ¡ ¼aÊ>9; out Ê= V  ¯ V £¡ ¼aÊ>FÚ
Inertia Rules 7Ù : If  was initially in (respectively, out) then after revision it remains in (respec-
tively, out) unless it was forced out (respectively, in):
7¬Ù)NT; in   q in Ê=   +«ªgU out   zÚ out   q out Ê=   +«ªgU in   Û¯ :¡ 	'>FÚ
Revision Rules É§7 : All the revision rules that belong to the original revision program É§7 . 
Definition 3.2 ([26]) A stable model   of rt
É§7¢¼aÊ is called coherent if it does not contain both
in    and out    , for any ¡ 	 . 
Notice that Definition 3.2 is the same as Definition 2.9 except that it refers to different ob-
jects. Definition 2.9 is for sets of revision literals (expressions of the form in    , out    ), whereas
Definition 3.2 deals with sets of expressions of the form in    , out    , in Ê=   , and out Ê=   .
The translation rsÉ§7¾fi¼CÊ contains the original revision program É§7 , a complete explicit
representation of the initial database as a set of facts, and inertia rules that specify that atoms do
not change their status unless they are forced to.
The translation defines an embedding of revision programming into logic programming with
stable model semantics.
Theorem 3.1 (Przymusinski and Turner [26]) Let É§7 be a revision program and ¼aÊ be an ini-
tial database. There is a one-to-one correspondence between É§7 -justified revisions of ¼aÊ and
coherent stable models of its translation rt
É§7¢¼aÊ into a logic program.
More precisely, to every É§7 -justified revision ¼BÌ of ¼aÊ there corresponds a unique coherent
stable model   of rsÉ§7¾fi¼CÊ such that:
¼aÌÜNT;

¯ in    ¡  T>F 	<A¢¼BÌÜNT;  ¯ out    ¡  T>F
and, conversely, for each coherent stable model   of rt
É§7¢¼aÊ the set ¼BÌzN4;  ¯ in    ¡  T>
is an É§7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ .
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The following example illustrates the embedding.
Example 3.1 Let us apply the Przymusinski–Turner translation to the revision program 7 and the
initial database 8 from Example 2.2. The logic program rt
7¾8fl is
in Ê=h® +R+ D
out Ê=¼
ª
D
in Ê=
Ç c?X=!^V b
out Ê=
Îs-Æ
!
±b
in h® +R+ D in Ê=
® +R+  +«ªgU out 
® +Z+ 
out h®
+R+
D out Ê=
®
+R+

+«ªgU in 
® +Z+ 
in ¼ ª D in Ê=¼ ª  +Zª°U out 
¼ ª 
out ¼
ª
D out Ê=¼
ª

+Zª°U in 
¼ ª 
in 
Ç c?X=!^V b in Ê=Ç cX=!^V  +«ªgU out 
Ç c?X=!^V 
out 
Ç
c?X=!^V
b out Ê=Ç
cX=!^V

+«ªgU in 
Ç c?X=!^V 
in 
Îs-Æ ! ±b in Ê=Îs-Æ ! ± +«ªgU out Î©FÆ ! ±fl
out 
Îs-Æ
!
±b out Ê=Îs-Æ
!
±
+«ªgU in Î©FÆ ! ±fl
in ¼ ª D out 
® +R+ 
in h® +R+ D out ¼ ª 
in 
Îs-Æ ! ±b in Ç cX=!^V 
out 
Ç
c?X=!^V
b out Îs-Æ
!
±
out h®
+R+
D in Îs-Æ ! ±
out 
Îs-Æ
!
±b in ¼ ª 
It is easy to see that ; in Ê=
® +Z+  out Ê=¼ ª  in ÊgÇ cX=!^V  out Ê=
Îs-Æ ! ± in h® +Z+  out ¼ ª  out 
Ç c?X=!^V 
out 
Îs-Æ
!
±> is the only coherent stable model of rs7¾8fl . It corresponds to É3N;°® +R+ > , which
is the only 7 -justified revision of 8 as we saw in Example 2.2.
Let us summarize some features of the Przymusinski–Turner translation in the following re-
mark.
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Remark 3.1 Let É§7 be a revision program. Let ¼aÊ be an initial database. Logic program
rsÉ§7¾fi¼aÊ
1. has additional atoms to represent ¼aÊ (the language Ø has ÝBÞ'Ðß	*Ð propositional letters);
2. contains an explicit representation of the initial database and inertia rules, and thus, has
à
Þ'Ðß	*Ð more rules than É§7 , and V!WÅ` Mrt
É§7¢¼aÊN V!WÅ` 
É§7y­á<âCÞyÐã	6Ð ;
3. its stable models contain a complete representation of ¼aÊ , that is, contain Ðã	6Ð additional
elements that are irrelevant to justified revisions.
These properties of the Przymusinski–Turner translation may be considered to be drawbacks
of the embedding, because the problem of finding justified revisions is reduced to a problem of
finding stable models of a bigger logic program over a larger language and removing irrelevant
elements from the result.
3.1.2 Generalization of Przymusinski and Turner’s result
The Przymusinski–Turner embedding represents an initial database as a collection of facts stating
for each atom from the universe whether the atom is in or out of the initial database. Their result can
be generalized. Namely, arbitrary logic programs, not only sets of facts, can be used to represent
initial databases. The initial database needs to be a stable model of the logic program that is used
to represent it. The generalization deals with a description of an initial database. It does not handle
program updates in the sense of [2]. Let us now formally present the generalization.
Let É§7 be a revision program. Let o 7 be any logic program over ; in Ê=
®B¯-® ¡ 	'> .
Given É§7 and o 7 , let us define the logic program r over Ø to be the union of initial program
7¬Ê , inertia rules 7Ù , and revision program É§7 , where
7Ê¾N
o
79; out Ê=h®§
+Zª°U in Ê=
®B¾¯-® ¡ 	5>F and
7¬Ù)NT; in h®§q in Ê=
®B +Zª°U out 
®§zÚ out h®§q out Ê=
®B +Zª°U in 
®Bä¯a® ¡ 	'>F
That is, rÓN³7Êq9Q7¬Ùz9QÉ§7 . We will say that a stable model of r is coherent if it is coherent
in the sense of Definition 3.2 and it does not contain atoms in Ê=h®§ and out Ê=
®B for any ® ¡ 	 .
The following two theorems show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between coherent
stable models of r and É§7 -justified revisions of stable models of o 7 .
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Theorem 3.2 Let   be a coherent stable model of r . Then there exists a stable model   p of o 7 ,
such that ¼BÌÜNT;  ¯ in    ¡  T> is an É§7 -justified revision of ¼aÊNµ;  ¯ in Ê=   ¡   p > .
Proof.
By the definition of a stable model,   is the least model of åµN"r´ . Let ¼aÊNT;  ¯ in Ê=   ¡  T> .
Let ¼ ¦
Ê
N;

¯ out Ê=   ¡  T> . Observe that ¼ ¦
Ê
Næ	$AB¼aÊ . Indeed, since   is coherent, ¼CÊ and
¼'¦
Ê
are disjoint. Assume that there is an atom ¡ 	 such that  ¿¡ ¼aÊ . Then, the clause out Ê=  q
belongs to 7¬Ê´ . Since   is the least model of
åµN"r
´
NP7¬Ê
´
9L7¬ÙÄ9QÉ§7'
´

the atom out Ê=   must belong to   . That is, :¡ ¼ ¦
Ê
. Therefore, ¼ ¦
Ê
NS	<A¢¼aÊ .
Let  
p
NS  J; in Ê=  ¢¯ 0¡ 	'> . We will show that   p is a stable model of o 7 . Indeed, o 7
contains only atoms of the form in Ê=   , ¡ 	 . Hence,
o
7
´ç
N
o
7
´

Since o 7Óvr , we have o 7'´ç¢v"å . Thus,   is the least model of
åµN
o
7
´èç
9.å"A
o
7
´èç

Let 	¬ÊKNP; in Ê=  ¢¯ *¡ 	5> . All atoms occurring in o 7 belong to 	¬Ê . None of the atoms from 	¬Ê
appears in the heads of the clauses from å"A o 7'´ç . Hence,   p Nx  Jz	¬Ê is the least model of
o
7'´ç . Therefore,  
p
is a stable model of o 7 .
The rest of the proof repeats the proof of Przymusinski and Turner result ([26]). Let us define
¼
¦
Ì
NT;

¯ out    ¡  T> . The reduct 
7Ùèl´ consists of clauses:
in   q in Ê=   for all  ¿¡ ¼ ¦
Ì
out   q out Ê=   for all  ¿¡ ¼BÌ
It can be shown that ¼'¦
Ì
Nµ	éAK¼BÌ .
  is also the least model of a modified program obtained by removing some premises which
are true in   . Therefore, we can further reduce the reduct 7¬Ù´ of the set of inertia rules to the
set ê7¬Ù
´
of all clauses of the form:
in   q  for all ¡ ¼BÌ0JQ¼CÊ , and
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out   q  for all :¡ ¼ ¦
Ì
J2¼
¦
Ê

We now show that ¼BÌ is an É§7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ . The rules from the program É§7 are
positive. Hence,   is the least model of

7¬Ê
´
9
ê
7Ù
´
9ÂÉ§7¾
In order to compute the reduct É§7ëìË ëí of É§7 we have to remove from the body of each revision
rule all atoms in    such that ¡ ¼aÊZJ0¼BÌ , and all atoms out    such that y¡ ¼ ¦
Ì
J0¼ ¦
Ê
. These are
precisely the atoms that must be true in   due to the rules ê
7Ùè
´
. Consequently,   remains the
least model of the reduced program

7¬Ê
´
9
ê
7¬Ù
´
9ÂÉ§7ëflìË ëflíZ
The necessary change ²ÂÇ©
É§7ë ì Ë ë í  is the least model of É§7ë ì Ë ë í . Let 8)Nb;  ¯ in    ¡
²QÇ6É§7¬ë
ì
Ë ë
í
> and îSNµ;  ¯ out    ¡ ²ÂÇ©
É§7ë ì Ë ë í > . The program
7Ê
´
9
ê

7Ù
´
9ÂÉ§7ëìË ëí
consists of three independent parts, where the reduct É§7¬ëflìË ëflí no longer contains any premises
from the other two parts. Consequently, the set of atoms in   consists of:
¹
; in Ê=  ¯ ¡ ¼aÊ>9; out Ê=  ¯ :¡ ¼'¦
Ê
> ,
¹
; in   ¯ ¡ ¼BÌ:JQ¼CÊ>¾9; out   ¯ ¡ ¼ ¦
Ì
JÂ¼
¦
Ê
> ,
¹
; in   ¯ ¡ 8>9z; out   ¯ :¡ î0> .
We conclude that:
¼BÌÜNT;

¯ in    ¡  T>5N3¼BÌ0JQ¼CÊ­928e
¼
¦
Ì
NS	<AK¼aÌÜNT;

¯ out    ¡  µ> NÓ
¼ ¦
Ì
JQ¼
¦
Ê
­9Âî6
The necessary change ²QÇ6É§7¬ëflìË ëí is coherent. Also, ¼BÌ$N¼aÊ9.8flA5î . Hence, ¼aÌ is an
É§7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ . Ï
Theorem 3.3 Let   p be a stable model of o 7 , ¼CÊtND;  ¯ in Ê=   ¡   p > . Let ¼BÌ be an É§7 -
justified revision of ¼CÊ . Then there exists a coherent stable model   of r , such that ¼aÌ)NÁ;  ¯
in    ¡  µ> .
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Proof.
Let  
p be a stable model of o 7 . Then,  .ÊKNS  p 9; out Ê=  ¯ in Ê=  y¿¡   p > is a coherent stable
model of 7¬Ê . Indeed, since o 7 does not contain atoms of the form out Ê=   ,
o
7
´
ì
Nx7
´ç

Also, we have that
; out Ê=  q
+«ªgU in Ê=  ¯ ¡ 	5> ´ ì N ; out Ê=   ¯ in Ê=  5¿¡   p >F
Therefore,  Ê is the least model of 
7¬Êl´ ì . Hence,  Ê is a stable model of 7¬Ê . Notice that  .Ê is
coherent and for any :¡ 	 either in Ê=   ¡  .Ê or out Ê=   ¡  .Ê .
Let ¼BÌ be an É§7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ . Theorem 2.7 implies
²QÇ6É§79;=ºzx¯Fº
¡
8R¼aÊg¼BÌZfi>IzN ; in   ¯ :¡ ¼BÌÔ>9; out   ¾¯  ¿¡ ¼BÌ>F
Let   N .Ê9Û; in   §¯ 2¡ ¼BÌÔ>K9L; out   B¯  ¿¡ ¼BÌÔ> . We need to show that   is a stable
model of r . The reduct ry´ is equal to
7Ê
´
ì
9L7Ùè
´
92É§7¢
The least model of ry´ must contain  .Ê - the least model of 
7¬Êl´ ì . Therefore, the least model
of ry´ is also the least model of the program

7¬Ê
´
ì
9Âå"9ÂÉ§7¾
where å1N1; in   y ¯ ¡ ¼aÌÜJ.¼aÊ>B9); out   y ¯  ¿¡ ¼BÌÜ9¼aÊ> is obtained from 7¬Ù´
by removing some premises which are true in the least model. Notice, that å¥N;=ºx¯º ¡
8R¼aÊg¼BÌZfi>I . Next, observe that the programs 7Êl´ ì and åµ9LÉ§7 contain no common atoms.
Therefore, the least model of
7¬Ê
´
ì
9Qå$9ÂÉ§7
is the union of the least model of 7¬Êfi ´ ì (which is  .Ê ) and the least model of å@9ÂÉ§7 (which is
; in   K¯ ©¡ ¼BÌÔ>¢9.; out   K¯  ¿¡ ¼BÌ> ). In other words, the least model of r ´ is   . Hence,  
is a stable model of r . Ï
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Remark 3.2 Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 generalize Przymusinski and Turner’s result. Indeed,
let É§7 be a revision program, and let ¼CÊ be an initial database. Let o 7 be the logic program
over ; in Ê=  §¯ Â¡ 	5> such that o 74Nï; in Ê=  a ¯ 2¡ ¼aÊ> . The only stable model of 7 is the
set ; in Ê=  y¯ ¡ ¼CÊ> . Thus, applying Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 to o 7 and É§7 we get the
statement of Theorem 3.1.
3.1.3 Computing justified revisions
One of the methods to compute justified revisions is to reduce them to logic programs and use tech-
niques for computing stable models. In particular, we can use the Przymusinski-Turner translation
to embed revision programs into logic programs.
We use the following slight modification of the translation which allows us to reduce the num-
ber of rules in the obtained logic program.
Definition 3.3 (modification of Definition 3.1) The translation of a revision program 7 and an
initial database 8 into a logic program is defined as the logic program r5¦h
7¢8zN 7 ¦
Ù
9ÍÉ§7
consisting of the following two subprograms:
Inertia Rules 7 ¦
Ù
: If  was initially in (respectively, out) then after revision it remains in (respec-
tively, out) unless it was forced out (respectively, in):
7
¦
Ù
Nµ; in    +«ªgU out   Û¯ :¡ 8>9z; out   q +«ªgU in   L¯  £¡ 8e>FÚ
Revision Rules 7 : All the revision rules that belong to the original revision program 7 . 
The modification only removes the unnecessary representation of the initial database in the
translation.
Lemma 3.1 Let 7 be a revision program, 8 be a database. Let rs7¾8fl be the translation of 7
and 8 into a logic program according to Definition 3.1. Let r ¦ 
7¢8 be the translation of 7 and
8 into a logic program according to Definition 3.3. Then,   is a stable model of r ¦ 7¾8fl if and
only if   9Ä; in Ê=  ¯ :¡ 8>9z; out Ê=  ¯  £¡ 8e> is a stable model of rt
7¢8 .
This translation allows us to compute justified revisions according to the following scheme.
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1. Given a revision program 7 and initial database 8 , compute the logic program r ¦ 7¾8fl by
adding to 7 inertia rules 7 ¦
Ù
.
2. Compute stable models of r ¦ 
7¾8fl .
3. 7 -justified revisions of 8 are obtained from coherent stable models of r5¦
7¾8fl via the fol-
lowing formula: ÉN/;=.¯ in 
 ¡  T> , where   is a coherent stable model of r ¦ 
7¢8 ,
and É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 .
The following example illustrates the above scheme.
Example 3.2 Let us apply the translation from Definition 3.3 to the revision program 7 and the
initial database 8 from Example 2.2. The logic program r ¦ 7¾8fl is
in h® +Z+  +«ªgU out h® +Z+ 
out ¼
ª

+«ªgU in 
¼ ª 
in Ç c?XI!WV  +«ªgU out 
Ç c?X=!^V 
out 
Îs-Æ
!
±
+«ªgU in 
Îs-Æ ! ±
in ¼ ª  out h® +Z+ 
in h® +Z+  out 
¼ ª 
in 
Îs-Æ ! ± in 
Ç c?X=!^V 
out Ç
c?XI!WV
 out 
Îs-Æ
!
±
out h®
+Z+
 in 
Îs-Æ ! ±
out 
Îs-Æ
!
± in 
¼ ª 
One can see that ; in 
® +Z+  out 
¼ ª  out 
Ç c?X=!^V  out Îs-Æ ! ±fi> is the only coherent stable model
of r ¦ 7¾8fl . It corresponds to ÉxNT;°® +R+ > , which is the only 7 -justified revision of 8 as we saw in
Example 2.2.
Remark 3.3 The translation described in this section can be directly applied to revision programs
with variables. As a result we get logic programs with variables which can be processed by existing
systems for computing stable models (in particular, by a grounder for s-models, lparse [29]).
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3.2 Shifting Theorem
The Przymusinski–Turner embedding of revision programs into logic programs has some draw-
backs (Remark 3.1). This section describes a more elegant embedding that does not require an
explicit representation of an initial database, and does not increase the size of a program ([18]).
This embedding is based on a so called Shifting Theorem (Theorem 3.4), which reflects the sym-
metry between ins and outs in revision programming.
3.2.1   -Transformation
In this section we will introduce a transformation of revision programs and databases that preserves
justified revisions. Our results can be viewed as a generalization of the results from [23] on the
duality between in and out in revision programming.
Let
  be a subset of 	 . We define a   -transformation on the set of all literals as follows. If
º is a literal of the form in  or out  , then
nZðÜºN
ñ
º¬» when  ¡
 
º when .¿¡
 
.
Thus, n«ð replaces some literals by their duals and leaves other literals unchanged. Specifically,
when  ¡
 
, the literals in  and out  are replaced by their duals. When ä£¡   , the literals
in 
 and out  remain unchanged.
The definition of nZð naturally extends to sets of literals and sets of atoms. Namely, given a set
o
of literals, we apply nZð to every literal in the set. In other words,
n«ðÜ
o
Nµ;gn«ðÜ
º¯º
¡
o
>F
Given a set of atoms ® , we apply nZð to the complete representation of ® , ®
½
N ; in 
¯fi ¡
®'>9; out ¯fiz¿¡ ®'> , and write the result as a set of atoms. That is,
nZðÜ
®BNS;=¯ in 
fl ¡ nZð2
® ½ >F
The operator n«ð has several useful properties. In particular, for a suitable set   , nZð allows
us to transform a given database 8= onto a given database 8
Ł
. Specifically, we have:
nZÊWòóÊ
ôgh8=lN,8
Ł

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where Ò denotes the symmetric difference operator. Thus, it also follows that
nZÊ=h8flN,O and n«õ
8flNS	éA¢8 for any 8svx	è
Some useful properties of the operator n«ð are gathered in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2 Let ö and ö
Ł
be sets of literals or sets of atoms. Then for any   vx	 ,
1. n«ðÜöqN,nZðÂö
Ł
 if and only if öqN³ö
Ł
;
2. n«ðÜöÔ9Âö
Ł
qN,nZðÂöl­92nZðÜYö
Ł
 ;
3. n«ðÜöÔJÂö
Ł
qN,nZðÂöl­J2nZðÜYö
Ł
 ;
4. n«ðÜöÔAKö
Ł
N"nZð2YölÔAnZðÂö
Ł
 ;
5. n«ðÜMn«ð2ölNxö . Ï
The operator n«ð can now be extended to revision rules and programs. For a revision rule
X
Nxºz ºqfifiºÔ , we define
n«ð2
X
qN,nZðÜºnZðÂ
ºqnZðÜº­¾
Finally, for a revision program 7 , we define n«ð27'qNT;gnZðÜ X ¯ X ¡ 70> .
3.2.2 Shifting Theorem
The Shifting Theorem states that revision programs 7 and n«ð27' are equivalent in the sense that
they define essentially the same notion of change.
Theorem 3.4 (Shifting Theorem) Let 7 be a revision program. For every two databases 8= and
8
Ł
, a database É5 is a 7 -justified revision of 8= if and only if nRÊWòóÊ
ôgÉ  is a nZÊWòóÊ
ôg
7y -justified
revision of 8
Ł
.
Proof.
Let
 
N,8=­ÒÍ8
Ł
. When calculating the necessary change, we treat literals as propositional atoms
of the form in 
 and out 
 . The   -transformation can be viewed as a renaming of these atoms.
If we rename all atoms in the Horn program, find the least model of the obtained program, and
then rename the atoms back, we will get the least model of the original program.
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In other words,
²QÇ67Ê^ò^Ë ÌòN"nZð2²ÂÇ©Mn«ð27ÊWòWË Ìeòll
Let É
Ł
NµnZðÂ
É5 . Observe that by the definition of n«ð , the inertia of 8
Ł
and É
Ł
satisfies the
equality 8R
8
Ł
fiÉ
Ł
qN,nZðÜ
8R
8°fiÉ5ll . Hence, nZð27¬ÊWòWË ÌòNPMn«ð2
7ylÊ
ô&Ë Ìflô .
Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 3.2 imply the following sequence of equivalences .
– É5 is a 7 -justified revision of 8° ,
– ²ÂÇ©
7¬ÊWòWË Ìeò&Ô928R
8°fiÉ5qNxÉ
½

,
– nZðÜ²ÂÇ©
7¬ÊWò^Ë Ìeò&­9Â8R
8=fifiÉ5llN$n«ð2
É
½

 ,
– Mn«ðÜ
²QÇ67¬ÊWò^Ë Ìò­9LhnZðÜ
8R
8°fiÉ5lqN,nZð2É
½

 ,
– ²ÂÇ©Mn«ð27ÊWòWË Ìeò&­9Â8R
8
Ł
fiÉ
Ł
N$n«ð2^; in ¯F ¡ É fi>¾9z; out ¯-¿¡ É5>I ,
– ²ÂÇ©lhnZðÂ
7ylÊ ô Ë Ì ô Ô928Rh8
Ł
fiÉ
Ł
qNxÉ
½
Ł
,
– É
Ł
N"nZð2É5 is a n«ð2
7y -justified revision of 8
Ł
.
This proves the statement of the theorem. Ï
Remark 3.4 The duality theorem (Theorem 2.12) is a special case of Theorem 3.4 when 8
Ł
N
	<A¾8= .
Corollary 3.1 For each pair of databases 8 and É , É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if and only if
nRÊ=É  is a nRÊ=7' -justified revision of O .
At first glance, a revision problem seems to have two independent parameters: a revision pro-
gram 7 that specifies constraints that need to be satisfied, and an initial database 8 that needs to
be revised by 7 . The Shifting Theorem shows that there is a natural equivalence relation between
pairs 7¾8fl specifying the revision problem. Namely, a revision problem 7¾8fl is equivalent to
a revision problem 7 ¦ 8 ¦  , if 7 ¦ NDnRÊóÊ^÷^
7y . The relation is reflexive, symmetric and transi-
tive. Moreover, by the Shifting Theorem, it follows that if 
7¾8fl and 7 ¦ 8 ¦  are equivalent then
7 -justified revisions of 8 are in one-to-one correspondence with 7 ¦ -justified revisions of 8 ¦ . In
particular, every revision problem 7¾8fl can be “projected” onto an isomorphic revision problem
hnRÊ=7'OF . Thus, the domain of all revision problems can be fully described by the revision prob-
lems that involve the empty database. There is an important point to make here. When shifting a
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revision program, its size does not change (in other words, all equivalent revision problems have
the same size).
Example 3.3 Let us look at the familiar problem about forming a committee which we considered
in Example 2.2. Recall that 80NT;°® +Z+ fiÇ c?X=!^V > . Let us apply transformation nRÊ (shift to the empty
initial database). Clearly, nRÊ=
8fl5NïO . Revision program nRÊI7' is obtained from 7 by replacing
revision literals in 
® +Z+  , out 
® +Z+  , in Ç c?XI!WV  , out Ç c?XI!WV  by out 
® +Z+  , in 
® +Z+  , out Ç c?XI!WV  ,
in 
Ç c?X=!^V  , respectively. It is easy to see that nZÊI7' consists of the rules:
in 
¼ ª D in 
® +Z+ 
out 
®
+R+
D out ¼
ª

in Îs-Æ ! ±b out Ç c?XI!WV 
in Ç cX=!^V D out Îs-Æ ! ±
in 
® +R+ D in Îs-Æ ! ±
out Îs-Æ
!
±b in ¼ ª 
This revision program has only one justified revision of O , ;=Ç cX=!^V > . Observe moreover that
;=Ç
cX=!^V
>BN,nRÊ=&;°®
+R+
>I , which agrees with the assertion of Theorem 3.4. Ï
3.2.3 Revision programming = Logic programming + constraints
In this section we describe embedding of revision programs into logic programs based on the
Shifting Theorem (Theorem 3.4).
Let us first consider the case of an empty initial database. Every revision program can be
divided into two parts: in-rules ( ; X ¡ 7 ¯ c` F±¸ X QN in  for some  ¡ 	5> ) and out-rules
( ; X ¡ 7¯ c` ±¸ X ¾N out  for some  ¡ 	5> ). Let us denote the set of all in-rules of a revision
program 7 as 8 + É dRfh`°V 7' . The set of all out-rules of 7 is denoted î dU É dRfh`°V 7' . Clearly,
7TNx8
+
É
d¸fh`°V

7y­9Âî
dU
É
d¸f
`°V

7y . The heads of all rules from î dU É d¸fh`°V 
7y are satisfied in the
initial database (which is empty). Hence, they do not describe any changes to the initial database.
Any such change must be enforced by 8 + É d¸fh`°V 
7y . The following theorem states that 7 -justified
revisions of the empty set are, in fact, 8 + É d¸f
`°V 
7y -justified revisions of the empty set that satisfy
î
dU
É
d¸fh`°V
7' . This is a counterpart of Lemma 2.2 on Horn theories.
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Theorem 3.5 Let 7 be a revision program. Then É is a 7 -justified revision of O if and only if É
is an 8 + É d¸fh`°V 
7y -justified revision of O and É is a model of î dU É dRfh`°V 7' .
Proof.
Yø$ If É is a 7 -justified revision of O , then É is a model of 7 . Hence, it is a model of
î
dU
É
d¸fh`°V
7' . It remains to show that É is a 8 + É dRfh`°V 7' -justified revision of O . Let   N
²QÇ67³9);=º³x¯º
¡
8R
O?fiÉ >I . Theorem 2.7 implies that   N1; !Y+ 6¯¬ ¡ Éy>B9); ª°dU *¯
Ó¿
¡
Éy> . By the definition of the necessary change,   is the least model of 7T9Í;=ºPx¯º ¡
8RO?fiÉ fi> = 8
+
É
d¸fh`°V
7'¾9Íî
dU
É
d¸fh`°V
7'9,;=º/x¯ º
¡
8Z
O?fiÉ > . By the definition of iner-
tia, 8Z
O?fiÉ sN¥; ª=dU Â¯¿¡ Éy> . Let us partition î deU É d¸fh`°V 7' : î dU É d¸f
`°V 
7y6N79)7
Ł
,
where c` ±¸
76v; ª°dU 6¯q ¡ Éy> , c` F±R
7
Ł
6v;
ª°dU
6¯qµ¿
¡
Éy> . For each rule X ¡ 7
Ł
,
c`
F±R
X

¡
8RO?fiÉ  . Hence, there exists a rule c` F±R X Q in the set ;=ºx¯Bº ¡ 8RO?fiÉ fi> .
Therefore,   is also the least model of the program 8 + É dRfh`°V 7'979);=º,x¯Ôº ¡ 8RO?fiÉ fi> .
If we remove from the program some rules whose premises are false in   ,   will remain
the least model of the reduced program. Let us show that premises of all rules from 7 are
false in   . Indeed, let X be a rule from 7 . Then c` F±¸ X  ¡ ; ª=dU 
flÛ¯  ¡ Éy> . Assume
that premises of X are true in   . Then c` F±R X  must be true in   , since   is the model of
8
+
É
d¸fh`°V
7'fl97qfl96;=ºzx¯Fº
¡
8RO?fiÉ fi> . Hence,  J6; ª=dU ¯- ¡ Éy>t£NxO . This contradicts the
fact that   NT; !Y+ ¯F ¡ Éy>9B; ª=dU ¯-¿¡ Éy> . Therefore,   is the least model of the program
8
+
É
d¸fh`°V
7'¬9L;=ºéx¯eº
¡
8Z
O?fiÉ > . In other words, ²QÇ6
8 + É d¸fh`°V 7'¬9L;=ºéx¯eº ¡ 8Z
O?fiÉ >I
= ;
!Y+

:¯Ô
¡
Éy>B9ä;
ª=dU

fl¯Ô,¿
¡
Éy> . Theorem 2.7 implies that É is a 8 + É d¸fh`°V 
7y -justified
revision of O .
Yù$ Assume É is a 8 + É d¸fh`°V 
7y -justified revision of O , and É is a model of î dU É d¸f
`°V 
7y .
Theorem 2.7 implies that ²QÇ6
8 + É d¸fh`°V 7'¾9";=ºïx¯aº ¡ 8R
O?fiÉ >IÂN ; !+ L¯a ¡ Éy>:9
;
ª°deU

©¯qT¿
¡
Éy> . Let   N; !Y+ ©¯ ¡ Éy> 9<; ª°deU 
©¯qµ¿¡ Éy> .   is the least model of
8
+
É
d¸fh`°V
7'9);=º,x¯Ôº
¡
8RO?fiÉ fi> . Clearly,   is also the least model of a modified program
obtained from h8 + É d¸fh`°V 
7yfl9©;=ºÄx¯-º ¡ 8RO?É >I by adding some rules that are satisfied by   .
All rules in î dU É d¸fh`°V 7' are satisfied in   by our assumption. Therefore,   is the least model
of
8
+
É
d¸fh`°V
7'«9Qî
deU
É
d¸fh`°V
7'Z9;=ºzx¯º
¡
8Z
O?fiÉ >aNx79z;=ºzx¯Fº
¡
8RO?É >F
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Hence, ²ÂÇ©
7x9L;=º<x¯Zº ¡ 8Z
O?fiÉ >IKN; !Y+ 5¯R ¡ Éy>C9L; ª°dU  ¯R¿¡ Éy> . That is, É is a
7 -justified revision of O . Ï
Theorem 3.5 implies that out-rules of 7 may be viewed as additional constraints that 8 + É d¸fh`°V 7' -
justified revisions of the empty set must satisfy in order to be 7 -justified revisions.
At the same time, 8 + É d¸fh`°V 
7y may be viewed as a logic program. Indeed, let us define the
mapping f  between revision in-rules and logic program clauses. Given a revision in-rule
X
N in ú¸q in   l in    out  V  out  V ]
we define the logic program clause È¾N f  X  as
È¢N)s



C
+Zª°U¬V

+Zª°U¬V
fl
For a set of revision in-rules 7 we define the corresponding logic program f 
7y to be ; f  X 6¯
X
¡ P > .
Let us notice that the mapping f  is the inverse of the mapping X  between logic program
clauses and revision in-rules (Section 2.4.3).
Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 2.14 imply the following result.
Corollary 3.2 Let 7 be a revision program. Then, É is a 7 -justified revision of O if and only if
É is a stable model of f 
8 + É dRfh`°V 7' and É is a model of î dU É d¸fh`°V 
7y .
The Shifting Theorem allows us to generalize this result to the case of arbitrary initial databases.
Definition 3.4 Let 8 be a database. A revision rule X is called a constraint with respect to 8 if its
head is of the form !Y+ 
 , for some  ¡ 8 , or ª°dU  , for some z¿¡ 8 . 
Theorem 3.6 Let 7 be a revision program. Let 7
¦
consist of all rules in 7 that are constraints
with respect to 8 . Let 7
¦ ¦
N,7)A7
¦
. A database É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if and only if nZÊ=
É 
is a stable model of f hnRÊ=7§¦ ¦Õ and É satisfies all rules from 7§¦ .
Proof.
Corollary 3.1 implies that É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if and only if
nRÊ=É  is a nRÊ=7' -justified revision of O?(3.1)
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It is easy to see that 8 + É d¸fh`°V MnZÊ=
7ylsNDnRÊ=7 ¦ ¦  , and î dU É d¸f
`°V MnZÊ°
7ylsNDnRÊ=7 ¦  . Thus, by
Corollary 3.2, (3.1) holds if and only if nZÊ=
É  is a stable model of f MnZÊ=
7 ¦ ¦  and a model of
nRÊ=7 ¦  . Applying nZÊ -transformation, we get that nRÊ=É  is a model of nZÊ=
7 ¦  if and only if É
satisfies all rules in 7 ¦ N/nRÊ=hnRÊ=7 ¦ l . Therefore, É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if and only if
nRÊ=É  is a stable model of f MnZÊ=
7 ¦ ¦  and É satisfies all rules in 7 ¦ . Ï
Remark 3.5 Let us note that in the Theorem 3.6, É satisfies all rules from 7 ¦ if and only if nZÊ=
É 
satisfies all rules from nZÊ=
7 ¦  (this is implied by the Shifting Theorem). Consequently, the statement
of the Theorem 3.6 may be rewritten as follows. A database É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if and
only if nZÊ=
É  is a stable model of f hnRÊ=7§¦ ¦Õ that satisfies all constraints from nRÊ=7§¦û .
Informally, Theorem 3.6 shows that every revision program is equivalent to a logic program
and a set of constraints. We can formulate it as a conceptual equality:
revision programming = logic programming + constraints.
Remark 3.6 Logic programming with constraints was studied before, in particular in [16]. In
Section 5.1.2 we show the connection between justified revisions and general logic programs from
[16].
Theorems 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 define the following embedding of revision programs into logic
programs. Given a revision program 7 and an initial database 8 , we transform them into the logic
program f h8 + É d¸f
`°V MnZÊI7'l and the set of constraints î dU É d¸fh`°V hnRÊ°7' . Theorem 3.6 implies
that there is a one-to one correspondence between 7 -justified revisions of 8 and stable models of
f

8
+
É
dRfh`°V
hnRÊ=7'l that satisfy î dU É dRfh`°V hnRÊ°
7yl .
The logic program f h8 + É d¸fh`°V MnZÊ=
7yl is a logic program
1. over the language with Ðß	*Ð propositional letters;
2. that has no more clauses than there are rules in 7 , and its size is not greater than the size of
7 (the total number of logic clauses and constraints is equal to the number of rules in 7 , and
the size of the logic program plus the size of constraints is equal to the size of 7 );
3. such that its stable models do not have superfluous elements to represent the initial database.
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Therefore, the embedding based on the Shifting Theorem (Theorem 3.4) does not have the draw-
backs of the Przymusinski–Turner embedding outlined in Remark 3.1. It requires, though, per-
forming the nZÊ -transformation on 7 and stable models of f 
8 + É dRfh`°V hnRÊ=7'l and checking if
they satisfy constraints.
Let us illustrate the embedding by an example.
Example 3.4 Consider 7 and 8 from Example 2.2. In Example 3.3 we computed that the revision
program nZÊI7' is
in 
¼ ª D in 
® +Z+ 
out 
®
+R+
D out ¼
ª

in Îs-Æ ! ±b out Ç c?XI!WV 
in Ç cX=!^V D out Îs-Æ ! ±
in 
® +R+ D in Îs-Æ ! ±
out Îs-Æ
!
±b in ¼ ª 
Then, the corresponding logic program f h8 + É d¸fh`°V MnZÊ=
7yl is the following:
¼
ª
  ®
+R+
Îs-Æ
!
± 
+«ªgU
Ç
cX=!^V
Ç
c?X=!^V

+«ªgU
Îs-Æ
!
±
®
+R+
 Îs-Æ
!
±
It has two stable models  )¾N;=Ç c?XI!WV > and  
Ł
N4;°®
+R+
fi¼
ª
gfiÎs-Æ
!
±?> . However, only  ) sat-
isfies the constraints ( î dU É d¸f
`°V MnZÊ°
7yl ). After applying the nRÊ -transformation we get nRÊ=Y )N
;°®
+R+
> . This is indeed the only 7 -justified revision of 8 , as was shown in Example 2.2.
3.2.4 Computing justified revisions
Similarly to Section 3.1.3 we can use Shifting Theorem to embed revision programs into logic
programs, compute their stable models and obtain from them justified revisions.
The translation via Shifting Theorem of revision programs into logic programs described in
Section 3.2.3 allows us to compute justified revisions according to the following scheme (see also
Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Computing justified revisions.
1. Given a revision program 7 and initial database 8 , apply transformation nZÊ to obtain a new
revision program 7qN"nRÊ=7' .
2. Let 7§¦ be a revision program consisting of in-rules of revision program 7 ( 7 ¦eNT8 + 
7l ).
Let 7 ¦ ¦ be a revision program consisting of out-rules of 7q ( 7 ¦ ¦ Nx7q­A¢7 ¦ ).
3. Consider the logic program f Ô7 ¦  which corresponds to 7 ¦ .
4. Compute stable models of f Ô7
¦
 . They are 7
¦
-justified revisions of O .
5. From stable models computed in the previous step, select those which satisfy 7 ¦ ¦ . They are
7q -justified revisions of O .
6. Apply transformation nRÊ to justified revisions obtained in the previous step to get 7 -justified
revisions of 8 .
To illustrate the above scheme let us use it to compute justified revisions for the revision pro-
gram and the initial database from Example 2.2.
Example 3.5 (continuation of Example 2.2) We need to find 7 -justified revisions of 8 , where 7
and 8 are from Example 2.2. Using the scheme for computing justified revisions, we get the follow-
ing.
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1. Applying transformation nRÊ to 7 results in program 7 :
in ¼ ª D in h® +R+ 
out h®
+Z+
D out 
¼
ª

in 
Îs-Æ ! ±b out 
Ç c?X=!^V 
in 
Ç c?X=!^V D out 
Îs-Æ ! ±
in h® +Z+ D in 
Îs-Æ ! ±
out 
Îs-Æ
!
±b in 
¼ ª 
2. Separating in-rules and out-rules of 7 results in program 7 ¦ :
in 
¼ ª D in 
® +Z+ 
in Îs-Æ ! ±b out Ç c?XI!WV 
in Ç cX=!^V b out Îs-Æ ! ±
in 
® +Z+ D in Î©FÆ ! ±fl
and program 7 ¦ ¦ (set of constraints):
out 
®
+Z+
 out 
¼
ª

out Î©FÆ
!
±flb in 
¼ ª 
3. Logic program corresponding to 7 ¦ is f Ô7 ¦  :
¼
ª
¥ ®
+Z+
Îs-Æ
!
± 
+«ªgU
Ç
c?X=!^V
Ç
c?X=!^V

+«ªgU
Îs-Æ
!
±
®
+Z+
 Îs-Æ
!
±
4. There are two stable models of f 7 ¦  : ;=Ç c?XI!WV > and ;°® +Z+ ¼ ª gfiÎ©FÆ ! ±> . They are also
7
¦ -justified revisions of O .
5. Database ;=Ç c?XI!WV > satisfies constraints from 7§¦ ¦ . Database ;°® +Z+ ¼ ª gfiÎ©FÆ ! ±> does not
satisfy the constraints. Therefore, there is only one 7 -justified revision of O , which is
;=Ç
c?XI!WV
> .
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6. Applying transformation nRÊ to ;=Ç cX=!^V > results in database ;°® +Z+ > . Thus, ;°® +Z+ > is 7 -
justified revision of 8 .
Therefore, the desired committee should consist of one person, who is Ann.
Remark 3.7 The first step of the algorithm described in this section involves shifting a given re-
vision problem to a revision problem with empty initial database. This step can not be performed
directly on a revision program with variables. Therefore, revision programs with variables need to
be grounded before executing the algorithm.
Chapter 4
Well-Founded Semantics for Revision Programming
In revision programming a database may admit none, one or many revisions. What if we want to
have a single “intended” model?
In the beginning of Section 2.3.2 we mentioned two types of approaches to address the same
issue in logic programming. Because of the similarities between revision programming and logic
programming the same approaches can be used for revision programming. Marek and Truszczyn´ski
in [23] presented a solution of the first type: they restrict class of revision programs to those that
have the desired property: to every initial database they assign a unique justified revision.
Definition 4.1 ([23]) A revision program is safe if for every literal º ¡ c` F±R
7y , º¬»S£¡ Æ X 
7y .

Definition 4.2 ([23]) A revision program 7 is stratified if there exists ;=7fi	W> pffifl 	 fl  , a partition of 7 ,
such that for every  éU!+ :
1. 7fi	 is safe, and
2. if º ¡ c` F±¸7"	h then ºèfiº » £¡ 9$# fl 	hÆ X 7"#fi . 
Safe and stratified revision programs have exactly one justified revision for every initial database.
A solution of the second type is a well-founded semantics for revision programs, where each
revision problem (revision program and initial database) is assigned a single 3-valued model on the
set of revision literals. In this chapter we discuss different ways of defining well-founded semantics
for revision programs.
4.1 Definitions induced by embeddings into logic programming.
Revision programs and logic programs are closely related, as we discussed in Chapter 3. Therefore,
given a revision problem, we can translate it into a logic program, find the well-founded semantics
for the logic program, and declare the result to be a well-founded model of the revision program.
The two ways of embedding of revision programs into logic programs presented in Chapter 3 give
rise to two definitions of well-founded semantics for revision programs. In this section we present
these two definitions and show that they are indeed different.
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4.1.1 A definition obtained via the Przymusinski–Turner translation
In this section we use the Przymusinski–Turner embedding of revision programs into logic pro-
grams described in Section 3.1.1 to compute well-founded semantics for revision programs.
Given a revision program 7 and a database 8 , we compute the translation of 7 and 8 into a
logic program, rs7¾8fl (as specified in Definition 3.1). Recall that rs7¾8fl is a logic program over
a propositional language Ø with the set of propositional letters ; in   5¯ Â¡ 	5>C9Û; out   '¯ Q¡
	5>§9Û; in Ê=  y¯ Q¡ 	5>§9Û; out Ê=  y¯ ¡ 	5> . To find a well-founded semantics for rs7¾8fl we
compute a least fixpoint and a greatest fixpoint of the operator ¶RŁ%
ß

Ë Ê
 
. Then, for every revision
literal f ¡ ; in   ¯ :¡ 	5>R9y; out   ¯ ¡ 	5> we can tell whether it is well-founded, unfounded or
unknown relative to the logic program rs7¾8fl . Therefore, we can define a well-founded semantics
of revision programs (which we denote WFS  ) as follows.
Definition 4.3 (WFS  ) Let 7 be a revision program. Let 8 be an initial database. The revision
literals that belong to the least fixpoint of ¶¸Ł%
ß

Ë Ê
 
are well-founded  relative to 7 and 8 . The
revision literals that do not belong to the greatest fixpoint of ¶¸Ł%
ß

Ë Ê
 
are unfounded  relative to 7
and 8 . The remaining revision literals are called unknown  . 
Let us illustrate the definition by an example.
Example 4.1 Let 8:NxO . Consider
7P¯ out 
fl out 
in 
 out 
in 
fl
The logic program r3N,rs7¾8fl is the following.
r¯ out Ê=D
out Ê=D
in D in Ê= +«ªgU out 
in D in Ê= +«ªgU out 
out D out Ê°
+«ªgU in 
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out D out Ê°
+«ªgU in 
out D out 
in D out 
in D
Thus, { |W}h¶ Ł% NS; out Ê=
fl out Ê°
 in 
> , ~l|W}h¶ Ł% qNµ; out Ê= out Ê=
 in  out  in 
 out 
> .
Therefore, the only well-founded  revision literal is in  . There are no unfounded  revision
literals. Revision literals out  , in  , and out  are unknown  .
The following result shows that the definition agrees with intuitions. Namely, that well-founded
revision literals must be satisfied by all justified revisions, and no justified revision may satisfy an
unfounded revision literal.
Theorem 4.1 Let 7 be a revision program. Let 8 be an initial database. Then, any 7 -justified
revision of 8
¹ satisfies all revision literals that are well-founded  relative to 7 and 8 , and
¹ satisfies no revision literals unfounded  relative to 7 and 8 .
Proof.
Let É be a 7 -justified revision of 8 . Let f be a revision literal. By Theorem 3.1, there exists a
unique coherent stable model   of rs7¾8fl such that ÉxNµ;  ¯ in    ¡  T> .
If f is well-founded  relative to 7 and 8 , then, by definition, it belongs to the least fixpoint of
¶
Ł
%
ß

Ë Ê
 
. Hence, f is well-founded relative to rt
7¢8 . Thus, by Proposition 2.2, f ¡   . Since   is
coherent, this implies that f is satisfied by É .
Similarly, if f is unfounded  relative to 7 and 8 , then it does not belong to the greatest
fixpoint of ¶ Ł%
ß

Ë Ê
 
. Hence, f is unfounded relative to rs7¾8fl . Thus, by Proposition 2.2, f £¡   .
Consequently, f is not satisfied by É . Ï
Corollary 4.1 If for some  ¡ 	 both in  and out 
 are well-founded  relative to 7 and 8 ,
then there are no 7 -justified revisions of 8 .
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Proof.
By the theorem, if a justified revision exists it must satisfy both in  and out  . No database has
such a property. Ï
WFS  assigns to every revision literal a value (well-founded, unfounded or unknown). We
can think of it as assigning to each atom  ¡ 	 a pair &Yºè(') , where ºèffi' ¡ ; well-founded,
unfounded, unknown > , and º (resp. ' ) is the value of in 
 (resp. out  ). The following theorem
shows that not all pairs &Yºèffi'*) are valid assignments under WFS  .
Theorem 4.2 Let 7 be a revision program. Let 8 be a database. Then, for any atom  ¡ 	 , if
a revision literal in 
 (respectively, a revision literal out 
fl ) is unfounded  then the revision
literal out  (respectively, in  ) is well-founded  .
Proof.
Assume that in  is unfounded  relative to 7 and 8 . That means that in  does not belong to
the greatest fixpoint of ¶
Ł
%
ß

Ë Ê
 
. Let us show that out 
 belongs to the least fixpoint of ¶
Ł
%
ß

Ë Ê
 
.
Case 1:  ¡ 8 . Since in Ê= is in rs7¾8fl , in Ê= is in all fixpoints of ¶ Ł%
ß

Ë Ê
 
.
The logic program rs7¾8fl contains the rule
in q in Ê= +«ªgU out 
fl
Assume that out  is not in the least fixpoint. Then, in  must be in the greatest fixpoint. But this
contradicts the assumption that in  is unfounded  relative to 7 and 8 . Consequently, out 

must be in the least fixpoint.
Case 2: £¡ 8 . Then, out Ê°
fl is in all fixpoints of ¶
Ł
%
ß

Ë Ê
 
.
The logic program rs7¾8fl contains the rule
out  out Ê=

+Zª°U in 
By our assumption, in  is not in the greatest fixpoint. Therefore, out 
fl must be in the least
fixpoint.
We showed that if in  is unfounded  relative to 7 and 8 , then out 
 is well-founded  .
Similarly, we can show that if out 
fl is unfounded  relative to 7 and 8 , then in 
 is well-
founded  . Ï
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Table 4.1: Possible combinations of values for literals in 
fl and out 
 under WFS  .
in(a) out(a) revision program 7
T T ; in  Ú out 
 >
T U ; in  Ú out  out èÚ in  out >
T F ; in 
 >
U T ; out  Ú in  out èÚ in  out >
U U ; in  out >
U F Impossible by Theorem 4.2
F T ;->
F U Impossible by Theorem 4.2
F F Impossible by Theorem 4.2
Theorem 4.2 implies that there are no more than six pairs of values from ; well-founded, un-
founded, unknown > which an atom can have under WFS  . If we denote “well-founded” by T,
“unfounded” by F, and “unknown” by U, then these pairs are & T, T ) , & T, U ) , & T, F ) , & U, T ) , & U, U ) ,
& F, T ) . Every one of these six pairs can be achieved. Table 4.1 provides examples of six revision
programs which with an empty initial database give these six different assignments for atom 
under WFS  . Therefore, we can think of WFS  as a three-valued model on a set of revision
literals, or as a six-valued model on a set of atoms.
4.1.2 A definition obtained via Shifting Theorem
Another translation of revision programs into logic programs was described in Section 3.2.3. It
is based on the Shifting Theorem. Similarly to the previous section, we take a revision program,
translate it into a logic program, find the well-founded semantics of the logic program and declare
the corresponding revision literals to be well-founded, unfounded or unknown. The main differ-
ence with the Przymusinski–Turner translation is that the Shifting Theorem allows us to translate
revision problems into logic programs with constraints. Therefore, in addition to the well-founded
semantics of the logic program part of the translation, we also use the constraints and the principle
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of inertia to define a well-founded semantics for revision programs.
Let 7 be a revision program. Let 8 be an initial database.
Definition 4.4 For a set of revision literals u define the reduct of ( 7 , 8 ) relative to u (denoted by
7¾8fl
·
) to be the revision program obtained from 7 by
1. removing every rule X ¡ 7 such that  ª ±-ÃZ X ZJ; f » ¯ f ¡ uæA¾8
½
>s£N@O ,
2. deleting from the body of each remaining rule any revision literal that is in 8
½
. 
Definition 4.5 For a revision program 7 and an initial database 8 , the operator ¶

Ë Ê from sets of
revision literals to sets of revision literals is defined by the equation
¶

Ë Ê°huzqN@²QÇ6
7¾8fl
·

where ²QÇ6
7¾8fl
·
 is the necessary change of 
7¾8fl
·
. 
Proposition 4.1 For any revision program 7 and initial database 8 , the operator ¶

Ë Ê is anti-
monotone.
Proof.
Let ut and u
Ł
be sets of revision literals, utvu
Ł
. Then, uÜA?8
½
vu
Ł
A?8
½
. Hence, ; f
»
¯
f
¡
utA
8
½
>yv³;
f
»
¯
f
¡
u
Ł
A8
½
> . Therefore, 7¾8fl
·
ô
vP
7¾8fl
·
ò
. Consequently, ¶

Ë Ê°Mu
Ł
v¶

Ë Ê°MuÜ . Ï
Since ¶

Ë Ê is anti-monotone, the operator ¶ Ł

Ë Ê
is monotone. By the Knaster-Tarski Theorem,
¶
Ł

Ë Ê
has a least fixpoint and a greatest fixpoint.
Definition 4.6 (WFS +-, ) Let 7 be a revision program. Let 8 be a database. The revision literals
that belong to the { |W}h¶¸Ł

Ë Ê
Ô9.;
f
¡
8
½
¯
f
»@£
¡
~l|W}M¶RŁ

Ë Ê
fi> are well-founded +-, relative to 7¾8fl . The
revision literals that do not belong to the ~l|W}h¶ Ł

Ë Ê
q9Ä8
½
are unfounded +-, relative to 7¾8fl . The
remaining revision literals are unknown +., relative to 
7¢8 . 
The following example illustrates the definition.
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Example 4.2 Let 8:NxO . Consider
7P¯ out 
fl
out 

in 
 out 
in 
fl out 
Then, { |W}h¶ Ł

Ë Ê
*N; out  out 
fi> , and [  U h¶ Ł

Ë Ê
KN4; out 
 out 
 in  in > . Therefore,
revision literals out  , out  are well-founded +-, , no revision literals are unfounded +-, , revision
literals in 
fl , in 
 are unknown +-, .
Theorem 4.3 Let / be a logic program. Let   be a set of well-founded atoms relative to / . Let
² be a set of unfounded atoms relative to / . Then, ; in s¯ ¡   > 9é; out s¯è ¡ ²> is
the set of well-founded +., revision literals relative to  X /BfiOF , and ; in 
flK¯? ¡ ²z> is the set of
unfounded +., revision literals.
Proof.
Since X /a has only revision literals of the form in  (  ¡ 	 ) in the heads of the rules,
¶


k
ß10
 
Ë

husvb; in 
flt¯ ¡ 	5> for any set of revision literals u . Therefore, all revision liter-
als of the form out  (  ¡ 	 ) are unfounded relative to  X /BOF .
For a rule X ¡ X /B ,  ª ±FÃZ X ÔJL; f
»
¯
f
¡
u/AaO
½
>£NÓO if and only if the body of X contains
a revision literal out 
 for some in  ¡ u . This is the case only when the logic program clause
f

X
 has the literal +Zª°U  in the body for  ¡ uá , where uzá³Nµ;= ¡ 	µ¯ in 
fl ¡ uL> . Therefore,
the first step in the definition of the reduct  X /BOF
·
corresponds to the first step of the definition
of the reduct /
·

. That is, X ¡ X /a is deleted on the first step of computing  X /afiOF
·
if and
only if the corresponding logic program clause f  X  ¡ / is deleted on the first step of computing
/
·

.
In the second step of the definition of  X /afiOF
·
all revision literals of the form out 

(  ¡ 	 ) are deleted from the remaining rules. It corresponds to deleting all atoms with nega-
tion as failure from the bodies of the remaining logic program clauses. Consequently, X /
·

N

X
/BOF
·
.
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Since the revision program  X /BfiOF
·
has only revision literals of the form in 
fl (  ¡ 	 ),
¶ 0 Muá Nµ¶2

k
ß30
 
Ë

huz for any set of revision literals u . Therefore, v3	 is a fixpoint of ¶ Ł
0
if
and only if ; in 
fl¯F ¡ *> is a fixpoint of ¶ Ł


k
ß30
 
Ë

.
By definition, well-founded +., revision literals relative to  X Ô/BfiOF are
{ |W}h¶
Ł


k
ß10
 
Ë

­9z;
f
¡
O½¯
f
»
£
¡
~l|W}qM¶
Ł


k
ß10
 
Ë

> N
; in ¯F ¡ { |W}qM¶ Ł
0
fi>¾9z; out ¯ in 
B£¡ ~l|W}h¶ Ł


k
ß10
 
Ë

>BN
; in 
¾¯F ¡   >9z; out ¯-£¡ ~l|W}qM¶ Ł
0
fi>§N
; in 
fl¯F ¡   >9; out ¯- ¡ ²z>F
By definition, unfounded +., revision literals relative to  X /BfiOF are revision literals that do
not belong to the ~l|W}qM¶ Ł


k
ß10
 
Ë

98
½
. Hence, ; in ¯ in 
fl§£¡ ~l|W}M¶ Ł


k
ß30
 
Ë

fi> is the set of unfounded +-,
revision literals. However,
; in ¯ in §£¡ ~l|W}h¶ Ł


k
ß30
 
Ë

fi> N
; in ¯F£¡ ~l|W}h¶ Ł
0
>BNT; in 
¾¯ ¡ ²>F
This finishes the proof. Ï
Theorem 4.4 Let 7 be a revision program. Let 8 be an initial database. Then, any 7 -justified
revision of 8
¹ satisfies all revision literals that are well-founded +., relative to 7 and 8 , and
¹ satisfies no revision literals unfounded +., relative to 7 and 8 .
Proof.
By definition of 7 -justified revision, ÉNÁ8:ÀS²QÇ67¬ÌÐ 8 . Let u be a set of heads of 7¬Ì . By
Theorem 2.6, uNx²ÂÇ©
7ÌÐ 8fl . Thus, ÉxN@8§Àéu .
Let us show that u is a fixpoint of ¶RŁ

Ë Ê
. To do this we compare the reducts 7¾8fl
·
and 7ÌÐ 8 .
Recall, that 7¬ÌÐ 8 (Definition 2.16) is obtained from 7 by
1. removing every rule X ¡ 7 whose body is not satisfied by É ;
2. deleting from the body of each remaining rule any revision literal that is in 8
½
.
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Assume that rule X ¡ 7 is removed during the first step of computation of the reduct 7¾8fl
·
.
By definition of the reduct, there exists revision literal f such that f » ¡  ª ±-Ã« X  , f ¡ u , and f £¡ 8
½
.
From ÉNÓ8'À$u and f ¡ u it follows that ÉÐN f . Hence, Éb£Ð N f » . Consequently, the body of
rule X is not satisfied by É . Hence, X is removed during the first step of computation of the reduct
7ÌÐ 8 . The second steps of computation of the reducts 7¾8fl
·
and 7¬ÌÐ 8 are the same. Therefore,
7ÌÐ 86vT7¾8fl
·
.
Assume that rule X ¡ 7 is removed during the first step of computation of the reduct 7ÌÐ 8 . It
means that there exists literal f in the body of X such that É£Ð N f . Thus, É4ÐN f » . Since ÉxN@8ÀÄu ,
only the following three cases are possible.
1. f » ¡ u and f » ¡ 8
½
. Since u is coherent, f £¡ u . If there are no other literals that cause X to
be deleted during the first step of computation of 
7¾8fl
·
, then the reduct 7¾8fl
·
contains
rule X ¦ which is obtained from X by deleting from the body all revision literals that are in 8
½
.
Note, that X
¦
contains f in the body.
2. f
»
¡
u and f
»
£
¡
8
½
. Hence, f
»
¡
uAK8
½
, and f N f
»

»
is in the body of X . Thus, rule X is
deleted during the first step of computation of the reduct 
7¾8fl
·
.
3. f »P£¡ u , f » ¡ 8
½
, and f £¡ u . Similarly to case ffi , if X is not deleted during the first step of
computation of 7¾8fl
·
, then the reduct 7¾8fl
·
contains rule X ¦ which is obtained from X by
deleting from the body all revision literals that are in 8
½
. Note, that X
¦
contains f in the body.
From the above observations it follows that 
7¾8fl
·
N37ÌÐ 8fl9ö , where ö is a set of rules (possibly
empty) with the property that every rule X ¡ ö contains in its body a literal f such that f £¡ u . We
have that u ND²QÇ67¬ÌÐ 8fl . Since all rules in ö have literals that are not in u in their bodies,
²QÇ6
7¾8fl
·
:N1²QÇ6
7ÌÐ 8fl9Ûö:N1²QÇ67¬ÌÐ 8:NÁu . Thus, ¶

Ë Ê°hu:N/²QÇ6
7¢8
·
:Nu .
Hence, u is a fixpoint of ¶
Ł

Ë Ê
. By Proposition 2.1, { |W}h¶
Ł

Ë Ê
vuv,~l|W}h¶
Ł

Ë Ê
 .
Let f be a well-founded +-, revision literal relative to 7 and 8 . By definition, f ¡ { |W}h¶¸Ł

Ë Ê
F9*;
f
¡
8
½
¯
f
»
£
¡
~l|W}h¶
Ł

Ë Ê
> . There are two possible cases.
Case 1: f ¡ { |W}h¶
Ł

Ë Ê
 . Then, f ¡ u . Hence, ÉxN@8§Àéu implies É4ÐN f .
Case 2: f ¡ 8
½
and f »,£¡ ~l|W}h¶¸Ł

Ë Ê
 . Then, f »,£¡ u . Hence, É@N@8§À<u implies ÉÐN f .
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Therefore, É satisfies all well-founded +-, revision literals.
Let f be an unfounded +-, revision literal relative to 7 and 8 . By definition, f £¡ ~l|W}qM¶ Ł

Ë Ê
¬98
½
.
Thus, f £¡ 8
½
and f £¡ u . In other words, f » ¡ 8
½
and  f »  » £¡ u . This implies that ÉÐN f » .
Hence, Éæ£Ð N f . Consequently, É satisfies no unfounded +., revision literals. Ï
4.1.3 Comparison of the two definitions
In this section we compare the two definitions of well-founded semantics for revision programs
from Section 4.1.1 and Section 4.1.2.
We say that one well-founded semantics is better (or more informative) than the other one on
a particular instance of a revision problem if the union of well-founded and unfounded revision
literals in the first semantics contains the union of well-founded and unfounded revision literals in
the second semantics.
We present examples that show that these definitions are indeed different and neither of them
is always better than the other. In particular, WFS +., is more informative than WFS  in Example
4.4, whereas WFS  is better than WFS +-, in Example 4.3.
The following example shows that WFS  may be more informative than WFS +-, .
Example 4.3 Let 8:NxO . Consider
7P¯ in D out 

in D out 

out D
1. Compute WFS +-, . We have: { |W}h¶
Ł

Ë Ê
 N/; out 
> , and [  U h¶
Ł

Ë Ê
'NÁ; in  in 
 out 
> .
Hence, well-founded +-, revision literals are ; out 
fi> . There are no unfounded +-, revision
literals.
2. Compute WFS  . The logic program r3N"rs7¾8fl is the following.
r¯ out Ê=D
out Ê=D
in D in Ê=
 +Zª°U out 

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out D out Ê=

+Zª°U in 

in D in Ê=
 +Zª°U out 

out D out Ê=

+Zª°U in 

in D out 

in D out 

out D
Thus, { |W}h¶¸Ł% 'N/~l|W}M¶¸Ł% yNÓ; out Ê=
fl out Ê=
 in  out > . Therefore, revision literals
in  , out  are well-founded  . Revision literals out  , in  are unfounded  .
Consequently, WFS  is more informative than WFS +-, relative to 7 and 8 .
It is easy to see that ÉSNP;=?> is a 7 -justified revision of 8 . WFS  allows us to conclude that
 must be in possible revisions, and  must be out. Whereas WFS +., only implies that 7 -justified
revisions of O must satisfy out 
 .
The following example shows that WFS +., may be more informative than WFS  .
Example 4.4 Let 8:NxO . Consider
7P¯ in 
 out 

in 
 out 
fl
in È out 
±fl
in 
±flb out 
È out «
out Y«b in 
fl in 

in Y«b
in 
 in 
È in «
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1. Compute WFS +-, . We start with O and obtain iterations of ¶

Ë
 :
O54
ý
67
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
79
in 

in 
in È
in 
±
out Y«
in «
:;7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7<
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
4
ý
; in «> 4
ý
67
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
79
in 

in 

in È
out Y«
in «
: 7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7<
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
4
ý
67
7
7
8
7
7
79
in 
È
in YZ
in 

:;7
7
7<
7
7
7
=
4
ý
67
7
7
8
7
7
79
in 
in È
in Y«
:;7
7
7<
7
7
7
=

Thus, { |W}qM¶¸Ł

Ë Ê
2N
[

U
h¶¸Ł

Ë Ê
ÂN ; in  in 
È in «> . Hence, in  , in È , in YZ , out 
 ,
out ± are well-founded +-, . Revision literals in  , in ± are unfounded +-, .
2. Compute WFS  . The logic program r3N"rs7¾fiOF is the following.
r¯ out Ê=D
out Ê=D
out Ê=
ÈD
out Ê=±D
out Ê=Y«D
in D in Ê= +«ªgU out 
out D out Ê=
+«ªgU in 
in D in Ê= +«ªgU out 
out D out Ê=
+«ªgU in 
in 
ÈD in Ê=È +Zª°U out È
out 
ÈD out Ê=È
+Zª°U in È
in ±D in Ê=± +«ªgU out 
±fl
out ±D out Ê=±
+«ªgU in 
±fl
in Y«D in Ê=Y« +«ªgU out «
out Y«D out Ê=Y«
+«ªgU in «
in D out 
in D out 
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in 
ÈD out ±
in ±D out È out Y«
out Y«D in  in 
in Y«D
in D in È in YZ
We have the following computation (iterations of ¶ % starting from O ):
O54
ý
6
8
9
out Ê= out Ê= out Ê=È out Ê=± out Ê=« out  out 

out È out ± out « in  in 
 in 
È in ± in Y«
:
<
=
4
ý
4
ý
67
7
7
8
7
7
79
out Ê= out Ê=

out Ê=È out Ê=±
out Ê=« in YZ
:;7
7
7<
7
7
7
=
4
ý
67
7
7
8
7
7
79
out Ê= out Ê= out Ê=È out Ê=± out Ê=«
out 
 out 
 out È out ± in 
in  in È out Y« in « in 
±fl
:;7
7
7<
7
7
7
=

Thus, { |W}h¶
Ł
%
¾N4; in YZ>B9é; out Ê=@?R§¯A? ¡ ;=figfiÈ°fi±>-> and [  U h¶
Ł
%
¾N; out  out 
out È out ± in  in 
 in È out YZ in « in 
±flfi>59Í; out Ê=@?Ry¯B? ¡ ;=e°È=fi±Ô>-> .
Therefore, the only well-founded  revision literal is in Y« . There are no unfounded 
revision literals.
Consequently, WFS +., is more informative than WFS  relative to 7 and 8 .
Moreover, WFS +., allows us to conclude that the only 7 -justified revision of O is É³NS;=fiÈ=fi> .
Whereas WFS  only imply that 7 -justified revisions of O must satisfy in « .
4.2 Definition specific to revision programming
In this section we give a definition of well-founded semantics which is specific for revision pro-
gramming.
4.2.1 Well-founded semantics for revision programming
Definition 4.7 Given a revision program 7 and a set of literals ® , the revision program ö !#  f 7¾®B
is obtained from 7 by
1. removing all rules X ¡ 7 such that  ª ±-ÃZ X «J; f » ¯ f ¡ ®5>t£N@O ;
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2. remove all rules with heads from ® ;
3. remove from the bodies of the remaining rules all revision literals that are in ® . 
Lemma 4.1 Let 7 , 7
Ł
be revision programs. Let ®  , ®
Ł
be sets of revision literals. Then,
1. ö !Y#  f 
7­9Â7
Ł
®5lN@ö
!#

f
7q®5l­9Qö
!#

f
7
Ł
®
Ł
 , and
2. ö !Y#  f 
7® «9Â®
Ł
N@ö
!#

f
Yö
!Y#

f

7® l®
Ł
 .
Definition 4.8 Let us define a sequence of triples 
7¬E]®aE=u*E , \ N   ffi  , as follows.
¹
\
N

. Let 7
p
N@7 , ®
p
NxO , u
p
NxO .
¹
\tSffi
. If \ N@ ! á ffi ( ! ¡DC ), then ® ¦
Ł
ffúR
Nx²QÇ67
Ł
ff
 .
Else if \ N³ ! ( ! ¡EC ), then ® ¦
Ł
ff
Nµ;
f
¡
8
½
¯¸
f
»
£
¡
u
Ł
ffHFµ
f
£
¡
®
Ł
ff FT
f
»
£
¡
®
Ł
ffH> .
Let ®aECN,®CE«9Â® ¦
E
.
If ®aE is incoherent then for all \ ¦ ,\ let ®aEl÷¸N@®aE , u*E÷¸NxO , and 7¬E÷Nx7¬E .
Otherwise, let 7¬EKN³ö !Y#  f 
7¬Efi®C¦
E
 , u*EKN,¶
-G
Ë Ê=hu*El . 
To illustrate the notion, let us compute a sequence of triples for the following example.
Example 4.5 Let 8:NxO . Consider
7P¯ out 

in 
 out 

in 
 out 
fl
in È in 
fl in 

out 
±flb out 
È
in 
±flb out  ` 
in  `  out 
±fl
in Y«b in 
±fl in  ` 
out 
[
b out «
in  [ b out  c 
in  c  out  [ 
in  !  in  [  in  c 
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We have the following computation:
®
p
NxO?u
p
N@O?fi7
p
N,7H4
ý
® N
6
8
9
out 
in 

:
<
=
fi7qN
67
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
79
out ±D out È
in ±D out  ` 
in  `  out ±
in Y«D in ± in  ` 
out 
[
D out Y«
in  [ D out  c 
in  c  out  [ 
in  !  in  [  in  c 
:;7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7<
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
utN
67
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
79
out ±
in 
±
in  ` 
in «
out 
[

in  [ 
in  c 
in  ! 
:;7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7<
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
4
ý
4
ý
®
Ł
N
6
7
7
7
8
7
7
79
out 
in 
out 
È
:
7
7
7<
7
7
7
=
fi7
Ł
N
67
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
79
out 
±flD
in 
±flD out  ` 
in  ` D out ±
in Y«D in ± in  ` 
out 
[
b out YZ
in  [ b out  c 
in  c D out  [ 
in  ! D in  [  in  c 
:;7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7<
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
u
Ł
NJI out 
±LK 4
ý
4
ý
®NM¾N
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
79
out 
in 
out 
È
out ±
in  ` 
:
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7<
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
fi7"MN
67
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
79
out 
[
b out Y«
in  [ b out  c 
in  c D out  [ 
in  ! D in  [  in  c 
:;7
7
7
7
7
7<
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
luOMèN
67
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
79
out 
[

in  [ 
in  c 
in  ! 
:;7
7
7
7
7
7<
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
4
ý
4
ý
®QP¢N
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
79
out 
in 

out È
out ±
in  ` 
out Y«
:
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7<
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
7"PN
67
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
79
out 
[
b
in  [ b out  c 
in  c D out  [ 
in  ! D in  [  in  c 
:;7
7
7
7
7
7<
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
uRPN
I out 
[

K
4
ý
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4
ý
®NSN I out  in  out 
È out 
±fl in  `  out Y« out  [  in  c  K fi7SN@O?u SN@O?
For
!UT
, ®Kff«N"®NS , 7ÔffZNxO , and u0ffZN@O .
Lemma 4.2 Let 7 be a revision program. Let 8 be an initial database. Let É be a 7 -justified
revision of 8 . Then, É
½
N,¶

Ë ÊgÉ
½
­9Â8Rh8¸É  .
Proof.
By Theorem 2.7, É
½
N1²ÂÇ©
7¬ÊË ÌZ9.8Rh8¸É  . By definition, ¶

Ë Ê°É
½
:NÁ²QÇ6
7¾8fl
ÌWV
 . Let us
show that ²QÇ67¾8fl Ì V N@²QÇ67ÊË Ì« .
Indeed, the reduct 7¬ÊË Ì is obtained from 7 by removing from the bodies of rules literals from
8R
8efiÉ  . Consider the second step in the definition of the reduct 
7¾8fl Ì V . Assume that a revision
literal f is removed from the body of a rule X . Then, f ¡ 8
½
. If f £¡ É
½
, then f
»
¡
É
½
AK8
½
, and rule
X
would have been removed at the first step of the definition of the reduct 7¾8fl Ì2V . Hence, f ¡ É
½
,
and thus, f ¡ 8R
8efiÉ  . Therefore, at the second step of the definition of the reduct 7¾8fl Ì V , literals
from 8R
8efiÉ  are removed from the bodies of the remaining rules. Thus, 
7¢8 ÌWV v"7ÊË Ì .
Bodies of the rules which are removed during the first step of the definition of the reduct
7¾8fl
ÌWV
are not satisfied by É
½
. Since ²QÇ67ÊfiË ÌR§v3É
½
, they are not satisfied by ²QÇ67¬ÊË ÌR , too.
The necessary change of a program remains the same if we remove from the program rules that
are not satisfied by the necessary change. Consequently, ²QÇ67¾8fl ÌWV ¢NP²QÇ67ÊfiË ÌR . Therefore,
É
½
N,¶

Ë Ê°
É
½
­928R
8efiÉ  . Ï
Lemma 4.3 Let 7 be a revision program. Let 8 be an initial database. Let É be a 7 -justified
revision of 8 . Let ® be a set of literals such that ®Tv@É
½
. Let 7§¦NSö
!Y#

f
7¾®BÔ9;
f
x¯
f
¡
®'> .
Then, É is a 7 ¦ -justified revision of 8 .
Proof.
By Theorem 2.7,
²ÂÇ©
7$9;=ºzx¯-º
¡
8R
8efiÉ fi>INxÉB½fi
By definition of the necessary change, É
½
is the least model of 7³9);=º@x¯º ¡ 8Zh8efiÉ > when
treated as a Horn program built of independent propositional atoms of the form in  and out 
 .
Since ®Sv,É
½
, rules ; f x¯ f ¡ ®5> are satisfied in É
½
. Therefore by Lemma 2.1,
²QÇ67$9;=ºzx¯º
¡
8Zh8efiÉ >IqN,²QÇ67$9;
f
x¯
f
¡
®5>¾9Ä;=º.x¯º
¡
8R
8efiÉ >I
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Let åPNT7'9); f x¯ f ¡ ®'>B9);=ºÛx¯º ¡ 8R
8efiÉ > . We have ²QÇ6å'NTÉ
½
. It is easy to see that
applying steps 1, 2, and 3 from the definition of ö !Y#  f 
7¢®§ to the part 7 of the program å does
not change the least model of the program. In other words,
²QÇ6å'N,²QÇ6Yö
!Y#

f

7¾®§Ô9z;
f
x¯
f
¡
®'>9z;=ºzx¯Fº
¡
8Zh8efiÉ >I
Thus, É
½
ND²ÂÇ©
7 ¦9<;=ºx¯èº
¡
8Rh8¸É >I . Therefore, by Theorem 2.7, É is a 7 ¦ -justified
revision of 8 . Ï
Lemma 4.4 Let 7 be a revision program. Let 8 be an initial database. Let ®/N/²QÇ67' . Let
7 ¦ Nö
!Y#

f

7¾®§9);
f
x¯
f
¡
®5> . Then, É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if and only if É is a
7§¦ -justified revision of 8 .
Proof.
YNZø$ Let É be a 7 -justified revision of 8 . Then, by Theorem 2.7,
²ÂÇ©
7$9;=ºzx¯-º
¡
8R
8efiÉ fi>INxÉB½fi
Thus, ®µv"É
½
. By Lemma 4.3, É is a 7 ¦ -justified revision of 8 .
Yù6N  Let É be a 7§¦ -justified revision of 8 . Then,
²QÇ6Yö
!Y#

f

7¾®§­9;
f
x¯
f
¡
®5>¾9;=ºzx¯º
¡
8Zh8efiÉ >IqN,ÉB½fi
Notice that we can “undo” steps 3, 2, 1 in the definition of ö !Y#  f 7¾®B without changing the
necessary change of the program
ö
!#

f
7¾®B­9;
f
x¯
f
¡
®'>9;=ºzx¯-º
¡
8R
8efiÉ fi>I
Thus,
É
½
N@²QÇ679;
f
x¯
f
¡
®'>9;=ºzx¯-º
¡
8R
8efiÉ fi>I
Since ®@Nx²QÇ67' , we get that
²QÇ67$9;
f
x¯
f
¡
®5>¾9;=ºzx¯º
¡
8Zh8efiÉ >IN@²QÇ67$9Ä;=º.x¯º
¡
8R
8efiÉ >I
Consequently, É
½
N@²ÂÇ©
7Ü95;=ºzx¯-º
¡
8R
8efiÉ fi>I . Therefore, by Theorem 2.7, É is a 7 -justified
revision of 8 . Ï
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Lemma 4.5 Let å be a revision program. Let 8 be an initial database. Let u be a set of revision
literals such that for every É which is a å -justified revision of 8 , É
½
v,u9Â8
½
. Let ®³N3;
f
¡
8
½
¯
f
» £
¡
uÛ> . Let å ¦ Næö
!#

f
å0®§9Û;
f
x¯
f
¡
®'> . Then, É is a å -justified revision of 8 if and
only if É is a å ¦ -justified revision of 8 .
Proof.
YNZø$ Let É be a å -justified revision of 8 . Then, É
½
vÓu/9z8
½
. Let us show that ®ÁvÉ
½
. Let
f
¡
® . Then, f ¡ 8
½
and f
» £
¡
u . Since 8
½
does not contain dual revision literals, f ¡ 8
½
implies
f
» £
¡
8
½
. Hence, f » £¡ u/98
½
. Thus, f » £¡ É
½
. That is, f ¡ É
½
. Therefore, ®æv3É
½
. By Lemma
4.3, É is a å ¦ -justified revision of 8 .
Yù6N  Let É be a å ¦ -justified revision of 8 . Then,
²QÇ6Yö
!#

f
å0®§Ô9;
f
x¯
f
¡
®'>9;=ºzx¯-º
¡
8Rh8¸É >INxÉB½fi
Notice that we can “undo” steps 3, 2, 1 in the definition of ö !Y#  f å0®B without changing the
necessary change of the program
ö
!Y#

f
å0®B9z;
f
x¯
f
¡
®5>¾9Ä;=ºx¯-º
¡
8R
8efiÉ fi>I
Thus,
ÉB½Nx²QÇ6å"9Ä;
f
x¯
f
¡
®'>9;=ºzx¯Fº
¡
8R
8efiÉ fi>I
Let us show that
;
f
x¯
f
¡
®'>yv³;=ºzx¯-º
¡
8R
8efiÉ fi>I(4.1)
Indeed, let f ¡ ® . Then, f ¡ É
½
and f ¡ 8
½
. Therefore, f ¡ 8Zh8efiÉ  . Consequently, equation (4.1)
holds. We get that
²QÇ6å"9;
f
x¯
f
¡
®5>¾9;=ºzx¯º
¡
8Zh8efiÉ >IN@²QÇ6å"9z;=ºzx¯Fº
¡
8Zh8efiÉ >I
Hence, É
½
N²QÇ6å39<;=ºÓx¯èº
¡
8R
8efiÉ fi>I . Therefore, by Theorem 2.7, É is a å -justified
revision of 8 . Ï
Theorem 4.5 Let 7 be a revision program. Let 8 be an initial database. Let 
7¬E=®aEIu*E , \2, ,
be the sequence of triples constructed according to the Definition 4.8. Then, for every \.P the
following holds.
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1. É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if and only if É is a 7E9.; f  ¯ f ¡ ®aE°>I -justified revision
of 8 .
2. For every É which is a 7 -justified revision of 8 , the following holds. If \ N ! then hu*E¾9
®CEgv"É
½
, and if \ N³ ! á ffi then É
½
vThu*E9Ü®aE9Â8
½
 .
Proof.
By induction on \ .
Basis step ( \ N  ). Both statements 1 and 2 trivially hold because 7 p Nx7 , ® p NxO , u p N,O .
Inductive step. Assume that the statement of the theorem is true for \
ü
ffi
. We need to prove
that it holds for \ ( \tµffi ).
Case 1. Let \ N³ ! á ffi . By inductive hypothesis,
(1) É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if and only if É is a 
7
Ł
ffI92;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffY>I -justified revision of
8 , and
(2) for every É which is a 7 -justified revision of 8 , hu
Ł
fffl9Â®
Ł
ffhv"É
½
.
We need to prove that
(3) É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if and only if É is a 7
Ł
ffúRè9Í;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffúR>I -justified
revision of 8 , and
(4) for every É which is a 7 -justified revision of 8 , É
½
vTMu
Ł
ffúRÔ92®
Ł
ffúR­928
½
 .
By definition, ®K¦
Ł
ffúR
NT²ÂÇ©
7
Ł
ff
 , ®
Ł
ffúRNµ®
Ł
ff9Q®K¦
Ł
ffúR
, 7
Ł
ffúRN3ö
!#

f
7
Ł
ffW®C¦
Ł
ffúR
 , u
Ł
ffúRN
¶

ôYX3Zò
Ë Ê=Mu
Ł
ffM .
Proof of (3):
Consider revision program åNÓ7
Ł
ffe9Û;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffW> . Since 7
Ł
ff does not contain in the bodies
of its rules literals from ®
Ł
ff9Í®
»
Ł
ff
, we get that ²ÂÇ©
åyÛN ²ÂÇ©
7
Ł
ff9,;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffY>I.N
²QÇ67
Ł
ff
Ô9®
Ł
ff¬NT®
¦
Ł
ffúR
9®
Ł
ff¬NT®
Ł
ffÕR . Also, 7
Ł
ffÕR¾N3ö
!Y#

f
7
Ł
ff^®
¦
Ł
ffúR
¾NPö
!#

f
7
Ł
ffW®
Ł
ffúR .
From this and the fact that ®
Ł
ffv$®
Ł
ffúR , it follows that
7
Ł
ffúR«9;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffúR>§N
ö
!Y#

f

7
Ł
ff^®
Ł
ffúR­9z;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffúR> N
ö
!Y#

f
7
Ł
ff9;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffW>F®
Ł
ffúRl­9Ä;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffúRfi> N
ö
!Y#

f
å0fi²ÂÇ©
åyl¬9Ä;
f
 ¯
f
¡
²ÂÇ©
åyfi>F
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Therefore, by Lemma 4.4, É is a 7
Ł
ff9;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffW>I -justified revision of 8 if and only if É is
a 7
Ł
ffúR¬9L;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffúR> -justified revision of 8 . Now, using the inductive assumption (1), we
get statement (3).
Proof of (4):
Assume that É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 . By definition, u
Ł
ffúRqN"¶

ôYXZ-ò Ë Êghu
Ł
ff
 . It is easy to see
that
u
Ł
ffúR­9Â®
Ł
ffúRN"¶

ôYXZò Ë Ê°hu
Ł
ff
­9Ü®
Ł
ffúRN
¶
ß

ôYXZ-ò[]\ G^`_ Gab ôYXZ-òc
 
Ë Ê
hu
Ł
fffl9Â®
Ł
ffh
Let 7 ¦ N 7
Ł
ffúR9,;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffúR> . By (3), É is a 7 ¦ -justified revision of 8 . Since ¶ is
anti-monotone and hu
Ł
fffl9Â®
Ł
ffhv"É
½
, we get that
¶

÷ Ë Ê°
ÉB½v¶

÷ÕË Ê=Mu
Ł
fffl92®
Ł
ff

Hence,
¶

÷ Ë ÊgÉB½­9Â8F½v¶

÷ÕË Ê=Mu
Ł
fffl92®
Ł
ff
­9Ü8½fi
Therefore, by Lemma 4.2,
ÉB½N"¶

÷ Ë ÊgÉB½­9Â8R
8efiÉ v¶

÷úË Ê°hu
Ł
ff92®
Ł
ff
­928F½N"u
Ł
ffúR­92®
Ł
ffÕRÔ9Â8F½
Case 2. \ N³ ! , \s  . By inductive hypothesis,
(5) É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if and only if É is a 7
Ł
ffHè9Í;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffH>I -justified
revision of 8 , and
(6) for every É which is a 7 -justified revision of 8 , É
½
vTMu
Ł
ffHÔ92®
Ł
ffH­928
½
 .
We need to prove that
(7) É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if and only if É is a 
7
Ł
ffI92;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffY>I -justified revision of
8 , and
(8) for every É which is a 7 -justified revision of 8 , hu
Ł
fffl9Â®
Ł
ffhv"É
½
.
By definition, ®K¦
Ł
ff
N;
f
¡
8
½
¯
f
»£
¡
u
Ł
ffHdF
f
£
¡
®
Ł
ffHeF
f
»P£
¡
®
Ł
ffH> , ®
Ł
ffN®
Ł
ff 9z®K¦
Ł
ff
,
7
Ł
ffZN³ö
!#

f
7
Ł
ff I®
¦
Ł
ff
 , u
Ł
ffZN,¶

ôYX
Ë Ê°hu
Ł
ffH .
Proof of (7):
Let åNÓ7
Ł
ffH9L;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffH> . Let u N3u
Ł
ffH9®
Ł
ffH . Then, from (5) and (6) it follows
that for every É which is a å -justified revision of 8 , É
½
vuï928
½
.
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Let ®µNÓ; f ¡ 8
½
¯
f
» £
¡
uÛ> . Let å ¦ NTö
!#

f
å0®§9.;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®'> . By Lemma 4.5, É is a
å -justified revision of 8 if and only if É is a å ¦ -justified revision of 8 . Using (5) we get that É is
a 7 -justified revision of 8 if and only if É is a å ¦ -justified revision of 8 .
Therefore, to prove (7) we need to show that å ¦ N,7
Ł
ff9z;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ff> .
Indeed,
å
¦
Nxö
!Y#

f

å*®§Ô9;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®'>BN
Nxö
!#

f
7
Ł
ffHÔ9Ä;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffH>F®B­9z;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®'>§N
N³ö
!#

f
7
Ł
ff ®§­9Âö
!#

f
&;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffH>F®§­9z;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®5> N
N³ö
!#

f
7
Ł
ff ®§­9Ä;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffH«A¢®5>¾9;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®5> N
Nxö
!Y#

f

7
Ł
ffH®B­9;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffH­92®5>F
By definition, ®xNT; f ¡ 8
½
¯
f
»
£
¡
u
Ł
ffHF
f
»
£
¡
®
Ł
ff fi> . Consequently, ®xNx® ¦
Ł
ff
9;
f
¡
8
½
¯
f
»
£
¡
u
Ł
ffHF
f
»
£
¡
®
Ł
ffHF
f
¡
®
Ł
ffH> . Thus, ®
Ł
ffHÔ92®,N@®
Ł
ffH­92®
¦
Ł
ff
N"®
Ł
ff . Hence,
å
¦
N@ö
!Y#

f
7
Ł
ffH®B­9;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffW>F
Also, if a revision literal f ¡ ®
Ł
ffH , then f and f » do not appear in the bodies of the rules from
7
Ł
ff  , and f does not appear in the heads of the rules from 7
Ł
ff  . Therefore, ö !Y#  f 7
Ł
ffH®BCN
ö
!Y#

f

7
Ł
ffH®éA¾®
Ł
ff qN³ö
!Y#

f
7
Ł
ffH®K¦
Ł
ff
N@7
Ł
ff . Consequently,
å
¦
N@7
Ł
ff9Ä;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ffW>F
This finishes the proof of (7).
Proof of (8):
Assume that É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 . By definition, u
Ł
ffqNT¶

ôYX
Ë Ê°Mu
Ł
ff  . It is easy to see
that
u
Ł
fffl9Â®
Ł
ffZN,¶

ôYX
Ë Ê°hu
Ł
ffH­92®
Ł
ffZN"¶
ß

ôYXf[g\
G3^`_ Gahb
ôYXic
 
Ë Ê=Mu
Ł
ff Ô9Ü®
Ł
ffH
Let 7
¦
Nx7
Ł
ffF9Q;
f
 ¯
f
¡
®
Ł
ff> . By (7), É is a 7
¦
-justified revision of 8 . Since ¶ is anti-monotone
and É
½
vThu
Ł
ffH­9Â®
Ł
ff Ô9Ü8
½
 , we get that
¶

÷úË Ê°ÉB½kj$¶

÷ÕË Ê=hu
Ł
ffH«9Â®
Ł
ffHÔ9Ü8F½
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From the definition of ¶ it follows that
¶

÷ Ë Ê=hu
Ł
ffH«9Â®
Ł
ffH­928F½N"¶

÷ Ë Êghu
Ł
ffH­92®
Ł
ff 
Hence,
¶

÷ÕË Ê=ÉB½kj¶

÷ Ë Êghu
Ł
ffH­9Â®
Ł
ffHN$u
Ł
ff?92®
Ł
ffW
By Lemma 4.2, É
½
N,¶

÷úË Ê=
É
½
­928R
8efiÉ  . Therefore,
ÉB½lj¶

÷úË Ê°ÉB½!ju
Ł
fffl9Â®
Ł
ffY
That is, (8) holds. Ï
Corollary 4.2 Let É be a 7 -justified revision of 8 . Then, for every \Ü" , É4ÐN,®CE .
Proof.
By Theorem 4.5, É is a 7E9; f  ¯ f ¡ ®aE=>I -justified revision of 8 . Hence, ÉÐN@®CE . Ï
Corollary 4.3 If in the sequence of triples 
7¬E=®aEIu*E there exists \ such that ®aE is incoherent,
then there are no 7 -justified revisions of 8 .
Proof.
Follows from Corollary 4.2. Ï
Lemma 4.6 In the Definition 4.8, u
Ł
ffv$®
¦
Ł
ffúR
for !" .
Proof.
If ! N  , then u
p
N,O . Thus, u
p
v$®C¦

.
Let !6ffi . Then, by definition, ®C¦
Ł
ffÕR
N²QÇ67
Ł
ff
 , and u
Ł
ff§N1¶

ôYX
Ë Ê=Mu
Ł
ffHl . By definition of
operator ¶ , u
Ł
ff¾Næ²QÇ67
Ł
ff^8fl
·
ôYXmIò
 . By definition of the reduct, 7
Ł
ffW8fl
·
ôYXmIò is obtained from
7
Ł
ff by
1. removing every rule X ¡ 7
Ł
ff such that  ª ±-Ã« X «JÄ; f
»
¯
f
¡
u
Ł
ff ­A¾8
½
>s£N@O ,
2. deleting from the body of each remaining rule any revision literal that is in 8
½
.
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Therefore, for every rule X ¡ 7
Ł
ffW8fl
·
ôYXm]ò
, there is a rule X
¦
¡
7
Ł
ff , such that c` F±¸ X KN c` ±¸ X ¦ 
and  ª ±FÃZ X èv" ª ±FÃZ X ¦  . We will prove that in fact,  ª ±-ÃZ X Nx ª ±FÃZ X ¦  .
Assume the contrary. Assume that f ¡  ª ±FÃZ X ¦  and f £¡  ª ±-ÃZ X  . Then, by the second step of
the definition of the reduct, f ¡ 8
½
. Hence, f » £¡ 8
½
.
Let us show that f » ¡ u
Ł
ffH . Assume the contrary, that f » £¡ u
Ł
ffH . Because of the properties
of ö !Y#  f transformation, if f ¡ ®
Ł
ffH or
f
»
¡
®
Ł
ffH , then f can not be in the body of a rule in
7
Ł
ff . However, f ¡  ª ±-ÃZ X ¦  , where X ¦ ¡ 7
Ł
ff . Therefore, f £¡ ®
Ł
ffH and f » £¡ ®
Ł
ffH . Then, by
construction of triples 
7¬E=®aEIu*E , f ¡ ; f ¡ 8
½
¯
f
» £
¡
u
Ł
ffHnF
f
£
¡
®
Ł
ffHnF
f
» £
¡
®
Ł
ffH> . That is,
f
¡
® ¦
Ł
ff
. Hence, by properties of ö !Y#  f transformation, f can not be in the body of a rule from 7
Ł
ff .
This contradicts the fact that f ¡  ª ±-ÃZ X ¦  and X ¦ ¡ 7
Ł
ff . Consequently, f
»
¡
u
Ł
ffH .
We have: f » £¡ 8
½
and f » ¡ u
Ł
ffH . Thus, f » ¡ u
Ł
ff qAB8
½
. At the same time, f ¡  ª ±FÃZ X ¦  .
According to step 1 in the definition of the reduct 
7
Ł
ff^8
·
ôYXm]ò
, rule X ¦ will be removed. This
contradicts the fact that X ¦ ¡ 7
Ł
ff . Therefore, for every rule X ¡ 
7
Ł
ff^8fl
·
ôYXm]ò
, there is a rule X ¦ ¡ 7
Ł
ff ,
such that ce` F±¸ X N c` F±R X ¦Õ and  ª ±-Ã« X qN, ª ±-Ã« X ¦Õ . Hence, ²ÂÇ©l7
Ł
ffW8fl
·
ôYXm]ò
¾v"²ÂÇ©
7
Ł
ff
 . In
other words, u
Ł
ffv$®K¦
Ł
ffúR
. Ï
Corollary 4.4 In Definition 4.8, for every !" , u
Ł
ff9Ü®
Ł
ffv$u
Ł
ffÕ
Ł
92®
Ł
ffú
Ł
.
Proof.
By Definition 4.8, ®
Ł
ff'v/®
Ł
ffú
Ł
. By Lemma 4.6, u
Ł
ff'v®
Ł
ffúRsvÁ®
Ł
ffú
Ł
. Hence, u
Ł
ff­9L®
Ł
ffyv
u
Ł
ffú
Ł
92®
Ł
ffÕ
Ł
. Ï
4.2.2 Comparison with definitions induced by embeddings
The following is an example when the new definition of well-founded semantics gives a better
result than WFS +., .
Example 4.6 Let 8:NxO . Consider revision program from Example 4.3
7P¯ in D out 

in D out 

out D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We have the following computation:
®
p
N@O?fi7
p
N,7¾u
p
N,Oo4
ý
4
ý
®5N
6
8
9
out 
in 
:
<
=
fi7NxO?luÜqN@O?
The WFS +-, for 7 was found in Example 4.3. It is less informative than the new definition of
WFS.
The following is an example when the new definition of well-founded semantics gives better
result than WFS  .
Example 4.7 Let 8:NxO . Consider revision program from Example 4.4
7P¯ in 
 out 

in 
 out 
fl
in È out 
±fl
in 
±flb out 
È out «
out Y«b in 
fl in 

in Y«b
in 
 in 
È in «
We have the following computation:
®
p
N@O?fi7
p
N,7¾u
p
N,Oo4
ý
4
ý
®5NJI in YZLK fi7qN
67
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
79
in  out 

in  out 
fl
in È out 
±fl
out YZ in 
 in 
in  in 
È
:;7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7<
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
utN
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
9
in 

in 
in È
out YZ
:
7
7
7
7
7
7<
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
4
ý
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4
ý
®
Ł
N
6
8
9
in «
out 
±fl
:
<
=
7
Ł
N
67
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
79
in D out 
in  out 
in ÈD
out «D in  in 
in D in È
: 7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
<
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
u
Ł
N
6
8
9
in 
È
in 
:
<
=
4
ý
4
ý
®NMN
67
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
79
in Y«
out 
±fl
in È
in 
:;7
7
7
7
7
7<
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
fi7"MN I out «b in  K luOMN@O54
ý
4
ý
®QP¾N
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
79
in «
out ±
in È
in 
out 

:
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
<
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
=
fi7fiP¾NxO?lu PNxO?
The WFS  for 7 was found in Example 4.4. It is less informative than the new definition of
WFS.
Chapter 5
Extensions of Revision Programming
The connection between revision programming and logic programming described in Section 3.2.3
naturally led to extensions of revision programming formalism which correspond to existing exten-
sions of logic programming (general disjunctive logic programs of [16] and nested logic programs
of [15]). In Section 5.1 we show that revision programs are equivalent to a special class of general
logic programs, and introduce disjunctive revision programs. Results of Section 5.1 were published
in [18]. In Section 5.2 we present nested revision programs.
5.1 Disjunctive revision programs.
In this section we first describe a formalism of general disjunctive logic programs ([16]). Next, we
show that revision programs are equivalent to general disjunctive logic programs which have only
one atom in the heads of their rules. Finally, we introduce disjunctive revision programs.
5.1.1 General disjunctive logic programs.
Lifschitz and Woo [16] introduced a formalism called general logic programming (see also [14]
and [28]). General logic programming deals with clauses whose heads are ‘disjunctions’ of atoms
(we will restrict our attention here to the case of atoms only, even though in the original paper
more general syntax is studied) and atoms within the scope of the negation-as-failure operator.
Specifically, Lifschitz and Woo consider general program rules of the form:
®5°Ð=Ð ®aEFÐ
+Zª°U
®CEfiRgÐ=Ð
+Zª°U
®CG: ®CG Rfi®CK
+Zª°U
®KR
+Zª°U
®K(5.1)
which can be also represented as
¤7
ª]V
9
+«ªgU
¤Q²
`[
Ä ¼y7
ªIV
9
+«ªgU
¼²
`[

where ® ®K are atoms, ¤Q7 ªIV N;°®5®aEI> , ¤² `[ Næ;°®aEfiRfi®aGM> , ¼7 ª]V N
;°®aGßR®K¢> , ¼²
`[
NS;°®CR®Kfl> .
A general logic program is defined as a collection of general program rules.
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Given a set of atoms   and a clause È of the form (5.1),   satisfies È if from the fact that every
®Cff ,
f
á
ffi',!,#
, belongs to   and no ®Cff , # á ffi',!è"+ , belongs to   , it follows that one of
®Cff ,
ffi*S!¢T\
, belongs to   or one of ®Cff , \ á ffi*S!¢µf , does not belong to   . This coincides
with the classical notion of satisfiability.
Lifschitz and Woo introduce a semantics of general logic programs that is stronger than the
semantics described above. It is the semantics of answer sets. Answer sets are constructed in
stages. First, one defines answer sets for programs that do not involve negation as failure, that is,
consist of clauses
®5ÐIÐ ®aEé ®aEfiRfi®C(5.2)
Given a program 7 consisting of clauses of type (5.2), a set of atoms   is an answer set for 7 if
  is a minimal set of atoms satisfying all clauses in 7 .
Next, given a general logic program 7 (now possibly with negation as failure operator) and a
set of atoms   , one defines the reduct of 7 with respect to   , denoted 75´ , as the general logic
program without negation as failure obtained from 7 by
¹ deleting each disjunctive rule such that ¤² `[ £v,  or ¼² `[ J  £NxO , and
¹ replacing each remaining disjunctive rule by ¤Q7 ªIV  ¼7 ª]V .
A set of atoms   is an answer set for 7 if   is an answer set for 75´ .
5.1.2 Answer sets for general programs and justified revisions
We will now show that revision programming is closely related to a special class of general logic
programs, namely those for which all rules have a single atom in the head. We will call such rules
unitary. A unitary general logic program consists of unitary rules.
The encoding of revision rules as general logic program clauses is straightforward. Given a
revision program in-rule X :
in Õ¸q in   l in    out  V  out  V ]
we define the disjunctive rule ± (  X  as:
s



C
+«ªgU¬V

+«ªgU¬V

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Notice that this is just the converse to translation in Section 2.4.3.
Similarly, given a revision program out-rule X :
out úe in    in    out  V l out  V 
we define the disjunctive rule ± (  X  as:
+«ªgU
t



K
+«ªgU¬V

+Zª°U¬V
fl
Finally, for a revision program 7 , define ± ( 7'qNT;=± (  X ¯ X ¡ 70> .
This mapping is a 1-1 correspondence between revision programs and unitary general logic
programs.
The following result states that revision problems where the initial database is empty can be
dealt with by means of general logic programs. This result can be viewed as a generalization of
Theorem 2.14.
Theorem 5.1 Let 7 be a revision program. Then, É is a 7 -justified revision of O if and only if É
is an answer set for ± ( 7' .
Proof.
Let É be a database. Let 7 ¦ be a revision program obtained from 7 by deleting each out-rule
that has out  in the head for some ä£¡ É , and deleting each rule which has out 
fl in the body
for some  ¡ É . Then, ± ( 
7
¦
 is the disjunctive program obtained from ± ( 7' by deleting each
disjunctive rule such that ¤² `[ £v É or ¼² `[ JÍÉ £N O (recall that this is the first step in
constructing ± ( 
7y Ì ).
Observe that É is 7 -justified revision of O if and only if É is 7 ¦ -justified revision of O . Indeed,
inertia 8RO?É qNT; out 
fl¯-Q£¡ Éy> . From Theorem 2.7 we have that É is 7 -justified revision of O
if and only if
²QÇ67$9;=ºzx¯º
¡
8Z
O?fiÉ >IÄN ²QÇ67$9z; out qx¯F£¡ Éy>IÄN ÉB½fi
From definition of 7 ¦ and the fact that ²ÂÇ©
7$9; out x¯-£¡ Éy>I is coherent, it follows that
²QÇ67$9Ä; out 
flx¯-Q£¡ Éy>IzN ²QÇ67 ¦ 9z; out x¯-£¡ Éy>I
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Therefore, using Theorem 2.7 again, we get that É is 7 -justified revision of O if and only if É is
7 ¦ -justified revision of O .
Next, observe that if literal out  , for some  , occurs in the body of a rule in 7 ¦ then out 
fl ¡
8RO?fiÉ  . Also, inertia 8R
O?fiÉ  consists only of literals of the form out 
fl . Therefore, 7 ¦
Ë Ì
is
obtained from 7 ¦ by eliminating each literal of the form out  from the bodies of the rules.
Let 7§¦
Ë Ì
Næ7§¦ ¦F9z7§¦ ¦ ¦ , where 7 ¦ ¦ consists of all in-rules of 7§¦ , 7 ¦ ¦ ¦Næ7§¦FA§7§¦ ¦ consists of all
out-rules of 7 ¦ . Note, that all rules from 7 ¦ ¦ and 7 ¦ ¦ ¦ have only literals of the form in 
 in their
bodies. Observe that if X ¡ 7 ¦ ¦ ¦ , then its head, ce` F±¸ X ¢N out 
fl for some  ¡ É . By definition,
±
(
7'
Ì is obtained from ± ( 7 ¦  by replacing each disjunctive rule by ¤7 ª]V  ¼y7 ªIV . Therefore,
±
(

7y
Ì
N ±
(
7
¦ ¦
­9Ä;C fi-E§¯ out  in  in -E ¡ 7 ¦ ¦ ¦ >F
After these observations we are ready to prove the statement of the theorem.
Yø$ Let É be a 7 -justified revision of O . It follows that É is a 7 ¦ -justified revision of O . Thus,
ÉæNæO Àx²ÂÇ©
7
¦

Ë Ì
 . Assume that there exists literal out  ¡ ²ÂÇ©
7 ¦
Ë Ì
 . Since ²ÂÇ©
7 ¦
Ë Ì
 is a
subset of heads of rules from 7 ¦
Ë Ì
, it must be the case that  ¡ É . This contradicts the fact that
the necessary change is coherent and É3N3O§À"²QÇ67 ¦
Ë Ì
 . Therefore, ²QÇ67 ¦
Ë Ì
 consists only of
literals of the form in  . It implies that ²QÇ67§¦
Ë Ì
aNæ; in 5¯R ¡ Éy> is the least model of 7 ¦ ¦ ,
and for every rule X ¡ 7
¦ ¦ ¦
there exist  such that !+ 
 ¡  ª ±FÃZ X  and £¡ É . Hence, É is the
minimal set of atoms which satisfies all clauses in ± ( 
7y Ì . Thus, É is an answer set for ± ( 7' .
Yù$ Let É be an answer set for ± ( 
7y . That is, É is the minimal set of atoms which satisfies
all clauses in ± ( 
7
¦ ¦
9L;' fi-Es¯ out B in l in -E ¡ 7
¦ ¦ ¦
> . Then, any subset
of É satisfies all clauses in ;* ?FEz¯ out 
6 in l in 
FE ¡ 7 ¦ ¦ ¦ > . Therefore,
É is the minimal set of atoms which satisfies all clauses in ± ( 7§¦ ¦ú . Hence, ; in 
z¯K ¡ Éy>
is the least model of 7 ¦ ¦ and satisfies 7 ¦ ¦ ¦ . Consequently, ; in 
flQ¯ ¡ Éy>LN²QÇ67 ¦
Ë Ì
 , and
ÉbNOyÀS²QÇ67§¦

Ë Ì
 . By definition, É is 7 ¦ -justified revision of O . Therefore, É is 7 -justified
revision of O . Ï
It might appear that the scope of Theorem 5.1 is restricted to the special case of revision pro-
grams that update the empty database. However, the shifting theorem allows us to extend this result
to the general case. Thus, revision programming turns out to be equivalent to the unitary fragment
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of general logic programming. Indeed we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.1 Let 7 be a revision program and 8 a database. Then, a database Ñ is a 7 -justified
revision of 8 if and only if 8§Ò@Ñ is an answer set for the program ± ( hnRÊ°7' .
Consider a revision program 7 and a database 8 . Recall that a rule X ¡ 7 is called a constraint
with respect to 8 if its head is of the form in 
 , for some  ¡ 8 , or out  , for some z¿¡ 8 .
Theorem 5.2 Let 7 be a revision program and let 8 be a database. Let 7§¦ consist of all rules in
7 that are constraints with respect to 8 . Let 7 ¦ ¦ NT7,AC7 ¦ . A database É is a 7 -justified revision
of 8 if and only if É is a 7 ¦ ¦ -justified revision of 8 that satisfies all rules from 7§¦ .
Proof.
By the shifting theorem it is enough to prove the statement for the case 8NO . Since 8NæO , 7
¦
consists of all out-rules of 7 and 7§¦ ¦ consists of all in-rules of 7 .
Yø$ If É is a 7 -justified revision of O , then É is a model of 7 . Hence, it is a model of 7 ¦ v"7 .
Theorem 2.7 implies that
²QÇ67$9z;=ºzx¯-º
¡
8RO?fiÉ fi>IqNµ; in 
¾¯F ¡ Éy>¢9Ä; out 
fl¯Fz¿¡ Éy>F
Let   Nx²ÂÇ©
7$9z;=ºzx¯Fº ¡ 8R
O?fiÉ >I . That is,   is the least model of
79z;=ºzx¯Fº
¡
8RO?É >BNx7
¦
9Q7
¦ ¦
9;=ºzx¯-º
¡
8RO?fiÉ fi>F
By the definition of inertia, 8Z
O?fiÉ qNµ; out ¯F¿¡ Éy> .
Let us divide 7
¦
into two disjoint parts: 7
¦
N7
¦

9Ä7
¦
Ł
, where heads of the rules from 7
¦

are
in ; out Â¯¾ ¡ Éy> and heads of the rules from 7
¦
Ł
are in ; out Â¯¾¿¡ Éy> . For each rule
X
¡
7
¦
Ł
,
c`
F±R
X

¡
8R
O?fiÉ  . Hence, there exists rule c` F±¸ X ¢ in the set ;=º)x¯eº ¡ 8RO?fiÉ fi> .
Therefore,   is also the least model of the program
7
¦ ¦
9Q7
¦

9;=ºzx¯-º
¡
8RO?fiÉ fi>F
If we remove from the program some rules with premises that are false in   ,   remains the
least model of the reduced program. Let us show that premises of all rules from 7
¦

are false in   .
Indeed, let X be a rule from 7 ¦

. Then, ce` F±¸ X  ¡ ; out 
fl5¯« ¡ Éy> . Assume that premises of X
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are true in   . Then, c` F±¸ X  must be true in   , since   is the model of 7 ¦ ¦ 97 ¦

9.;=ºäx¯?º
¡
8RO?fiÉ fi> . Hence,   JL; out  ¯¸ ¡ Éy>£NÓO , which contradicts the fact that   N4; in  ¯¸ ¡
Éy>Z9:; out ¯-¿¡ Éy> . Therefore,   is the least model of the program 7 ¦ ¦ 9;=ºzx¯Fº ¡ 8RO?fiÉ fi> .
In other words,
²QÇ67
¦ ¦
9;=ºzx¯Fº
¡
8Z
O?fiÉ >IqNS; in 
fl¯F ¡ Éy>¾9Ä; out ¯Fz¿¡ Éy>F
From Theorem 2.7 we conclude that É is a 7 ¦ ¦ -justified revision of O .
Yù$ Assume É is a 7 ¦ ¦ -justified revision of O , and É is a model of 7 ¦ . Theorem 2.7 implies that
²QÇ67
¦ ¦
9;=ºzx¯Fº
¡
8Z
O?fiÉ >IqNS; in 
fl¯F ¡ Éy>¾9Ä; out ¯Fz¿¡ Éy>F
Let   Næ; in 
5¯¸ ¡ Éy>C9Û; out §¯Z<¿¡ Éy> . By the definition of necessary change,   is the
least model of
7
¦ ¦
9z;=ºzx¯Fº
¡
8R
O?fiÉ >F
Thus,   is also the least model of a modified program obtained by adding some rules that are
satisfied by   . All rules in 7 ¦ are satisfied by   by our assumption. Therefore,   is the least
model of
7
¦
9Q7
¦ ¦
9z;=ºzx¯Fº
¡
8Z
O?fiÉ >BN@79;=ºzx¯-º
¡
8RO?fiÉ fi>F
Hence,
²ÂÇ©
7$9;=ºzx¯-º
¡
8R
O?fiÉ >IqN@  Nµ; in ¯F ¡ Éy>¾9z; out ¯Fz¿¡ Éy>F
By Theorem 2.7, É is a 7 -justified revision of O . Ï
The reason for the term “constraint” is now clear. In computing 7 -justified revisions only “non-
constraints” are used. Then, the constraint part of 7 is used to eliminate some of the computed
revisions.
If 8LN/O , the constraints are exactly the out-rules of a revision program. We can extend the
notion of a constraint to the case of unitary general logic programs. Namely, a unitary program
rule is a constraint if its head is of the form +Zª°U  (note that this notion of constraint is different
from the one used in [14]). Theorem 5.2 has the following corollary.
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Corollary 5.2 Let 7 be a unitary general logic program and let 7 ¦ consists of all constraints in
7 . A set   is an answer set for 7 if and only if   is a stable model for 7A¢7 ¦ that satisfies 7 ¦ .
It follows from the shifting theorem and from Theorem 5.1 that in order to describe updates
by means of revision programming, it is enough to consider logic programs with stable model
semantics and rules with +«ªgU  in the heads that act as constraints.
Corollary 5.3 Let 7 be a revision program and let 8 be a database. Then, a database É is a
7 -justified revision of 8 if and only if nZÊ=
É  is a stable model of the logic program ± ( hnRÊ=7'ZAè7 ¦Õ
that satisfies 7 ¦ , where 7 ¦ consists of all constraints in nZÊ=
7y .
5.1.3 Disjunctive revision programs.
The results of Section 5.1.2 imply an approach to extend revision programming to include clauses
with disjunctions in the heads. Any such proposal must satisfy several natural postulates. First, the
semantics of disjunctive revision programming must reduce to the semantics of justified revisions
on disjunctive revision programs consisting of rules with a single literal in the head. Second, the
shifting theorem must generalize to the case of disjunctive revision programs. Finally, the results
of Section 5.1.2 indicate that there is yet another desirable criterion. Namely, the semantics of
disjunctive revision programming over the empty initial database must reduce to the Lifschitz and
Woo semantics for general logic programs. The construction given below satisfies all these three
conditions.
First, let us introduce the syntax of disjunctive revision programs. By a disjunctive revision
rule we mean an expression of the following form:
ºqgÐIÐ ºÔé º­Rfiº­5(5.3)
where º­ff , ffiÂ4!'æ+ , are revision literals (that is, expressions of the form in 
 or out 
 ). A
disjunctive revision program is a collection of disjunctive revision rules.
In order to specify semantics of disjunctive revision programs we first define the closure of a
set of revision literals under a disjunctive rule. A set o of literals is closed under a rule (5.3) if at
least one ºÔff , ffi ,!q"# , belongs to o or if at least one ºÔff , # á ffi5$!"+ , does not belong to o . A
set of literals
o
is closed under a disjunctive revision program 7 if it is closed under all rules of 7 .
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The next step involves the generalization of the notion of necessary change. Let 7 be a disjunc-
tive revision program. A necessary change entailed by 7 is any minimal set of revision literals that
is closed under 7 . Notice that in the context of disjunctive programs the necessary change may be
not unique.
We will now introduce the notion of a reduct of a disjunctive revision program 7 with respect
to two databases 8 (initial database) and É (a putative revision of 8 ).
Definition 5.1 The reduct of a disjunctive revision program 7 with respect to 8 and É , denoted by
7
ÊfiË Ì
, is constructed in the following four steps.
Step 1: Eliminate from the body of each rule in 7 all literals in 8Zh8efiÉ  .
Step 2: Remove all rules X , such that c` ±¸ X ­JÜ8Zh8efiÉ B£NxO .
Step 3: Eliminate from the remaining rules every rule whose body is not satisfied by É .
Step 4: Remove from the heads of the rules all literals that contradict É . 
We are now ready to define the notion of a 7 -justified revision of a database 8 for the case
of disjunctive revision programs. Let 7 be a disjunctive revision program. A database É is a 7 -
justified revision of a database 8 if for some coherent necessary change o of 7 ÊË Ì , É³N,8À o . Let
us observe that only steps (1) and (2) in the definition of reduct are important. Steps (3) and (4) do
not change the defined notion of revision but lead to a simpler program.
The next example illustrates a possible use of disjunctive revision programming.
Example 5.1 Consider Example 2.2, where revision program is represented as disjunctive revision
program 7 :
!+
h®
+Z+
KÐ
!Y+

¼
ª

ª°deU

Ç
c?X=!^V
¢Ð
!Y+
Îs-Æ
!
±D
ª°dU

®
+R+
D
!+

Îs-Æ
!
±
ª°dU
Îs-Æ
!
±b
!+

¼
ª

Assume that 8äNb;°® +Z+ fiÇ cX=!^V > , ÉNb;°® +Z+ > . Then, inertia 8Zh8efiÉ ¢N; !Y+ 
® +Z+  ª=dU ¼ ª 
ª°deU

Îs-Æ
!
±> . The reduct 7 ÊË Ì N ; ª°dU Ç c?XI!WV .@> . The only necessary change of 7 ÊË Ì is
o
NT;
ª°dU
Ç
c?XI!WV
fi> . Since o is coherent and É³N"8§À o , É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 . Ï
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The following three theorems show that the semantics for disjunctive revision programs de-
scribed here satisfies the three criteria described at the beginning of this subsection.
Theorem 5.3 Let 7 be a revision program without disjunctions. Then, É is a 7 -justified revision
of 8 if and only if É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 when 7 is treated as a disjunctive revision
program.
Proof.
For any revision program 7 (without disjunctions), the least model of 7 , when treated as a Horn
program built of independent propositional atoms of the form in  and out 
fl , is closed under 7 .
Moreover, every set of literals that is closed under 7 must contain the least model of 7 . Therefore,
the notions of necessary change coincide for revision programs without disjunctions, when treated
as ordinary revision programs and as disjunctive revision programs. Hence, the notions of justified
revisions coincide, too. Ï
The definition of n«ð naturally extends to the case of disjunctive revision programs.
Theorem 5.4 (Shifting theorem for disjunctive revision programming) Let 8° and 8
Ł
be databases,
and 7 be a disjunctive revision program. Let   N,8°ÔÒé8
Ł
. Then É5 is a 7 -justified revision of 8°
if and only if n«ð2
É5 is nZðÂ
7y -justified revision of 8
Ł
.
Proof.
Similarly to the case of ordinary revision programs, in computing justified revisions for disjunctive
revision programs we are dealing with revision literals.   -transformation can be viewed as re-
naming these literals, which does not effect the procedure. Therefore, the statement of the theorem
holds. Ï
The embedding of unitary revision programs extends to the case of disjunctive revision pro-
grams. As before, each literal in  is replaced by the corresponding atom  and each literal
out 
 is replaced by +«ªgU  . The general logic program obtained in this way from a disjunctive
revision program 7 is denoted by ± ( 
7y .
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Theorem 5.5 Let 7 be a disjunctive revision program. Then É is a 7 -justified revision of O if and
only if É is an answer set for ± ( 
7y .
Proof.
Inertia 8RO?fiÉ qNS; out ¯F¿¡ Éy> .
Observe that step 2 in the definition of the reduct 7 ÊË Ì removes exactly those rules X for which
±
(

X
 satisfies condition ¤² `[ £v"É .
Step 3 removes all rules X for which ± (  X  satisfies condition ¼² `[ JQÉÁ£NTO , as well as rules
containing in  in the bodies for some ¿¡ É (corresponding disjunctive logic program rules have
 in the bodies for some ¿¡ É ).
Step 1 eliminates from the bodies of the rules of 7 all literals that are in 8R
8efiÉ  . In the
disjunctive logic program it corresponds to eliminating +Zª°U 
¼² `[  parts from the bodies of the
remaining rules.
Step 4 removes from the heads of the rules all literals that contradict É . After step 2 all
remaining rules X satisfy the condition that ± (  X  has ¤Q² `[ vDÉ . Hence, step 4 corresponds
to eliminating all +Zª°U 
¤² `[  parts and all other literals that contradict É from the heads of the
remaining rules in the disjunctive logic program.
Therefore, ± ( 
7y Ì , when compared to ± ( 7 ÊË Ì  , may only have some extra rules, the bodies
of which are not satisfied by É , or some extra literals in the heads, which are not satisfied by É .
Hence, the statement of the theorem holds. Ï
We conclude this section with a simple observation related to the computational complexity
of a problem of existence of justified revisions in the case of disjunctive revision programming.
Disjunctive revision programming is an essential extension of unitary revision programming. The
existence problem for 7 -justified revisions is NP-complete (Theorem 2.13). Eiter and Gottlob
showed that the existence problem for answer sets for general logic programs is p
Ł
-complete ([7]).
Using the results of Eiter and Gottlob [7] and our correspondence between disjunctive revision
programs and general logic programs we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.6 The following problem is p 
Ł
-complete: Given a finite disjunctive revision program
and a database 8 , decide whether 8 has a 7 -justified revision. Ï
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It follows that disjunctive revision programming is an essential extension of the unitary revision
programming, unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses.
5.2 Nested revision programs.
In this section we describe nested expressions in logic programs from [15]. Then, we introduce
nested expressions in revision programs.
5.2.1 Nested expressions in logic programs
Lifschitz, Tang and Turner ([15]) extended the answer set semantics to a class of logic programs
with nested expressions permitted in the bodies and heads of rules. The following are basic defini-
tions from that paper.
Literals are atoms and classical negations of atoms.
Elementary formulas are literals and the symbols q (“false”) and r (“true”). Formulas are
built from elementary formulas using the unary connective +«ªgU and the binary connectives , (con-
junction) and ; (disjunction). A X=d¸fh` is an expression of the form
s
 t
where
s
and t are formulas, called the c` ± and the  ª ±FÃ of the rule.
A  X]ªg[X  # is a set of rules.
The formulas, rules and programs that do not contain the negation as failure operator +Zª°U are
called  V! È .
A set u of literals V  U&!WV  !W`°V a basic formula s (symbolically, u Ð N s ) when:
¹ for elementary
s
, u Ð N
s
if
s
¡
u , or
s
Nur , or u contains a complementary pair.
¹
u Ð NÓ
s
vt' if u Ð N
s
and u Ð Nut .
¹
u Ð NÓ
s
Úvt' if u Ð N
s
or u Ð Nut .
Let / be a basic program. A set u of literals is È f
ªIVg` ± under / if, for every rule s  t in / ,
u Ð N
s
whenever u Ð NHt . u is an  +«Vg_a`X§Vg`U for / if u is a minimal set of literals that is both
logically closed and closed under / .
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The XI` ± d È U of a formula, rule or program relative to a set u of literals is defined recursively,
as follows:
¹ for elementary s , s
·
N
s
.
¹

s
(ty
·
NÓ
s
·
vt
·
 .
¹

s
Úvt'
·
NÓ
s
·
Ú(t
·
 .
¹

+«ªgU
s

·
N
ñ
q0 if u Ð N
s
·
r0 otherwise
¹

s
 t'
·
N
s
·
 t
·
.
¹
/
·
NT;fl
s
 t'
·
¯
s
 t
¡
/5> .
A set u of literals is an  +«V_B`XCVg`U for / if it is an answer set for the reduct /
·
.
5.2.2 Nested expressions in revision programs
We can extend justified revision semantics to a class of revision programs with nested expressions
permitted in the rules. These expressions are formed from literals using the binary operators , and
; and unary operators !+ , ª°deU that can be nested arbitrarily.
Elementary formulas are literals and the symbols q (“false”) and r (“true”). Recall that a
literal is an expression of the form !Y+  or ª=dU  , where  is an atom from 	 .
Formulas are built from elementary formulas using the unary connectives !+ and ª°dU and binary
connectives , (conjunction) and ; (disjunction).
Unary connectives !+ and ª=dU are applied to formulas and should not be confused with !+ and
ª°deU
appearing in literals.
A +«`°VU` ± X]` Æ !WVg!Yª=+2X=dRfh` is an expression of the form ¤w ¼ , where ¤ and ¼ are formulas,
called the c` F± and the  ª ±-Ã of the rule.
A +Z`°VU` ± XI` Æ !^V!Wª°+  XIªg[flX  # is a set of nested revision rules.
The formulas, rules and programs that do not contain unary operators !+ and ª=dU are called

Vg!
È .
A set u of literals V  U&!WV  !W`°V a basic formula s (denoted u Ð N s ) if
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¹
s
Nur
¹
s
is literal and s ¡ u
¹
s
NP
®y¼: for some formulas ® and ¼ , u Ð N@® and u Ð Nx¼
¹
s
NP
®yÚ¼: for some formulas ® and ¼ , u Ð N@® or u Ð Nx¼
Definition 5.2 Let 7 be a basic revision program. A set of literals uv o !
U is È fhª]Vg` ± de+ ± `X 7 , if
for every rule ¤/ ¼ in 7 , u Ð Nx¤ whenever u Ð Nx¼ . 
Definition 5.3 Let 7 be a basic revision program. A set of literals uv o !U is a +«` È `°V°V  X ÃKÈ c  +R[fl`
of 7 ( ²QÇ67' ) if it is a minimal (relative to set inclusion) set of literals that is closed under 7 . 
Definition 5.4 The X]` ± d È U of a formula, rule, and program relative to a set u of atoms (denoted
s
·
) is defined recursively, as follows:
¹ for elementary s , s
·
N
s
.
¹

s
(ty
·
NÓ
s
·
vt
·
 .
¹

s
Úvt'
·
NÓ
s
·
Ú(t
·
 .
¹

ª=dU
s

·
N
ñ
q: if u
½
Ð N
s
·
r: otherwise
¹

!Y+
s

·
N
ñ
q: if u
½
£Ð N
s
·
r: otherwise
¹

s
 t'
·
N
s
·
 t
·
¹
7
·
NT;fl
s
 t'
·
¯
s
 t
¡
7:> 
Definition 5.5 Let 8 and É be two databases. Let  be a formula, rule or program. A XI` ± d È U of 
with respect to 8efiÉ (denoted  ß ÊË Ì   ) is obtained from  Ì by replacing each occurrence of literals
from 8R
8efiÉ  by r , and replacing each occurrence of literals from 8R
8efiÉ  » by q . 
Definition 5.6 Let 7 be a nested revision program. A database É is a 7 -(-dRVU&!  !W` ± XI` Æ !WV!Wª°+ of a
database 8 if for some necessary change o of 7 ß ÊfiË Ì   , o is coherent and ÉxN,8§À o . 
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Theorem 5.7 Let 7 be a disjunctive revision program. Then É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 if and
only if É is a 7 -justified revision of 8 when 7 is treated as a nested revision program.
Proof.
Let us compare reducts 7 ÊË Ì and 7 ß ÊË Ì   .
Since 7 is a basic revision program, 7 ß ÊË Ì   is obtained from 7 by replacing each occurence of
literals from 8R
8efiÉ  by r , and replacing each occurence of literals from 8R
8efiÉ  » by q .
During Step 2 of constructing reduct 7 ÊË Ì , all literals from inertia 8Zh8efiÉ  are eliminated from
the bodies of the rules. From the point of view of satisfiability it has the same effect as replacing
them with r . That is, if ¼ is a body of a rule ( ¼ is a conjunction of literals), ¼'¦ is obtained from ¼
by eliminating all literals from inertia, ¼'¦ ¦ is obtained from ¼ by replacing all literals from inertia
by r , and u is a set of literals, then ¼
¦
vu if and only if u Ð N@¼
¦ ¦
.
In Step 3 of constructing reduct 7 ÊË Ì all rules with literals from 8R
8efiÉ  in the heads are elim-
inated. That means that rules with literals from inertia in the heads are not used in computing the
necessary change. Replacing literals from 8Zh8efiÉ  in the heads of the rules by r has the same
effect. Indeed, if a rule X has r in the head (recall that head of X is a disjunction of literals), then
any set of literals is closed under X .
In Step 1 of constructing reduct 7 ÊË Ì all rules whose body is not satisfied by É are eliminated.
This has no effect on computing necessary changes. Indeed, necessary changes will not satisfy the
bodies of eliminated rules, therefore they will be closed under these rules.
In step 4 of constructing reduct 7 ÊË Ì all literals that contradict É are removed from the heads.
If É is 7 -justified revision of 8 , then by definition, É@N@8èÀ o , where o is some necessary change.
Hence, literals that contradict É are not in o . If we add or remove literals that are not in o from the
heads of disjunctive rules, o will remain the necesary change of a modified in such a way program.
Replacing each occurence of literals from 8R
8efiÉ  » by q also has no effect on computing
necessary changes. Indeed, literals from 8Rh8¸É  » contradict É . Thus, they will not be in necessary
change, and can be replaced by q .
Therefore, the statement of the theorem holds. Ï
Theorem 5.8 (Shifting theorem for nested revision programming) Let 8° and 8
Ł
be databases.
Let 7 be a nested revision program. Then, É5 is 7 -justified revision of 8° if and only if nRÊWò
óÊ
ôgÉ 
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is a nZÊWò
óflÊô°
7y -justified revision of 8
Ł
.
Proof.
Similar to the proof of the Shifting Theorem in ordinary revision program case (Theorem 3.4). Ï
Given a nested revision program 7 we define a nested logic program +«f 
7y to be a program
obtained from 7 by replacing each literal f N !+  ( f N ª°dU  ) by  ( +Zª°U  ), replacing each
unary connective ª°dU by +«ªgU , and replacing each unary conective !+ by +Zª°UÔ+Zª°U .
Theorem 5.9 Let 7 be a nested revision program. Then É is a 7 -justified revision of O if and only
if É is an answer set for +«f 
7y .
Proof.
The proof is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1 Let   be a coherent set of literals, ² vï  . Let s be a formula (in revision pro-
gramming sence). Then ² Ð N s ß

Ë
´
Z
  if and only if ²  Ð N +«f  s  ´ Z .
Proof by induction on the depth of the formula s . Ï
Proof of the theorem:
Yø$ Assume that É is an answer set for +Zf Ô7' . It means that É is a minimal set of literals closed
under +«f 
7y Ì . By the lemma, ; !Y+ 
2¯è ¡ Éy> is closed under 7 ß

Ë
´w  . To show that É is a
7 -justified revision of O we need to show that ; !Y+ K¯fl ¡ Éy> is minimal set that is closed under
7
ß

Ë
´w  .
Assume the contrary. Let
oyx
;
!+
Ü¯
¡
Éy> be closed under 7 ß

Ë
´w  . Then
o

x
É . By
Lemma 5.1, o  is closed under +«f 
7y Ì . Contradiction.
Yù$ Similarly to the previous case. Ï
The following example illustrates a possible use of unary connective !Y+ in nested revision
programs.
Example 5.2 Consider nested revision programs 73NP; !Y+   @> and 7 ¦ NP; !Y+  !Y+   è@> . It is
easy to see that every database has a 7 -justified revision. However, only databases which contain
 have a 7 ¦ -justified revision.
Chapter 6
Annotated Revision programs
This chapter studies annotated revision programs. The results from this chapter were published in
[17], [19].
6.1 Introducing annotations.
We will start with examples that illustrate the main notions and a possible use of annotated revision
programming. Formal definitions will follow.
Example 6.1 A group of experts is about to discuss a certain proposal and then vote whether to
accept or reject it. Each person has an opinion on the proposal that may be changed during the
discussion as follows:
- any person can convince an optimist to vote for the proposal,
- any person can convince a pessimist to vote against the proposal.
The group consists of two optimists (Ann and Bob) and one pessimist (Pete). We want to be able
to answer the following question: given everybody’s opinion on the subject before the discussion,
what are the possible outcomes of the vote?
Assume that before the vote Pete is for the proposal, Bob is against, and Ann is indifferent
(has no arguments for and no arguments against the proposal). This situation can be described by
assigning to atom “ ÈÈ `  U ” the annotation &;=7 `U` >F;=¼ ª >g) , where the first element of the pair is
the set of experts who have arguments for the acceptance of the proposal and the second element
is the set of experts who have arguments against the proposal. In the formalism of annotated
revision programs, as proposed by Fitting in [9], this initial situation is described by a function that
assigns to each atom in the language (in this example there is only one atom) its annotation. In our
example, this function is given by: ¼aÊ=FÈÈ `  U KNz&;=7 `U` >F;=¼ ª >g) . (Let us mention here that in
general, the sets of experts in an annotation need not be disjoint. An expert may have arguments
for and against the proposal at the same time. In such a case the expert is contradictory.)
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The ways in which opinions may change are described by the following annotated revision
rules:
 in FÈÈ `  U &¯ ;°® +R+ >I  in FÈÈ `  U &¯ ;=¼ ª >I
 in FÈÈ `  U &¯ ;°® +R+ >I  in FÈÈ `  U &¯ ;=7 `U` >I
 in FÈÈ `  U ^¯ ;=¼ ª >I  in FÈÈ `  U &¯ ;°® +R+ >I
 in FÈÈ `  U ^¯ ;=¼ ª >I  in FÈÈ `  U &¯ ;=7 `U` >I
 out FÈÈ
`

U
^¯ ;=7
`U`
>I  out FÈÈ
`

U
&¯ ;°®
+R+
>I
 out FÈÈ
`

U
^¯ ;=7
`U`
>I  out FÈÈ
`

U
&¯ ;=¼
ª
>I
The first rule means that if Bob accepts the proposal, then Ann should accept the proposal, too,
since she will be convinced by Bob. Similarly, the second rule means that if Pete has arguments
for the proposal, then he will be able to convince Ann. These two rules describe Ann being an
optimist. The remaining rules follow as Bob is an optimist and Pete is a pessimist.
Possible outcomes of the vote are given by justified revisions. In this particular case there are
two justified revisions of the initial database ¼CÊ . They are ¼BÌ
FÈÈ `  U N{&;°® +Z+ ¼ ª gfi7 `U` >FF;->g)
and ¼ ¦
Ì

FÈÈ
`

U
:N|& ;->F;=¼
ª
°7
`U`
>g) . The first one corresponds to the case when the proposal
is accepted (Ann, Bob and Pete all voted for). This outcome happens if Pete convinces Bob and
Ann to vote for. The second revision corresponds to the case when Bob and Pete voted against
the proposal (Ann remained indifferent and did not vote). This outcome happens if Bob convinces
Pete to change his opinion. Ï
Remark 6.1 It is possible to rewrite annotated revision rules from Example 6.1 as ordinary revi-
sion rules (without annotations) if we use atoms “ FÈÈ `  U ® +R+ ”, “ FÈÈ `  U ¼ ª  ”, and “ ÈÈ `  U 7 `U` ”.
However, ordinary revision programs do not deal with inconsistent or not completely defined
databases. In particular, we will not be able to express the fact that initially Ann has no argu-
ments for and no arguments against the proposal in Example 6.1.
In the next example annotations are numbers from  to ffi representing different degrees of a
particular quality.
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Example 6.2 Assume that there are two sources of light:  and  . Each of them may be either On
or Off. They are used to transmit two signals. The first signal is a combination of  being On and
 being Off. The second signal is a combination of  being Off and  being On.
The sources  and  are located far from an observer. Such factors as light pollution and
dust may affect the perception of signals. Therefore, the observed brightness of a light source
differs from its actual brightness. Assume that brightness is measured on a scale from 0 (complete
darkness) to 1 (maximal brightness). The actual brightness of a light source may be either  (when
it is Off), or ffi (when it is On).
Initial database ¼aÊ represents observed brightness of sources. For example, if observed bright-
ness of source  is º ( Ä º Áffi ), then ¼aÊ= N}&Yº ffi
ü
º*) . We may think of the first and the
second elements in the pair &Yº ffi
ü
º$) as degrees of brightness and darkness of the source respec-
tively. The task is to infer actual brightness from observed brightness. Thus, revision of the initial
database should represent actual brightness of sources.
Suppose we know that dust in the air can not reduce brightness by more than  û . Then, we
can safely presume that a light source is On if its observed brightness is  ~ or more. Assume also
that light pollution can not contribute more than  ßÝ . That is, if observed darkness of a source is at
least   T , the light must be Off. This information together with the fact that only two signals are
possible, may be represented by the following annotated revision program 7 :
 in 
fl^¯ ffi   in ^¯  3~-° out ^¯   T 
 out 
^¯
ffi
  in ^¯  3~-° out ^¯   T 
 in 
^¯ ffi   in ^¯  3~-° out &¯   T 
 out 
fl^¯
ffi
  in ^¯  3~-° out &¯   T 
The first two rules state that if the brightness of  is at least  ~ and darkness of  is at least   T ,
then brightness of  is ffi (the first rule) and darkness of  is ffi (the second rule). This corresponds
to the case when the first signal is transmitted. Similarly, the last two rules describe the case when
the second signal is transmitted.
Let observed brightness of  and  be   à and  3 respectively. That is, ¼aÊ=N&   à   ûâ) and
¼aÊ=
N&

3fl


ffi
) . Then, 7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ is the actual brightness. It is ¼BÌ
NJ&   ffi ) ,
and ¼BÌN{& ffi   ) . Ï
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Now let us move on to formal definitions. Let 	 be a fixed universe whose elements are referred
to as atoms. In Example 6.1 	TNP;=FÈÈ `  U > . In Example 6.2 	µNÓ;=fi> . Expressions of the form
in 
 and out  , where  ¡ 	 , are called revision atoms. Revision atoms are assigned annotations.
These annotations are members of a complete infinitely distributive lattice with the de Morgan
complement (an order reversing involution). We denote this lattice by  . The partial ordering on
 is denoted by  and the corresponding meet and join operations by  and  , respectively. The
de Morgan complement of  ¡  is denoted by  . Let us recall that it satisfies the following two
laws (the de Morgan laws):
>Q¾N > ° NQ¾N N °
In Example 6.1,  is the set of subsets of the set ;°® +R+ fi¼ ª gfi7 `U` > , with v as the ordering relation,
and the set-theoretic complement as the de Morgan complement. In Example 6.2, N   ffi with
the usual ordering; the de Morgan complement of º is ffi
ü
º .
An annotated revision atom is an expression of the form  in ^¯ º or  out 
&¯ º , where  ¡ 	
and º ¡  . An annotated revision rule is an expression of the form
©




where  ,     are annotated revision atoms. An annotated revision program is a set of anno-
tated revision rules.
A  -valuation is a mapping from the set of revision atoms to  . A  -valuation Æ describes
our information about the membership of the elements from 	 in some (possibly unknown) set
¼v	 . For instance, ÆZ in 
fllaNÓº can be interpreted as saying that  ¡ ¼ with certainty º . A
 -valuation Æ satisfies an annotated revision atom  in &¯ º if ÆZ in 
fll  º . Similarly, Æ satisfies
 out ^¯ º if ÆR out   º . The  -valuation Æ satisfies a list or a set of annotated revision atoms
if it satisfies each member of the list or the set. A  -valuation satisfies an annotated revision rule
if it satisfies the head of the rule whenever it satisfies the body of the rule. Finally, a  -valuation
satisfies an annotated revision program (is a model of the program) if it satisfies all rules in the
program.
Given an annotated revision program 7 we can assign to it an operator on the set of all  -
valuations. Let U


Æfl be the set of the heads of all rules in 7 whose bodies are satisfied by a
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 -valuation Æ . We define an operator n

as follows:
n


Æfl
f
qNŁ;=ºKÐú
f
¯ º
¡
U

hÆfl>
Here <u is the join of the subset u of the lattice (note that q is the join of an empty set of lattice
elements). The operator n

is a counterpart of the well-known van Emden-Kowalski operator from
logic programming.
It is clear that under  -valuations, the information about an element  ¡ 	 is given by a pair of
elements from  that are assigned to revision atoms in  and out 
fl . Thus, we will also consider
an algebraic structure  Ł with the domain E and with an ordering  E defined by:
&Yº('Zn)

E&º
Ł
('
Ł
) if ºq  º
Ł
and 'Z  '
Ł

If a pair &Yºqffi'Zn) is viewed as a measure of our information about membership of  in some un-
known set ¼ then º  º
Ł
and 'Z  '
Ł
imply that the pair &Yº
Ł
ffi'
Ł
) represents higher degree of
knowledge about  . Thus, the ordering  E is often referred to as the knowledge or information
ordering. Since the lattice  is complete and distributive,  Ł is a complete distributive lattice with
respect to the ordering  E .
Remark 6.2 There is another ordering that can be associated with  Ł . We can define &ºqffi'Zn)  	
&Yº
Ł
('
Ł
) if ºq  º
Ł
and 'Z  '
Ł
. This ordering is often called the truth ordering. Since  is
a complete distributive lattice,  Ł with both orderings  E and  	 forms a complete distributive
bilattice (see [11, 8] for a definition). However we will not use the ordering  	 nor the fact that
Ł is a bilattice.
The operations of meet, join, top, and bottom under  E are denoted  , À , r , and q , respec-
tively. In addition, we make use of the conflation operation. Conflation is defined as
ü
&Yºè(')§N
& 'q º*) . An element ® ¡  Ł is consistent if ®  E
ü
® . In other words, an element &Yº(') ¡  Ł is
consistent if º is smaller than or equal to the complement of ' (the evidence “for” is less than or
equal than the complement of the evidence “against”) and ' is smaller than or equal to the com-
plement of º (the evidence “against” is less than or equal than the complement of the evidence
“for”).
The conflation operation satisfies the de Morgan laws:
ü
n&Yºèffi'*)­ÀH&h¶¬(])qN
ü
&ºè(')
ü
&
¶v])
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ü
n&Yºèffi'*)H&h¶¬(])qN
ü
&ºè(')­À
ü
&
¶v])
where º('¶v ¡  .
A  Ł -valuation is a mapping from atoms of the universe to elements of  Ł . If ¼t
fl¾N&Yºèffi'*)
under some  Ł -valuation ¼ , we say that under ¼ the atom  is in a set with certainty º and it is
not in the set with certainty ' . We say that a  Ł -valuation is consistent if it assigns a consistent
element of Ł to every atom in 	 .
We will use  Ł -valuations to represent current information about sets (databases) as well as
the change that needs to be enforced. Let ¼ be a  Ł -valuation representing our knowledge about
a certain set and let Ç be a  Ł -valuation representing change that needs to be applied to ¼ . We
define the revision of ¼ by Ç , say ¼
¦
, by
¼
¦
NÓ¼
ü
Çy­ÀÇ 
The intuition is as follows. After the revision, the new valuation must contain at least as much
knowledge about atoms being in and out as Ç . On the other hand, this amount of knowledge must
not exceed implicit bounds present in Ç and expressed by
ü
Ç , unless Ç directly implies so. In
other words, if Ç6aNy&Yº(') , then evidence for in  must not exceed ' unless º  ' , and the
evidence for out  must not exceed

º unless ' 

º . Since we prefer explicit evidence of Ç to
implicit evidence expressed by
ü
Ç , we perform the change by first using
ü
Ç and then applying
Ç . However, let us note here that the order matters only if Ç is inconsistent; if Ç is consistent,
¼
ü
Ç'À2ÇPN3¼zÀÂÇ'
ü
Ç . This specification of how the change modeled by a  Ł -valuation
is enforced plays a key role in the definition of justified revisions in Section 6.3.1.
Example 6.3 (continuation of Example 6.1) In Example 6.1, ¼aÊ has two revisions. The first one,
¼BÌ , is the revision of ¼aÊ by Ç , where Ç6FÈÈ `  U BN&;°® +R+ fi¼ ª >F;->g) . We have
ü
Ç©
FÈÈ
`

U
BN
&;°®
+Z+
¼
ª
gfi7
`U`
>F;=7
`U`
>g) . Thus, 
¼aÊN
ü
Ç'
ÈÈ
`

U
LN & ;=7
`U`
>FfiO2) , and 
¼aÊw
ü
Ç'KÀ
Ç'FÈÈ
`

U
N{&;°®
+R+
fi¼
ª
gfi7
`U`
>FfiO2)qNx¼BÌFÈÈ
`

U
 .
The second revision, ¼ ¦
Ì
, is the revision of ¼aÊ by Ç ¦ , where Ç ¦ 
ÈÈ `  U N&;->F;=7 `U` >g) . Ï
There is a one-to-one correspondence  between  -valuations (of revision atoms) and 'Ł -
valuations (of atoms). For a  -valuation Æ , the 
Ł
-valuation 
Æfl is defined by: 
Æfl
fl)N
&ÆR in ÆR out n) . The inverse mapping of  is denoted by   . By using the mapping  ,
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the notions of satisfaction defined earlier for  -valuations can be extended to  Ł -valuations. Sim-
ilarly, the operator n

gives rise to a related operator n 

. The operator n 

is defined on the set of
all  Ł -valuations by n 

Nuen



. The key property of the operator n 

is its  E -monotonicity.
Theorem 6.1 Let 7 be an annotated revision program and let ¼ and ¼ ¦ be two  Ł -valuations
such that ¼  EK¼ ¦ . Then, n 


¼:

E¾n


¼ ¦ 
.
By the Tarski-Knaster Theorem [31] it follows that the operator n 

has a least fixpoint in  Ł
(see also [13]). This fixpoint is an analogue of the concept of a least Herbrand model of a Horn
program. It represents the set of annotated revision atoms that are implied by the program and,
hence, must be satisfied by any revision under 7 of any initial valuation. Given an annotated
revision program 7 we will refer to the least fixpoint of the operator n 

as the necessary change
of 7 and will denote it by ²ÂÇ©
7y . The present concept of the necessary change generalizes the
corresponding notion introduced in Section 2.4 for the original unannotated revision programs.
For illustration purposes we will consider two special lattices. The first of them is the lattice
with the domain    ffi (interval of reals), with the standard ordering  , and the standard comple-
ment operation

ºLN
ffi
ü
º . We will denote this lattice by  p Ë @ . Intuitively, the annotated revision
atom  in ¯ ?R , where ? ¡    ffi , stands for the statement that  is “in” with likelihood (certainty)
? .
The second lattice is the Boolean algebra of all subsets of a given set u . It will be denoted by

·
. We will think of elements from u as experts. The annotated revision atom  out &¯ 0 , where
ïv³u , will be understood as saying that  is believed to be “out” by those experts that are in 
(the atom  in ^¯ : has a similar meaning).
6.2 Models and s-models
The semantics of annotated revision programs will be based on the notion of a model, as defined in
the previous section, and on its refinements. The first two results describe some simple properties
of models of annotated revision programs. The first of them characterizes models in terms of the
operator n 

.
Theorem 6.2 Let 7 be an annotated revision program. A 
Ł
-valuation ¼ is a model of 7 (satisfies
7 ) if and only if ¼  E¾n 

¼: .
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Models of annotated revision programs are closed under meets. This property is analogous to
a similar property holding for models of Horn programs. Indeed, since ¼ $¼
Ł

E ¼Cff ,
!
N
ffi
fi ,
and n 

is  E -monotone, by Theorem 6.2 we obtain
n



¼5¼
Ł


E¾n


¼Kffh

E¢¼Kff^
!
N
ffi
fifl
Consequently,
n


¼ ¼
Ł


EK¼5Í¼
Ł

Thus, again by Theorem 6.2, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 6.1 The meet of two models of an annotated revision program 7 is also a model of 7 .
Given an annotated revision program 7 , its necessary change ²QÇ67' satisfies ²ÂÇ©
7yzN
n


²ÂÇ©
7yl . Hence, ²QÇ67' is a model of 7 .
As we will now argue, not all models are appropriate for describing the meaning of an anno-
tated revision program. The problem is that 'Ł -valuations may contain inconsistent information
about elements from 	 . When studying the meaning of an annotated revision program we will be
interested in only those models whose inconsistencies are limited to those explicitly or implicitly
supported by the program and by the model itself.
Consider the program 7SNS;fl in 
&¯ ;  >I@> (where the annotation ;  > comes from the lattice

\
k
Ë #
c
). This program asserts that  is “in”, according to expert  . By the closed world assumption,
it also implies an upper bound for the evidence for out 
fl . In this case the only expert that might
possibly believe in out  is  (this is to say that expert  does not believe in out  ). Observe that
a  Ł -valuation ¼ , such that ¼tèN&;  >F;  >g) is a model of 7 but it does not satisfy the implicit
bound on evidence for out 
fl .
Let 7 be an annotated program and let ¼ be a  Ł -valuation that is a model of 7 . By the explicit
evidence we mean evidence provided by heads of program rules applicable with respect to ¼ , that
is with bodies satisfied by ¼ . It is n 


¼: . The implicit information is given by a version of the
closed world assumption: if the maximum evidence for a revision atom f provided by the program
is º , then the evidence for the dual revision atom f » (out 
fl , if f N in 
 , or in 
 , otherwise)
must not exceed

º (unless explicitly forced by the program). Thus, the implicit evidence is given
by
ü
n


¼: . Hence, a model ¼ of a program 7 contains no more evidence than what is directly
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implied by 7 given ¼ and what is indirectly implied by 7 given ¼ if ¼  E§n 

¼¬ÀT
ü
n


¼:l
(since the direct evidence is given by n 

¼ and the implicit evidence is given by
ü
n


¼: ). This
observation leads us to a refinement of the notion of a model of an annotated revision program.
Definition 6.1 Let 7 be an annotated revision program and let ¼ be a Ł -valuation. We say that
¼ is an s-model of 7 if
n



¼:

EK¼

E¾n



¼:ÔÀ³
ü
n


¼:l

The “s” in the term “s-model” stands for “supported” and emphasizes that inconsistencies in
s-models are limited to those explicitly or implicitly supported by the program and the model itself.
Clearly, by Theorem 6.2, an s-model of 7 is a model of 7 . In addition, it is easy to see that the
necessary change of an annotated program 7 is an s-model of 7 (it follows directly from the fact
that ²ÂÇ©
7yN"n 


²QÇ67' .
The distinction between models and s-models appears only in the context of inconsistent infor-
mation. This observation is formally stated below.
Theorem 6.3 Let 7 be an annotated revision program. A consistent Ł -valuation ¼ is an s-model
of 7 if and only if ¼ is a model of 7 .
Proof.
Yø$ Let ¼ be an s-model of 7 . Then, n 

¼

E.¼

En


¼À
ü
n


¼ . In particular,
n


¼:

E¢¼ and, by Theorem 6.2, ¼ is a model of 7 .
Yù$ Let ¼ satisfy 7 . From Theorem 6.2 we have n 


¼:

E ¼ . Hence,
ü
¼

E
ü
n


¼: . Since
¼ is consistent, ¼  E
ü
¼ . Therefore,
n


¼:

EK¼

E
ü
¼

E
ü
n


¼:(6.1)
It follows that n 

¼:

E
ü
n


¼: and n 

¼:­Àx
ü
n



¼:qN
ü
n


¼: . By (6.1), we get
n


¼:

E¢¼

E¾n



¼:­ÀS
ü
n


¼:l
and the assertion follows. Ï
Some of the properties of ordinary models hold for s-models, too. For instance, the following
theorem shows that an s-model of two annotated revision programs is an s-model of their union.
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Theorem 6.4 Let 7q , 7
Ł
be annotated revision programs. Let ¼ be an s-model of 7q and an
s-model of 7
Ł
. Then, ¼ is an s-model of 7q«9Q7
Ł
.
Proof.
Clearly, ¼ is a model of 7q«9Q7
Ł
. That is,
n


ò [

ô
¼

EK¼©(6.2)
It is easy to see that n 

ò [

ô
¼N$n


ò
¼:­À<n


ô

¼: . Hence, by the de Morgan law,
ü
n


ò [

ô
¼:qN
ü
n


ò
¼:
ü
n


ô
¼:
By the definition of an s-model:
n


ò

¼:

EK¼

E¢n


ò

¼:­À
ü
n


ò

¼: , and
n


ô

¼:

E¢¼

E¾n


ô
¼­À
ü
n


ô
¼
Therefore, by the distributivity of lattice operations in  Ł ,
¼

EyMn


ò
¼:­À
ü
n


ò
¼:l³hn


ô
¼­À
ü
n


ô
¼N
NPMn


ò
¼:SMn


ô
¼:ÔÀ
ü
n


ô
¼:l­ÀS
ü
n


ò
¼:SMn


ô
¼:ÔÀ
ü
n


ô
¼:l

E

E¾n


ò
¼Àx
ü
n


ò

¼:Shn


ô

¼:­À
ü
n


ô

¼:lqN
N"n


ò

¼:­À³
ü
n


ò
¼:én


ô

¼:­ÀS
ü
n


ò
¼
ü
n


ô
¼

E

E¾n


ò
¼:­Àén


ô

¼:­À
ü
n


ò
[

ô
¼N$n


ò
[

ô

¼:­À
ü
n


ò
[

ô
¼
In other words,
¼

E¾n


ò
[

ô

¼:­À
ü
n


ò
[

ô
¼(6.3)
From (6.2) and (6.3) it follows that ¼ is an s-model of 7­9Â7
Ł
. Ï
Not all of the properties of models hold for s-models. For instance, the counterpart of Corollary
6.1 does not hold. The following example shows that the meet of two s-models is not necessarily
an s-model.
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Example 6.4 Consider the lattice 
\
k
Ë # c
. Let 7 be an annotated program consisting of the follow-
ing rules:
 in &¯ ;fi«>I  in 
^¯ ;fi«>I
 out &¯ ;fi«>I
 in &¯ ;fi«>I  out 
^¯ ;fi«>I
Let ¼  and ¼
Ł
be defined as follows.
¼5
qN&;fi«>F;fiZ>g) ¼5N{&;fiZ>FfiO2)Ú
¼
Ł

qN&;fi«>F;fiZ>g) ¼
Ł
N{&YO?;fi«>g)
Let us show that ¼  is an s-model of 7 . Indeed,
n



¼5lN{&;fi«>F;fi«>g) n


¼5N{&YO?fiO2)
Hence,
ü
n


¼ N{& ;

>F;

>g)
ü
n



¼5
N&;fi­

>F;fi­

>g)
Therefore,
n


¼5

EC¼ 

E5Mn



¼5­À
ü
n



¼5ll and
n



¼5l


EK¼5


E'hn


¼5À
ü
n


¼5

In other words, ¼5 is an s-model of 7 . Similarly, ¼
Ł
is an s-model of 7 . However, ¼5B<¼
Ł
is not
an s-model of 7 . Indeed,
¼5Í¼
Ł
N{&;fi«>F;fi«>g) ¼5¼
Ł
N&YO?fiO2)
Then,
n



¼5fi<¼
Ł

flqN{&YO?;fi«>g) n


¼ fi¼
Ł
N&YO?O2) and
ü
n



¼5¼
Ł

flqN{&;

>F;fi­

>g)
ü
n


¼ ¼
Ł
N{& ;fi­

>F;fi­

>g)
Hence,
¼5Í¼
Ł
§£

E5Mn



¼5Í¼
Ł
­À
ü
n



¼5Í¼
Ł
qN&;

>F;fi­

>g)
Therefore, ¼ ¼
Ł
is not an s-model of 7 . Ï
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In this example both ¼5 and ¼
Ł
, as well as their meet ¼5Û¼
Ł
are inconsistent. For ¼5 and ¼
Ł
there are rules in 7 that explicitly imply their inconsistencies. However, for ¼5Û¼
Ł
the bodies of
these rules are no longer satisfied. Consequently, the inconsistency in ¼ *,¼
Ł
is not implied by
7 . That is, ¼5Í¼
Ł
is not an s-model of 7 .
Let us now investigate what happens when we add to an annotated revision program 7 a rule
X
NÓ
f
¯ ºq 
f
¯ º (here f is a revision atom, º is an annotation). Unlike ordinary revision programs
where every database is a model of a rule of the form f  f , not every  Ł -valuation is an s-model
of X . Therefore, adding such a rule may affect the set of s-models of the program. On the one
hand, rule X by imposing an additional implicit bound on f » may give rise to a situation when an
s-model of 7 is not an s-model of 7.9s; X > (Case 1 of Example 6.5). On the other hand, rule X may
provide additional explicit evidence for f that results in a situation when an s-model of 79; X > is
not an s-model of 7 (Case 2 of Example 6.5).
Example 6.5 Let 	æNÁ;=?> and the lattice of annotations be 
\
k
Ë #
c
. Let ¼t§N}& ;fi«>F;fi«>g) . Let
X
N  in 
fl^¯ ;fi«>I  in 
fl^¯ ;fi«>I .
1. Let 7 N ;-> . Then, n 


¼:
fléN &YO?fiO2) , and
ü
n


¼:ÍN &;fi«

>F;fi­

>g) . Hence,
n


¼

E ¼t
fl

EBn


¼:ÀT
ü
n



¼: . Thus, ¼ is an s-model of 7 . However,
¼ is not an s-model of 7,9Û; X > . Indeed, n 

[]\


c

¼:
aNy&;fi«>FO2) , and
ü
n


[]\


c
¼:aN
&;fi«

>F;

>g) . Hence, ¼t
fls£ Eyn 

[]\


c
¼:À3
ü
n


[g\


c
¼
BN& ;fi­

>F;

>g) . There-
fore, ¼ is not an s-model of 7$9z; X > .
2. Let 7SNT;5 out 
fl^¯ ;fi«>I > . Then it is easy to see that ¼ is not an s-model of 7 . However,
¼ is an s-model of 7$9z; X > . Ï
Remark 6.3 Let us note that adding rule X N¥ f ¯Yº0  f ¯Yº to 7 has no effect on consistent
models of 7 . Indeed, let ¼ be a consistent model of 7 . Clearly, ¼ is a model of ; X > . Hence, by
Theorem 6.3, ¼ is an s-model of 7 , and an s-model of ; X > . Therefore, Theorem 6.4 implies that ¼
is an s-model of 7Í9; X > .
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6.3 Justified revisions of annotated revision programs.
6.3.1 Definition.
In this section, we will extend to the case of annotated revision programs the notion of a justified
revision introduced for revision programs (Section 2.4).
There are several properties that one would expect to hold when the notion of justified revision
is extended to the case of programs with annotations. Clearly, the extended concept should special-
ize to the original definition if annotations are dropped. Next, main properties of justified revisions
studied in [23, 18] should have their counterparts in the case of justified revisions of annotated
programs. In particular, justified revisions of an annotated revision program should be models of
the program.
There is one other requirement that naturally arises in the context of programs with annotations.
Consider two annotated revision rules X and X ¦ that are exactly the same except that the body of X
contains two annotated revision atoms  f ¯'Z and  f ¯'
Ł
 , while the body of X ¦ instead of  f ¯'Zl and

f
¯ '
Ł
 contains annotated revision atom  f ¯ 'Z '
Ł
 .
X
N  °
f
¯ 'Zl°
f
¯ '
Ł

X
¦
N F g
f
¯ 'Zfi¡'
Ł

We will refer to this operation as the join transformation.
It is clear, that a  Ł -valuation ¼ satisfies  f ¯ 'Z and  f ¯ '
Ł
 if and only if ¼ satisfies  f ¯ 'Zfi '
Ł
 .
Consequently, replacing rule X by rule X
¦
(or vice versa) in an annotated revision program should
have no effect on justified revisions. In fact, any reasonable semantics for annotated revision
programs should be invariant under such operation, and we will refer to this property of a semantics
of annotated revision programs as invariance under join.
Now we introduce the notion of a justified revision of an annotated revision program and con-
trast it with an earlier proposal by Fitting [9]. In the following section we show that our concept of
a justified revision satisfies all the requirements listed above.
Let a Ł -valuation ¼aÊ represent our current knowledge about some subset of the universe 	 .
Let an annotated revision program 7 describe an update that ¼aÊ should be subject to. The goal is to
identify a class of 
Ł
-valuations that could be viewed as representing updated information about
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the subset, obtained by revising ¼CÊ by 7 . As argued in [22, 23], each appropriately “revised”
valuation ¼aÌ must be grounded in 7 and in ¼aÊ , that is, any difference between ¼aÊ and the revised
 Ł -valuation ¼BÌ must be justified by means of the program and the information available in ¼aÊ .
To determine whether ¼aÌ is grounded in ¼aÊ and 7 , we use the reduct of 7 with respect to
these two valuations. The construction of the reduct consists of two steps and mirrors the original
definition of the reduct of an unannotated revision program [23]. In the first step, we eliminate
from 7 all rules whose bodies are not satisfied by ¼BÌ (their use does not have an a posteriori
justification with respect to ¼BÌ ). In the second step, we take into account the initial valuation ¼aÊ .
How can we use the information about the initial  Ł -valuation ¼aÊ at this stage? Assume that
¼aÊ provides evidence º for a revision atom f . Assume also that an annotated revision atom  f ¯'¬
appears in the body of a rule X . In order to satisfy this premise of the rule, it is enough to derive,
from the program resulting from step 1, an annotated revision atom  f ¯ ¶« , where º ¶  ' . The
least such element exists (due to the fact that  is complete and infinitely distributive). Let us
denote this value by pcomp 
ºè('¬ . (The operation pcomp ¢Hh¢û is known in the lattice theory as the
relative pseudocomplement, see [27].)
Thus, in order to incorporate information about a revision atom f contained in the initial 
Ł
-
valuation ¼aÊ , which is given by ºÍN  
¼aÊ f  , we proceed as follows. In the bodies of rules
of the program obtained after step 1, we replace each annotated revision atom of the form  f ¯ ' by
the annotated revision atom  f ¯pcomp ºèffi'l .
Now we are ready to formally introduce the notion of reduct of an annotated revision program
7 with respect to the pair of  Ł -valuations, the initial one, ¼aÊ , and a candidate for a revised one,
¼BÌ .
Definition 6.2 The reduct 7ëíÐ ¼aÊ is obtained from 7 by
1. removing every rule whose body contains an annotated atom that is not satisfied in ¼BÌ ,
2. replacing each annotated atom  f ¯ '¬ from the body of each remaining rule by the annotated
atom 
f
¯ ¶Z , where ¶ÜN pcomp   
¼aÊ f ffi' . 
We now define the concept of a justified revision. Given an annotated revision program 7 , we
first compute the reduct 7ëíÐ ¼aÊ of the program 7 with respect to ¼aÊ and ¼BÌ . Next, we compute
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the necessary change for the reduced program. Finally we apply this change to the  Ł -valuation
¼aÊ . A  Ł -valuation ¼BÌ is a justified revision of ¼aÊ if the result of these three steps is ¼BÌ . Thus
we have the following definition.
Definition 6.3 ¼BÌ is a 7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ if ¼BÌÜNÓ
¼aÊ£
ü
Ç'À Ç , where Ç³Nx²QÇ67¬ëíÐ ¼CÊ
is the necessary change for 7ëíÐ ¼aÊ . 
We will now contrast this approach with the one proposed by Fitting in [9]. In order to do so,
we recall the definitions introduced in [9]. The key difference is in the way Fitting defines the
reduct of a program. The first step is the same in both approaches. However, the second steps, in
which the initial valuation is used to simplify the bodies of the rules not eliminated in the first step
of the construction, differ.
Definition 6.4 (Fitting) Let 7 be an annotated revision program and let ¼aÊ and ¼BÌ be 
Ł
-
valuations. The s -reduct of 7 with respect to ¼aÊg¼BÌZ (denoted 7¥¤
ëflí
Ð ¼CÊ ) is defined as follows:
1. Remove from 7 every rule whose body contains an annotated revision atom that is not sat-
isfied in ¼BÌ .
2. From the body of each remaining rule delete any annotated revision atom that is satisfied in
¼aÊ . 
The notion of justified revision as defined by Fitting differs from our notion only in that it uses
the necessary change of the s -reduct (instead of the necessary change of the reduct defined above
in Definition 6.2). We call the justified revision based on the notion of s -reduct, the s -justified
revision.
In the remainder of this section we show that the notion of the s -justified revision does not in
general satisfy some basic requirements that we would like justified revisions to have. In particular,
s
-justified revisions under an annotated revision program 7 are not always models of 7 .
Example 6.6 Consider the lattice 
\
k
Ë #
c
. Let 7 be a program consisting of the following rules:
 in 
&¯ ;fi«>I  in 
&¯ ;fi­  >I and  in 
&¯ ;  >Iè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and let ¼aÊ be a valuation such that ¼aÊ=BN¦&YO?fiO2) and ¼CÊ=§N& ;fi«>FfiO2) . Let ¼aÌ be a valuation
given by ¼aÌ
flN&YO?O2) and ¼BÌN&;fi­  >FfiO2) . Clearly, 7¥¤
ëflí
Ð ¼aÊNx7 , and ¼BÌ is an s -justified
revision of ¼aÊ (under 7 ). However, ¼BÌ does not satisfy 7 . Ï
The semantics of
s
-justified revisions also fails to satisfy the invariance under join property.
Example 6.7 Let 7 be the same revision program as before, and let 7§¦ consist of the rules
 in &¯ ;fi«>I  in &¯ ;fi«>I° in &¯ ;  >I and  in 
^¯ ;  >I
Let the initial valuation ¼aÊ be given by ¼CÊ]
qN&YO?fiO2) and ¼aÊIN{&;fi«>FO2) . The only s -justified
revision of ¼CÊ (under 7 ) is a 
Ł
-valuation ¼BÌ , where ¼BÌ'N}&YO?fiO2) and ¼aÌ5N§&;fi­  >FfiO2) .
The only
s
-justified revision of ¼aÊ (under 7
¦
) is a 
Ł
-valuation ¼
¦
Ì
, where ¼
¦
Ì
sN &;fi«>FO2)
and ¼5¦
Ì
§N&;fi­

>FfiO2) . Thus, replacing in the body of a rule  in 
g¯ ;fi«  >I by  in ¯ ;fi«>I and
 in ^¯ ;  >I affects s -justified revisions. Ï
However, in some cases the two definitions of justified revision coincide. The following theo-
rem provides a complete characterization of those cases (let us recall that a lattice  is linear if for
any two elements ºèffi' ¡  either º  ' or '  º ).
Theorem 6.5 s -justified revisions and justified revisions coincide if and only if the lattice  is
linear.
Proof.
Yø$ Assume that
s
-justified revisions and justified revisions coincide for a lattice  . Let º(' ¡
 . We will show that either º  ' or '  º . Indeed, let 7 be annotated revision program
consisting of the following rules.
 in ^¯ ºè  in ^¯ ºL '¬ and  in ^¯ '¬
Let ¼aÊ be given by ¼CÊ=N{&¨q:©q) and ¼aÊ=N{&Yº©q) . Let ¼BÌ be given by ¼BÌ
N{&Yºè©q) and
¼BÌNJ&YºLª'©q«) . It is easy to see that ¼BÌ is a justified revision of ¼aÊ (with respect to 7 ). By
our assumption, ¼BÌ is also an
s
-justified revision of ¼aÊ . There are only two possible cases.
Case 1. º¡ '  º . Then, '  º .
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Case 2. º>w'$£ º . Then, 7¥¤
ëí
Ð ¼aÊN@7 . Let Ç³Nx²QÇ67¥¤
ëí
Ð ¼CÊ . By the definition of the necessary
change,
Ç©
flN,²QÇ67
¤
ë í
Ð ¼aÊN@²ÂÇ©
7yN
ñ
&¨q0vq«) when º¡L'Í£ '
&Yºè©q) when º¡L'  ' .
By the definition of an s -justified revision, ¼BÌN¼CÊd
ü
Ç'À"Ç . From the facts that ¼BÌN
&Yº©q«) and ¼aÊ=N{&ffq0©q) it follows that Ç©
flN&Yºè©q) . Therefore, it is the case that º«5'  ' .
That is, º  ' .
Yù$ Assume that lattice  is linear. Then, for any ºèffi' ¡  ,
pcomp º('¬N
ñ
q0 when º  '
' otherwise (when º  ' ).
Let 7 be an annotated revision program. Let ¼CÊ and ¼BÌ be any  Ł -valuations. Let us see what
is the difference between 7ëflí¬Ð ¼aÊ and 7 ¤
ëí
Ð ¼aÊ . The first steps in the definitions of reduct and s -
reduct are the same. During the second step of the definition of an s -reduct each annotated atom

f
¯ '¬ such that '  ¼aÊ= f  is deleted from bodies of rules. In the second step of the definition of the
reduct such annotated atom is replaced by  f ¯ q' . If '­¬$¼aÊ= f  , then in the reduct 7¬ëíÐ ¼CÊ annotated
atom 
f
¯;'¬ is replaced by  f ¯ pcomp ¼CÊ= f ('¬l¾Næ f ¯®'¬ , that is, it remains as it is. In the s -reduct,

f
¯Y'¬ also remains in the bodies for '¯¬4¼aÊ= f  . Thus, the only difference between 7ëíÐ ¼aÊ and
7¥¤
ëflí
Ð ¼aÊ is that bodies of the rules from 7¬ëí¬Ð ¼aÊ may contain atoms of the form  f ¯lq' , where
f
¡
	 , that are not present in the bodies of the corresponding rules in 7¥¤
ë
í
Ð ¼aÊ . However, annotated
atoms of the form  f ¯"q5 are always satisfied. Therefore, the necessary changes of 7¬ë í Ð ¼aÊ and
7
¤
ëflí
Ð ¼aÊ , as well as justified and s -justified revisions of ¼aÊ coincide. Ï
Theorem 6.5 explains why the difference between the justified revisions and s -justified revi-
sions is not seen when we limit our attention to revision programs as considered in [23]. Namely,
the lattice 5°± N ;-²ffi³]> of boolean values is linear. Similarly, the lattice of reals from the
interval    ffi is linear, and there the differences cannot be seen either.
6.3.2 Properties.
In this section we study basic properties of justified revisions. We show that key properties of
justified revisions in the case of revision programs without annotations have their counterparts in
the case of justified revisions of annotated revision programs.
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First, we observe that ordinary revision programs as defined in Section 2.4 can be encoded as
annotated revision programs (with annotations taken from the lattice o°±4NÓ;-²ffi³]> ). Namely, a
revision rule
s




(where  and all  ff ’s are revision atoms) can be encoded as
Õ?¯ ³= 

&¯ ³=°

è¯ ³=
We will denote by 7  the result of applying this transformation to a revision program 7 (rule by
rule). Second, let us represent a set of atoms ¼ by a 5°± Ł -valuation ¼´ as follows: ¼«´]
fl N
&³-ffi²-) , if  ¡ ¼ , and ¼
´
qN&²]ffi³.) , otherwise.
Fitting [9] argued that under such encodings the semantics of s -justified revisions generalizes
the semantics of justified revisions introduced in [22]. Since for lattices whose ordering is linear the
approach by Fitting and the approach presented in Section 6.3.1 coincide, and since the ordering
of 5°± is linear, the semantics of justified revisions discussed here extends the semantics of
justified revisions from [22]. Specifically, we have the following result.
Theorem 6.6 Let 7 be an ordinary revision program and let ¼aÊ and ¼BÌ be two sets of atoms.
Then, ¼BÌ is a 7 -justified revision of ¼CÊ if and only if the necessary change of 7 
ëµ
í
Ð ¼
´
Ê
is consistent
and ¼ ´
Ì
is a 7  -justified revision of ¼ ´
Ê
.
Before we study how properties of justified revisions generalize to the case with annotations,
we prove the following auxiliary results.
Lemma 6.1 Let 7 be an annotated revision program. Let ¼ be a yŁ -valuation. Then ²QÇ67ëÐ ¼:qN
n


¼: .
Proof.
The assertion follows from definitions of a necessary change and operator n 

. Ï
Lemma 6.2 Let 7 be an annotated revision program. Let ¼aÊ , ¼BÌ , and Ç be  Ł -valuations, such
that ¼BÌ  ¼aÊÀÍÇ . Then, Ç satisfies the bodies of all rules in 7ë í Ð ¼aÊ .
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Proof.
Let X ¦ ¡ 7ëflíÐ ¼aÊ . Let 
f
¯ ¶« be an annotated revision atom from the body of X ¦ . Let   ¼aÊl f N
º . By the definition of the reduct, X ¦ was obtained from some rule X ¡ 7 , such that the body of X
is satisfied by ¼BÌ , and ¶LN pcomp 
ºè('¬ , where  f ¯1'¬ is in the body of X . Since the body of X is
satisfied by ¼BÌ , we have '    ¼BÌZ f  . From ¼BÌ  EK¼aÊÀÇ it follows that



¼BÌZl
f




¼CÊÀÍÇ'
f
N
NÓ

¼CÊ
f
Û

Ç'
f
N@º¡Û


Çyl
f

Combining this inequality with our previous observation that '    
¼BÌ«l f  , we get ' 
ºE)


Çyl
f
 . By the definition of pcomp ºèffi' , we get ¶    Ç' f  . That is, Ç satisfies

f
¯-¶Z . Since  f ¯-¶« was arbitrary, Ç satisfies all annotated revision atoms in the body of X ¦ . As X ¦
was an arbitrary rule from 7ëíÐ ¼aÊ , we conclude that Ç satisfies the bodies of all rules in 7¬ëí¬Ð ¼aÊ .
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Lemma 6.3 Let ¼BÌ be a 7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ . Then, ²ÂÇ©
7ëíÐ ¼aÊN"n 

¼aÌ« .
Proof.
By the definition of a justified revision ¼BÌÜNÓ
¼aÊ*
ü
Ç'«ÀÍÇ , where ÇµN,²QÇ67¬ëíÐ ¼CÊ . Hence,
¼BÌ

¼aÊqÀ,Ç . By Lemma 6.2, Ç satisfies the bodies of all rules in 7ëflíÐ ¼aÊ . Since Ç is a model
of 7¬ëí¬Ð ¼aÊ , Ç satisfies all heads of clauses in 7ëflíÐ ¼aÊ .
Let Î be a valuation satisfying all heads of rules in 7¬ëíÐ ¼aÊ . Then Î is a model of 7¬ëí¬Ð ¼aÊ .
Since Ç is the least model of the reduct 7ëflí¬Ð ¼CÊ , we find that Ç  EKÎ . Consequently, Ç is the least
valuation that satisfies all heads of the rules in 7ëflí¬Ð ¼aÊ . The rules in 7ëí are all those rules from
7 whose bodies are satisfied by ¼aÌ . Thus, by the definition of the operator n 

, ÇµN"n



¼BÌ« . Ï
We will now look at properties of the semantics of justified revisions. We will present a series
of results generalizing properties of revision programs to the case with annotations. We will show
that the concept of an s-model is a useful notion in the investigations of justified revisions of
annotated programs.
Our first result relates justified revisions to models and s-models. Let us recall that in the
case of revision programs without annotations, justified revisions under a revision program 7 are
models of 7 . In the case of annotated revision programs we have an analogous result.
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Theorem 6.7 Let 7 be an annotated revision program and let ¼aÊ and ¼aÌ be  Ł -valuations. If ¼aÌ
is a 7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ then ¼BÌ is an s-model of 7 (and, hence, a model of 7 ).
Proof.
By the definition of a 7 -justified revision, ¼BÌÜNÓ¼CÊA
ü
Ç'-ÀQÇ , where Ç is the necessary change
for 7ëflíÐ ¼aÊ . From Lemma 6.3 it follows that ÇSN,n 


¼BÌZ . Therefore,
¼BÌÜNÓ
¼aÊ*
ü
n


¼aÌ«­À<n



¼BÌ«

E
ü
n


¼aÌ«­Àén


¼aÌ«
Also,
¼aÌÜNÓ¼aÊ*
ü
n



¼BÌ«l­Àén


¼BÌZ

n



¼BÌR
Hence, ¼BÌ is an s-model of 7 . Ï
In the previous section we showed an example demonstrating that s -justified revisions do not
satisfy the property of invariance under joins. In contrast, justified revisions in the sense of Section
6.3.1 do have this property.
Theorem 6.8 Let 7
Ł
be the result of simplification of an annotated revision program 7 by means
of the join transformation. Then for every initial database ¼CÊ , 7 -justified revisions of ¼aÊ coincide
with 7
Ł
-justified revisions of ¼aÊ .
The proof follows directly from the definition of 7 -justified revisions and from the following
distributivity property of pseudocomplement: pcomp ºèffi'Zl¶ pcomp º('
Ł
qN pcomp 
ºè('Z25'
Ł
 .
In the case of revision programs without annotations, a model of a program 7 is its own unique
7 -justified revision (Theorem 2.11). In the case of programs with annotations, the situation is
slightly more complicated. The next several results provide a complete description of justified
revisions of models of annotated revision programs. First, we characterize those models that are
their own justified revisions. This result provides additional support for the importance of the
notion of an s-model in the study of annotated revision programs.
Theorem 6.9 Let a Ł -valuation ¼aÊ be a model of an annotated revision program 7 . Then, ¼aÊ is
a 7 -justified revision of itself if and only if ¼CÊ is an s-model of 7 .
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Proof.
Let us denote ÇN1²QÇ67¬ëflìÐ ¼aÊ . By the definition, ¼aÊ is a 7 -justified revision of itself if and
only if ¼aÊ'N1
¼aÊl
ü
Çy¬À@Ç . Since ¼CÊ satisfies 7 , Theorem 6.2 implies that ¼CÊ  E:Ç . Thus,
¼aÊ«À)ÇµN,¼aÊ . Distributivity of the product lattice  Ł implies that 
¼aÊ
ü
Çy¸ÀÛÇµNÓ
¼aÊ­ÀÛÇ'

ü
Ç"ÀÍÇ'N@¼aÊ*S
ü
Ç"ÀÍÇ' . Clearly, ¼aÊ¾Nx¼CÊ$S
ü
Ç$ÀÇ' if and only if ¼aÊ  E5
ü
Ç"ÀÇ' .
By Lemma 6.1, ÇSNx²QÇ67¬ëflìÐ ¼aÊqN,n 

¼aÊ . Thus, ¼aÊ is a 7 -justified revision of itself if and
only if ¼aÊ  En 

¼CÊgÀ
ü
n



¼aÊ . But this latter condition is precisely the one that distinguishes
s-models among models. Thus, under the assumptions of the theorem, ¼aÊ is a 7 -justified revision
of itself if and only if it is an s-model of 7 . Ï
As we observed above, in the case of programs without annotations, models of a revision
program are their own unique justified revisions. This property does not hold, in general, in the
case of annotated revision programs. In other words, s-models, if they are inconsistent, may have
other revisions besides themselves (by Theorem 6.9 they always are their own revisions).
The following example shows that an inconsistent s-model may have no revisions other than
itself, may have only one consistent justified revision, or may have incomparable (with respect to
the knowledge ordering) consistent revisions.
Example 6.8 Let the lattice of annotations be 
\
k
Ë #
c
. Consider an inconsistent  Ł -valuation ¼aÊ
such that ¼aÊ=N{&;  >F;  >g) .
1. Consider annotated revision program 7 consisting of the clauses:
 out 
fl^¯ ;  >I and  in ^¯ ;  >I
It is easy to see that ¼aÊ is an s-model of 7 and the only justified revision of itself.
2. Let an annotated revision program 7
Ł
consist of the clauses:
 out ^¯ ;  >I and  in 
&¯ ;  >I  in ^¯ ;  >I
Then ¼aÊ is an s-model of 7
Ł
. Hence, ¼aÊ is its own justified revision (under 7
Ł
).
However, ¼aÊ is not the only 7
Ł
-justified revision of ¼aÊ . Consider the Ł -valuation ¼aÌ
such that ¼BÌ¬:N·&O?;  >g) . We have 7
Ł
ëí
Ð ¼aÊ©Nb;fl out ¯W;  >I:@> . Let us denote the
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corresponding necessary change, ²QÇ67
Ł
ëflí
Ð ¼aÊfi , by Ç . Then, Ç©
tN &YO?;  >g) . Hence,
ü
ÇPN& ;fi«>F;fi­

>g) and l¼aÊ*
ü
Ç'ÔÀÇyN&O?;

>g)NS¼BÌ¬ . Consequently, ¼BÌ is a
7
Ł
-justified revision of ¼aÊ . It is the only consistent 7
Ł
-justified revision of ¼aÊ .
3. Let an annotated revision program 7"M be the following:
 in 
fl^¯ ;  >I  in &¯ ;  >I and  out ^¯ ;  >I  out 
&¯ ;  >I
Then ¼CÊ is an s-model of 7M and its own 7"M -justified revision. In addition, it is straitforward
to check that ¼aÊ has two consistent revisions ¼BÌ and ¼ ¦
Ì
, where ¼BÌ¬2N &YO?;  >g) and
¼'¦
Ì
qN&;

>FfiO2) . The revisions ¼BÌ and ¼5¦
Ì
are incomparable with respect to the knowledge
ordering. Ï
The same behavior can be observed in the case of programs annotated with elements from other
lattices. The following example is analogous to the second case in the Example 6.8, but the lattice
is 
p
Ë @ .
Example 6.9 Let 7 be an annotated revision program (annotations belong to the lattice 

p
Ë @
)
consisting of the rules:
 out ^¯
ffi
 and  in 
fl^¯  ãÝF  in ^¯  ßÝF
Let ¼aÊ be a valuation such that ¼aÊ=ÜN &  ßÝ? ffi ) . Then, ¼aÊ is an s-model of 7 and hence, it
is its own 7 -justified revision. Consider a valuation ¼BÌ such that ¼aÌÄN &   ffi ) . We have
7ë
í
Ð ¼aÊ.N ;fl out Ô¯
ffi
@> . Let us denote the necessary change ²QÇ67¬ë í Ð ¼aÊ by Ç . Then
Ç6N¸&


ffi
) and
ü
ÇN&


ffi
) . Thus, 
¼aÊe
ü
ÇyÀ$Çy¾N&


ffi
)N3¼BÌ¬ . That is, ¼BÌ is a
7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ . Ï
Note that in both examples the additional justified revision ¼aÌ of ¼aÊ is smaller than ¼aÊ with
respect to the ordering  E . It is not coincidental as demonstrated by the next result.
Theorem 6.10 Let ¼aÊ be a model of an annotated revision program 7 . Let ¼aÌ be a 7 -justified
revision of ¼CÊ . Then, ¼BÌ  E¢¼aÊ .
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Proof.
By the definition of a 7 -justified revision, ¼BÌÜNÓ¼CÊA
ü
Ç'-ÀQÇ , where Ç is the necessary change
of 7¬ëí¬Ð ¼aÊ . By the definition of the reduct 7ëflíÐ ¼aÊ and the fact that ¼aÊ is a model of 7 , it follows
that ¼aÊ is a model of 7¬ë í Ð ¼aÊ . The necessary change Ç is the least fixpoint of n 
-¹
íBº
ë ì
, therefore,
Ç

¼aÊ . Hence,
¼BÌ2NP
¼aÊ£
ü
Ç'À Ç

EK¼aÊÀ Ç

EK¼aÊÀ ¼aÊ¾N@¼aÊg Ï
Finally, we observe that if a consistent  Ł -valuation is a model (or an s-model; these notions
coincide in the class of consistent valuations) of a program then it is its own unique justified
revision.
Theorem 6.11 Let ¼aÊ be a consistent model of an annotated revision program 7 . Then, ¼CÊ is the
only 7 -justified revision of itself.
Proof.
Theorem 6.3 implies that ¼CÊ is an s-model of 7 . Then, from Theorem 6.9 we get that ¼aÊ is a
7 -justified revision of itself. We need to show that there are no other 7 -justified revisions of ¼aÊ .
Let ¼aÌ be a 7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ . Then, ¼BÌ  Eµ¼CÊ (Theorem 6.10). Therefore,
n


¼BÌZ

E n


¼aÊ . Hence,
ü
n



¼aÊ

E
ü
n


¼aÌ« . Theorem 6.2 implies that ¼CÊ  E5n 

¼CÊ .
Thus,
ü
¼aÊ

E
ü
n



¼aÊ . Since ¼aÊ is consistent, ¼aÊ  E
ü
¼aÊ . Combining the above inequalities,
we get
¼CÊ

E
ü
¼aÊ

E
ü
n



¼aÊ

E
ü
n


¼BÌZ
That is, ¼aÊ  E
ü
n


¼BÌR . Hence, ¼aÊ$
ü
n



¼BÌZN,¼aÊ .
From definition of justified revision and Lemma 6.3,
¼BÌÜNÓ
¼aÊ$
ü
n


¼BÌZ­Àén



¼BÌ«N@¼CÊÀ<n


¼aÌ«

EC¼CÊg
Therefore, ¼aÌÜNx¼aÊ . Ï
To summarize, when we consider inconsistent valuations (they appear naturally, especially
when we measure beliefs of groups of independent experts), we encounter an interesting phe-
nomenon. An inconsistent valuation ¼aÊ , even when it is an s-model of a program, may have
different justified revisions. However, all these additional revisions must be less than ¼aÊ in the
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knowledge ordering. In the case of consistent models this phenomenon does not occur. If a valua-
tion ¼ is consistent and satisfies 7 then it is its own unique 7 -justified revision.
In the case of ordinary revision programs, “additional evidence does not destroy justified revi-
sions” (Theorem 2.10). We will now prove a generalization of this property to the case of annotated
revision programs. However, as before, we need to replace the notion of a model with that of an
s-model.
Theorem 6.12 Let 7 , 7 ¦ be annotated revision programs. Let ¼BÌ be a 7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ .
Let ¼BÌ be an s-model of 7 ¦ . Then, ¼BÌ is a 7Í9Q7 ¦ -justified revision of ¼aÊ .
Proof.
Let ÇN3²ÂÇ©
7ëflíÐ ¼aÊ . Let Ç ¦ NP²ÂÇ©l7"9Ä7 ¦ lëflí¬Ð ¼CÊ . Clearly, Ç  Ç ¦ . By the definition of a
justified revision ¼BÌ2N3¼aÊ$
ü
Ç'ÔÀÍÇ . Hence,
¼aÌ

¼CÊÀÇ

¼aÊÀÍÇ
¦

By Lemma 6.2 it follows that Ç ¦ satisfies the bodies of all rules in 7S9L7 ¦ ë í Ð ¼aÊ . Since Ç ¦ is
the necessary change of 739é7§¦úëíÐ ¼CÊ we conclude that Ç§¦ satisfies the heads of all rules in
79Â7§¦úlëflí¬Ð ¼CÊ . Reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 6.3 we find that Ç§¦N"n 

[

÷

¼BÌ« .
By Theorem 6.7, ¼BÌ is an s-model of 7 . Therefore, by Theorem 6.4, ¼aÌ is a s-model of 7©9¢7
¦
.
Theorem 6.9 implies that ¼BÌ is a 7Í9Q7 ¦ -justified revision of itself. In other words,
¼BÌ2N3¼BÌR
ü
²QÇ6
7$9Q7
¦
lëflí¬Ð ¼aÌ«­À<²QÇ679Q7
¦
lëflí¬Ð ¼BÌZ
From Lemma 6.1 it follows that ²QÇ6
7$9Q7
¦
ëí¬Ð ¼BÌ«qN,n


[

÷

¼BÌR . Hence,
¼BÌ2NP
¼BÌR
ü
Ç
¦
­À<Ç
¦

Next, let us recall that ¼BÌÜNÓ
¼aÊ$
ü
Ç'ÔÀÍÇ . Hence,
¼BÌÜNÓl¼CÊ$
ü
Çy­ÀÇ'
ü
Ç
¦
­ÀÇ
¦

Now, using the facts that Ç  Ç ¦ and
ü
Ç
¦

ü
Ç , we get the following equalities:
¼aÌÜNÓl¼aÊ*
ü
ÇyÔÀÍÇ'
ü
Ç
¦
­ÀÇ
¦
N
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N3
¼aÊ$
ü
Ç'
ü
Ç
¦
­À³
Ç»
ü
Ç
¦
­ÀÇ
¦
N
NÓ
¼aÊ$x
ü
ÇU
ü
Ç
¦
l­ÀÇ
¦
NP
¼aÊe
ü
Ç
¦
­ÀÇ
¦
Thus, ¼BÌ)N1¼aÊ¼
ü
Ç ¦ À,Ç ¦
. By the definition of justified revisions, ¼BÌ is a 7x9z7 ¦ -justified
revision of ¼aÊ . Ï
In case of revision programs without annotations, justified revisions satisfy the minimality
principle (Theorem 2.9). Namely, 7 -justified revisions of a database differ from the database by
as little as possible.
Before generalizing the minimality principle to the case of annotated revision programs we
need to specify what we mean by the difference between 'Ł -valuations.
Definition 6.5 Let É , ¼ be  Ł -valuations. We say that ¼ can be transformed into É via a  Ł -
valuation Ç if ÉN 
¼
ü
ÇyèÀTÇ . We say that ¼ can be transformed into É if there exists

Ł -valuation Ç such that ¼ can be transformed into É via Ç . 
Given two  Ł -valuations, it is not necessarily the case that one of them can be transformed into
the other. Indeed, let ½¾ be a yŁ -valuation that assigns to each atom annotation r . Let ½¿ be a

Ł -valuation that assigns to each atom annotation q . Then, if the lattice consists of more than one
element, ½¾ can not be transformed into ½¿ .
Definition 6.6 Let É , ¼ be  Ł -valuations. Let öSNÁ;=Ç/Ð-¼ can be transformed into É via Ç:> .
The difference diff Éfi¼: is
diff 
Éfi¼:qN
ñ À
ö when ö,£NxO ,
½¾ otherwise (when öLN@O ).

The following lemma describes a useful property of a difference between  Ł -valuations. Namely,
that the difference between Ł -valuations É and ¼ is the least (in  E ordering) Ł -valuation
among all Ç such that ÉxNÓ¼
ü
ÇyÔÀÇ .
Lemma 6.4 Let É , ¼ be  Ł -valuations. Let ö@NÁ;=ÇÐ-¼ can be transformed into É via Ç0> . If
ö@£N@O , then diff 
Éfi¼: ¡ ö .
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Proof.
Let ö.NT;=ÇTÐ¼ can be transformed into É via Ç0>©£NxO . Then, diff Éfi¼qN
À
ö . First, let us show
that
ü
À
ö)N¯Á3;
ü
Ç¯?Ç
¡
ö> . On the one hand,
À
ö

Ç for all Ç ¡ ö . Thus,
ü
À
ö

ü
Ç
for all Ç ¡ ö . Hence,
üÂ
ö
Ã
;
ü
ÇÓ¯FÇ
¡
ö>F(6.4)
On the other hand, Á ;
ü
ÇÓ¯FÇ
¡
ö>

ü
Ç for all Ç ¡ ö . Thus,
ü
Á ;
ü
ÇÓ¯FÇ
¡
ö>

Ç for all
Ç
¡
ö . Hence,
ü
Á3;
ü
ÇÓ¯-Ç
¡
ö>

À
ö . That is,
Ã
;
ü
ÇÓ¯FÇ
¡
ö>

üÂ
ö(6.5)
From (6.4) and (6.5) it follows that
ü
À
öLN
Á
;
ü
ÇÓ¯FÇ
¡
ö> .
Since  is complete and infinitely distributive, we get the following.
¼
üÂ
ö­À
Â
öÛNP
¼
Ã
;
ü
ÇÓ¯FÇ
¡
ö>I­À
Â
öLN
N
Ã
;fl¼
ü
Ç'¯FÇ
¡
ö>À
Â
öLN
N
Â
;
Ã
;fl¼
ü
Ç'¾¯FÇ
¡
ö>ÀÍÇ
¦
¯FÇ
¦
¡
ö>


Â
;fl¼
ü
Ç
¦
­ÀÇ
¦
¯FÇ
¦
¡
ö>§N
Â
;=Éy>BNxÉ
That is,
¼Ä
üÂ
ö­À
Â
ö

É(6.6)
By definition of ö , for each Ç ¡ ö , ÉµN
¼u
ü
ÇyÀÇ . Therefore, for each Ç ¡ ö , Ç  É
and ¼
ü
Ç

É . Thus,
À
ö

É and
¼
üÂ
öÛN,¼
Ã
;
ü
ÇÓ¯FÇ
¡
ö> N
Ã
;fl¼
ü
Ç'¯-Ç
¡
ö>

É
Hence, 
¼Ä
ü
À
ö­À
À
ö

É . This together with (6.6) imply that
¼Ä
üÂ
ö­À
Â
ö.NxÉ
That is,
À
ö
¡
ö . Ï
Now we will show that the minimality principle can be generalized to the case of annotated
revision programs. We will have, however, to assume that  is a Boolean algebra and restrict
ourselves to consistent  Ł -valuations.
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Let  be a Boolean algebra with de Morgan complement being the complement. Let us define
the negation operation on  Ł as ÅÆ&Yº(')N{& º '") ( ºè(' ¡  ). Then the lattice  Ł with operations
À ,  , Å , and elements q , r is a Boolean algebra, too. Operations on  Ł lift pointwise to the space
of  Ł -valuations. The space of  Ł -valuations with operations À ,  , Å , and elements ½¿ , ½¾ is
again a Boolean algebra.
Lemma 6.5 Let  be a Boolean algebra. Let É , ¼ , 8 be yŁ -valuations. Let É and 8 be consistent.
Let diff 
Éfi¼:  E diff 
É8fl . Then, ÉÇ¼  EKÉ`é8 .
Proof.
Let Ç³N diff É8fl , Ç ¦ N diff É¼: . Since 8 is consistent, 8  E
ü
8 . Thus,
8w
ü
ffÅ8fl

E
ü
8>
ü
Å8N
ü

8BÀ»Å8N
ü
½¾QNu½¿(6.7)
Since É is consistent, Ç is consistent, too. That is, Ç  E
ü
Ç . Hence,
8w
ü
ÇTNPh8w
ü
Çy­ÀSh8wÍÇ'(6.8)
Consider valuation ÇÈ»Åq8 . Using (6.7) and (6.8) we get:
h8w
ü
ÇUÈÅ8fl­ÀS
Ç»»Å8N3
8wS
ü
ÇÀ
ü
Åq8fll­ÀSÇÈ»Åq8flN
NÓ
8>
ü
Ç'­ÀS
8>
ü
ffÅ8flÔÀSÇ»`Åq8flNÓh8w
ü
ÇyÔÀ³h8wÇ'­À»½¿*À³
Ç»»Å8flN
NÓ
8>
ü
Ç'­ÀS
8>ÍÇ'­ÀSÇ»»Å8flqNÓ
8>
ü
Ç'­ÀSÇÈ³
8BÀ»Åq8fllN
N3
8>
ü
Ç'­ÀSÇ»`½¾­N3
8w
ü
Ç'À<ÇµN@É
Consequently, Ç  E'ÇÅ8 (by definition of diff 
É8fl ). Hence, Ç"8  E5ÇÄÅ8«8ÜN½¿ .
That is, ÇŁ"8ÄN½¿ . Since Ç ¦  Ç , it follows that Ç ¦ @8QN¸½¿ . We have: 85
ü
Ç

E0ÉN
¼
ü
Ç
¦
­ÀÍÇ
¦ . Thus,
8>
ü
ÇµNP
8w
ü
Ç'Í8

Eyl¼
ü
Ç
¦
­À<Ç
¦
"é80NPl¼
ü
Ç
¦
<8fl­ÀS
Ç
¦
Í8flqN
NP¼
ü
Ç
¦
Í8fl­ÀÈ½¿ÂNÓ
¼Ä
ü
Ç
¦
Í8

EK¼
ü
Ç
¦

That is,
8w
ü
Ç

E¢¼Ä
ü
Ç
¦
(6.9)
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Since É is consistent, Ç ¦ is consistent, too. It means that Ç ¦  E
ü
Ç ¦ . Hence, ¼­
ü
Ç ¦

EC¼­Ç ¦ .
Therefore,
ÉÈÍ¼3NÓ
¼
ü
Ç
¦
­ÀÇ
¦
¼3NPl¼
ü
Ç
¦
Í¼­ÀSÇ
¦
¼:N
NP¼
ü
Ç
¦
­ÀS
¼Ç
¦
N,¼
ü
Ç
¦

That is,
ÉÇÍ¼3Nx¼
ü
Ç
¦
(6.10)
Similarly,
É`Í8:N,8w
ü
Ç (6.11)
Combining (6.9), (6.10), and (6.11) we get É`<8  EKÉÇ¼ . Ï
If  is not a Boolean algebra, then the statement of the above lemma does not necessarily hold,
as illustrated by the following example.
Example 6.10 Let N

p
Ë @
, 	æNÁ;=?> . Let É0
§N}&   à   ûâ) , ¼t§N}&  û  3É) , and 8R§N
&


ffi



T
) . Both É and 8 are consistent. It is easy to see that  diff Éfi¼:l
fl¾N diff É8fll¾N
&


à


ûâ) . Hence, diff 
Éfi¼:  E diff É8 . However, É»,¼£ E'ÉÈ"8 . Indeed, 
É»"¼:
fl¢N
&

 fl

1É) , and 
É`Í8fl
qN&   ffi    T ) . Ï
Theorem 6.13 Let É be a consistent 7 -justified revision of a consistent 8 . Let Ç³N diff É8fl . Let
¼ be such that diff É¼:N@Ç§¦  EKÇ . Then, É is a 7 -justified revision of ¼ .
Proof.
Consider two reducts 7ÌÐ 8 and 7¬ÌÐ ¼ . Let X
¦
¡
7Ì . Let  f ¯'¬ be an annotated revision atom from
the body of X
¦
. Let   h8l f NÊ ,   ¼:l f qNuë , and   É l f NÄÌ . By the definition of
a reduct, the corresponding rule in 7ÌÐ 8 contains in the body the annotated revision literal  f ¯ ¶Ê ,
where ¶flÊsN pcomp Êg('¬ . The corresponding rule in 7ÌÐ ¼ contains in the body the annotated
revision literal  f ¯ ¶flëÔ , where ¶flëQN pcomp ëffi' . By the definition of pseudocomplement,
Ê$t¶Ê

'(6.12)
Since X ¦ ¡ 7¬Ì , '  Ì . Hence, 'LDÌN{' . Also, from the definition of eÈ ª=#  we get ¶Ê  ' ,
which implies ¶flÊªÌ2N"¶Ê . From (6.12) we get
Ê*2¶ÊªÌ

'ÊªÌ¬
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That is,
Ê*ªÌRfiÜ¶Ê

'
From Lemma 6.5 it follows that ëÊªÌ  Ê$ªÌ . Therefore,
ëË2¶Ê

ëÊªÌZÜ¶Ê

'
From definition of pcomp ëq('¬ it follows that ¶flë  ¶Ê . This means that the only difference
between reducts 7ÌÐ 8 and 7ÌÐ ¼ is that annotations of literals in the bodies of rules from 7ÌÐ ¼ are
less than annotations of corresponding literals in 7ÌqÐ 8 . Consequently, ²QÇ67¬ÌÐ ¼:  EK²QÇ67¬ÌÐ 8 .
Since É is consistent,
Ç
¦

EKÇ

EC²ÂÇ©
7ÌÐ 8fl

EK²ÂÇ©
7ÌqÐ ¼:

ECÉ

E

E
ü
É

E
ü
²QÇ67ÌÐ ¼:

E
ü
Ç

E
ü
Ç
¦

Also, ÉxNP
¼u
ü
Ç
¦
­ÀÇ
¦ implies that ¼Ä
ü
Ç
¦

E¢É , and ¼,ÀÇ ¦  ECÉ . Then, on one hand,

¼u
ü
²QÇ67¬ÌèÐ ¼­ÀÍ²ÂÇ©
7ÌÐ ¼:

E5
¼u
ü
Ç
¦
­ÀÉ

EKÉ<ÀÉ³N@É
On the other hand,
¼
ü
²ÂÇ©
7ÌÐ ¼:l­À²QÇ67ÌÐ ¼:qNP¼,À²QÇ67¬ÌÐ ¼
ü
²QÇ67¬ÌÐ ¼

E

E'¼,ÀÍÇ
¦
ÍÉ

EKÉ`ÉxN@É
Therefore, 
¼
ü
²ÂÇ©
7ÌèÐ ¼:­À<²QÇ67ÌÐ ¼:N,É . That is, É is a 7 -justified revision of ¼ . Ï
Theorem 6.14 Let É be a consistent 7 -justified revision of a consistent 8 . Then, diff 
É8fl is
minimal in the family ; diff ¼68fl¾¯¼ is a consistent model of 70> .
Proof.
Let Ç N diff 
É8fl . Then, ÉN h8Ê
ü
Ç'ÀµÇ . Since É is consistent, Ç is also consistent.
That is, Ç  E
ü
Ç . Let ¼ be a consistent model of 7 , and let diff 
¼©8fl NæÇ§¦  E*Ç . We have
¼3NP
8>
ü
Ç
¦
­ÀÍÇ
¦ . Inequality Ç ¦  EKÇ implies Ç ¦  EKÇ  E
ü
Ç

E
ü
Ç
¦ . Therefore,
¼
ü
ÇyÔÀÍÇµN3l
8w
ü
Ç
¦
­ÀÍÇ
¦
fi
ü
ÇyÔÀÍÇµN
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NÓ
8>
ü
Ç
¦

ü
ÇyÔÀ³
Ç
¦

ü
ÇyÔÀÍÇµN3
8>
ü
Ç'­ÀÇ
¦
ÀÇµN
NPh8w
ü
Çy­ÀÇµN,É
Consequently, diff É¼:  EKÇ . By Theorem 6.13, É is a 7 -justified revision of ¼ . However, ¼ is
a consistent model of 7 . By Theorem 6.11, ¼ is the only 7 -justified revision of itself. Therefore,
É³N,¼ . Ï
The condition in the above theorem that revision is consistent is important. For inconsistent
revisions the minimality principle does not hold, as shown in the following example.
Example 6.11 Let 3Nu \ k c with the de Morgan complement being the set-theoretic complement.
Let 7 be an annotated revision program consisting of the following rules:
 in 
&¯ ;fi«>ID
 out 
&¯ ;fi«>ID  out 
fl^¯ ;fi«>I
Let 8Z
BN&O?;fi«>g) . Then 8 is consistent. Let É BN¦&;fi«>F;fi«>g) and É
Ł
BN¦&;fi«>FfiO2) . Both
É5 and É
Ł
are 7 -justified revisions of 8 . Thus, É5 is an inconsistent s-model of 7 , and É
Ł
is a
consistent model of 7 . We have: diff 
É58flNÌ&;fi«>F;fiZ>g) , and diff É
Ł
8flN·& ;fi«>FfiO2) . Hence,
diff É
Ł
8

E diff É58fl . Therefore, É5 is a 7 -justified revision of a consistent 8 , but diff É58
is not minimal in the family ; diff ¼68fl¯F¼ is a consistent model of 70> . Ï
6.4 An alternative way of describing annotated revision programs and the order isomor-
phism theorem
We will now provide an alternative description of annotated revision programs. Instead of evaluat-
ing separately revision atoms in  we will evaluate atoms in  Ł . This alternative presentation will
allow us to obtain a result on the preservation of justified revisions under order isomorphisms of
Ł . This result is a generalization of the “shifting theorem” of [18].
An expression of the form ¯&ºè(') , where &Yº(') ¡ Ł , will be called an annotated atom
(thus, annotated atoms are not annotated revision atoms). Intuitively, an atom ¢¯&Yº(') stands
for the conjunction of  in 
fl¯º and  out 
¬¯'¬ . An annotated rule is an expression of the
form )     where ­     are annotated atoms. An annotated program is a set of
annotated rules.
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A  Ł -valuation ¼ satisfies an annotated atom ¾¯&Yºèffi'*) if &Yº(')  E.¼t . This notion of
satisfaction can be extended to annotated rules and annotated programs.
We will now define the notions of reduct, necessary change and justified revision for the new
kind of programs. Let 7 be an annotated program. Let ¼aÊ and ¼BÌ be two  Ł -valuations. The
reduct of a program 7 with respect to two valuations ¼aÊ and ¼BÌ is defined in a manner similar to
Definition 6.2. Specifically, we leave only the rules with bodies that are satisfied by ¼BÌ , and in the
remaining rules we reduce the annotated atoms (except that now the transformation  is no longer
needed!).
Definition 6.7 The reduct 7ëíÐ ¼aÊ is obtained from 7 by
1. removing every rule whose body contains an annotated atom that is not satisfied in ¼BÌ ,
2. replacing each annotated atom f ¯' from the body of each remaining rule by the annotated
atom
f
¯ ¶ , where ¶2N pcomp 
¼aÊ= f ffi' (here '¶ ¡ Ł ). 
Next, we compute the least fixpoint of the operator associated with the reduced program. Fi-
nally, as in Definition 6.3, we define the concept of justified revision of a valuation ¼aÊ with respect
to a revision program 7 .
Definition 6.8 ¼BÌ is a 7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ if ¼BÌÜNÓ
¼aÊ£
ü
Ç'À Ç , where Ç³Nx²QÇ67¬ëíÐ ¼CÊ
is the necessary change for 7ëíÐ ¼aÊ . 
It turns out that this new syntax does not lead to a new notion of justified revision. Since
we talk about two different syntaxes, we will use the term “old syntax” to denote the revision
programs as defined in Section 6.1, and “new syntax” to describe programs introduced in this
section. Specifically we now exhibit two mappings. The first of them, U&X  , assigns to each “old”
in-rule
 in 
&¯ º  in 
&¯ º° in &¯ º­¾° out  V ^¯ 'Z° out  V &¯ '?F
a “new” rule
¯&Yº©q)è ^¯3&ºq©q)fiè¯&Yº­a©q)
V
W¯3&ffq0('Zffi)
V
I¯&¨q:('?)
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An “old” out-rule
 out ^¯ '¬  in 
&¯ º° in &¯ º­¾° out  V ^¯ 'Z° out  V &¯ '?F
is encoded in analogous way:
¯&¨q:(')è ¯&Yºqvq«)fi¯&Yº­avq«)
V
W¯&¨q0ffi'Zffi)
V
=¯3&ffq0('?)
Translation U&X
Ł
, in the other direction, replaces a “new” revision rule by one in-rule and one out-
rule. Specifically, a “new” rule
¯3&ºè(') &¯&Yº('Zn)-=¯&Yº­ffi'?Í)
is replaced by two “old” rules (with identical bodies but different heads)
 in 
fl^¯ º  in 
&¯ º° out ^¯ 'Zfi° in &¯ º­F° out F^¯ '?F
and
 out 
fl^¯ '¬  in ^¯ ºg out 
&¯ 'Z° in 
F^¯ º­° out -&¯ '?F
The translations U&X  and U&X
Ł
can be extended to programs. We then have the following theorem that
states that the new syntax and semantics of annotated revision programs presented in this section
are equivalent to the syntax and semantics introduced and studied in Section 6.3.
Theorem 6.15 Both transformations U&X  , and U&X
Ł
preserve justified revisions. That is, if ¼aÊgfi¼aÌ
are valuations in yŁ and 7 is a program in the “old” syntax, then ¼BÌ is a 7 -justified revision of
¼aÊ if and only if ¼aÌ is a U&X 
7y -justified revision of ¼aÊ . Similarly, if ¼aÊg¼BÌ are valuations in 
Ł
and 7 is a program in the “new” syntax, then ¼BÌ is a 7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ if and only if ¼aÌ
is a U&X
Ł
7' -justified revision of ¼aÊ .
In the case of unannotated revision programs, the shifting theorem proved in [18] shows that for
every revision program 7 and every two initial databases ¼ and ¼5¦ there is a revision program 7§¦
such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 7 -justified revisions of ¼ and 7
¦
-justified
revisions of ¼5¦ . In particular, it follows that the study of justified revisions (for unannotated pro-
grams) can be reduced to the study of justified revisions of empty databases. We will now present
a counterpart of this result for annotated revision programs. The situation here is more complex. It
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is no longer true that a  Ł -valuation can be “shifted” to any other  Ł -valuation. However, the shift
is possible if the two valuations are related to each other by an order isomorphism of the lattice of
all  Ł -valuations.
There are many examples of order isomorphisms on the lattice of  Ł . For instance, the mapping
Î
¯fi Ł
ý
 Ł defined by Î n&Yºè(')aN§&'fiº$) is an order isomorphism of  Ł . In the case of the
lattice 
·
, order isomorphisms of yŁ
·
can also be generated by permutations of the set u .
Let
Î be an order isomorphism on  Ł . It can be extended to annotated atoms, annotated rules,
and  Ł -valuations as follows:
Î
©¯2IqNx©¯
Î
I ,
Î
¯ 5 &¯ °-I¯ N
Î
¯ ]
Î

?^¯ g
Î
I¯  ,

Î
¼
N
Î

¼tl ,
where fifi ¡ 	 , gvgv ¡ Ł , and ¼ is a Ł -valuation.
The extension of an order isomorphism on  Ł to  Ł -valuations is again an order isomorphism,
this time on the lattice of all Ł -valuations. We say that an order isomorphism Î on a lattice
preserves conflation if Î 
ü
IQN
ü
Î
I for all elements  from the lattice. We now have the
following result that generalizes the Shifting Theorem (Theorem 3.4).
Theorem 6.16 Let Î be an order isomorphism on the set of  Ł -valuations. Let Î preserve confla-
tion. Then, ¼BÌ is a 7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ if and only if Î ¼BÌZ is a Î 
7y -justified revision of
Î
¼aÊ .
Proof.
By definition, ¼BÌ is a 7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ if and only if ¼BÌxN ¼aÊÆ
ü
ÇyÀTÇ , where
Ç N ²ÂÇ©
7ëflíÐ ¼aÊ . Since
Î
is an order isomorphism, it preserves meet and join operations.
Therefore,
Î
¼aÌ«N
Î

¼aÊ$
ü
Ç'À<ÇyN
Î
¼CÊ$
ü
ÇyÔÀ
Î
Ç'N
NP
Î

¼aÊ
Î

ü
Ç'­À
Î
Ç'qNÓ
Î

¼aÊ
ü
Î

ÇylÀ
Î

Çy
At the same time,
Î

7ëflíÐ ¼aÊ¾N4
Î
7'Ï
ß
ëí
 
Ð
Î
¼aÊ , and ²ÂÇ© Î 
7ëíÐ ¼aÊlN Î ²ÂÇ©
7ëíÐ ¼aÊl .
Thus, ¼BÌ is a 7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ if and only if Î ¼BÌZ is a Î 
7y -justified revision of Î ¼CÊ .
Ï
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The Shifting Theorem (Theorem 3.4) which applies to ordinary revision programs is just a
particular case of Theorem 6.16. In order to derive it from Theorem 6.16, we take N5°± .
Next, we consider an ordinary revision program 7 and two databases ¼5 and ¼
Ł
(let us recall that
in the case of ordinary revision programs, databases are sets of atoms and not valuations). Let 7 
and ¼«´

and ¼«´
Ł
be defined as in Theorem 6.6. It is easy to see that the operator Î , defined by

Î

ÆflqN
ñ
&'fiº$) when ¼
´


flB£N@¼
´
Ł

&Yºè(') when ¼ ´


flqN@¼ ´
Ł


is an order-isomorphism on o°± Ł -valuations and that
Î

¼
´

N,¼
´
Ł
. Let ÇC and Ç
Ł
be two sets of
atoms such that Ç
´
Ł
N
Î

Ç
´

 . By Theorem 6.16, Ç
´

is a 7  -justified revision of ¼
´

if and only if
Ç
´
Ł
is a
Î
7

 -justified revision of ¼
´
Ł
. Theorem 6.6 and the observation that the necessary change
of 7 Ð
µ
ò
Ð ¼
´

is consistent if and only if the necessary change of Î 
7   Ð µ
ô
Ð ¼
´
Ł
is consistent together
imply now the Shifting Theorem (Theorem 3.4).
The requirement in Theorem 6.16 that Î preserves conflation is essential. If it is not the case,
the statement of the theorem may not hold, as illustrated by the following example.
Example 6.12 Let PNu
\
k
Ë #Ë 

c
with the de Morgan complement defined as follows:
;->§NS;fi­


X
>F ;fi«>§Nµ;fi­
X
>F ;

>§NS;


X
>F ;
X
>BNµ;fi­

>F
;fi­


X
>aNS;->F ;fi­
X
>BNµ;fi«>F ;


X
>BNµ;

>F ;fi«

>BNµ;
X
>F
Let
Î be an order isomorphism on  such that Î &;fiZ>IèN3;fi«> , Î &;  >IèN3; X > , and Î &; X >INP;  > .
Then,
Î does not preserve conflation, because
Î

ü
& ;fi«>F;->g)N
Î
n&;fi­


X
>F;fi­
X
>g)N{&;fi­


X
>F;fi­

>g) but
ü
Î
ffi&;fiZ>F;->g)qN
ü
&;fi«>F;->g)N&;fi­


X
>F;fi­
X
>g)
Let an annotated program be the following:
7P¯ ©¯& ;fi«>F;->g)D
It determines the necessary change Ç6qN&;fiZ>F;->g) .
Then,
ü
Ç6BN&;fi­


X
>F;fi­
X
>g) . Let ¼CÊ=§N& ;->F; X >g) . The 7 -justified revision of ¼aÊ is
¼BÌNPffi& ;->F;
X
>g)BH&;fi­


X
>F;fi­
X
>g)¸ÀŁ&;fi«>F;->g)qN{&;fi«>F;
X
>g) .
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The annotated program Î 7' is the same as 7 . We have Î 
¼aÊ
fl¾N&;->F;  >g) , Î ¼BÌZ¾N
&;fi«>F;

>g) . The reduct 
Î
7' Ï
ß ëí
 
Ð
Î
¼aÊ§N
Î

7yBN47 . The necessary change determined by
the reduct is Ç . However,
l
Î
¼aÊ
ü
Çy­ÀÇ'
N&;fi«>F;->g)B£N
Î

¼BÌ«
Therefore,
Î
¼aÌZ is not a
Î
7' -justified revision of Î ¼aÊ . Ï
6.5 Disjunctive annotated revision programs.
A disjunctive annotated revision rule is expression of the form
ZgÐIÐ ?)



(6.13)
where RY?C  fi   are annotated revision atoms.
A disjunctive annotated revision program is a collection of disjunctive revision rules.
A  -valuation Æ is closed under a disjunctive annotated revision rule 6.13 if Æ satisfies at least
one of ZY? , or Æ does not satisfy at least one of     .
A  -valuation Æ is closed under a disjunctive annotated revision program r if it is closed under
all rules of r .
Let r be a disjunctive annotated revision program. A necessary change entailed by r is any
minimal in the  E ordering  -valuation that is closed under r .
Definition 6.9 Let r be a disjunctive annotated revision program and let ¼CÊ and ¼BÌ be ÒÑÓ0 -
valuations. The reduct of r with respect to ¼aÊgfi¼aÌZ (denoted r 
ë
í
Ð ¼aÊ ) is defined as follows.
1. Remove from r every rule whose body contains an annotated revision atom that is not sat-
isfied in ¼BÌ .
2. Replace each annotated atom f ¯' from the body of each remaining rule by the annotated
atom
f
¯¶ , where ¶2N"¶  ¼aÊ f ffi' . 
Definition 6.10 ¼BÌ is a r -justified revision of ¼aÊ if ¼BÌ"N¼aÊ!
ü
Ç'ÀµÇ , where Ç is some
necessary change for r 
ëflí
Ð ¼aÊ . 
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Theorem 6.17 Let r be an annotated revision program (without disjunctions in the heads of the
rules). Let ¼BÌ , ¼CÊ be uÑ»0 -valuations. Then, ¼BÌ is a r -justified revision of ¼aÊ if and only if
¼BÌ is a r -justified revision of ¼aÊ when r is treated as a disjunctive annotated revision program.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
The thesis is devoted to revision programming, a knowledge representation formalism to describe
and enforce constraints on databases. Problems studied in the thesis include connections of revi-
sion programs with logic programs, well-founded semantics for revision programs, extensions of
revision programming formalism, annotated revision programs, computing justified revisions.
The thesis establishes a foundation for further research in applications and implementations in
the area of revision programming and implies a number of open problems.
We developed three ways of defining well-founded semantics for revision programming (Chap-
ter 4). We showed that the procedure described in Section 4.2.1 in some cases gives better results
than WFS  and WFS +-, . Whether it always outperforms WFS  and WFS +-, is yet to be estab-
lished. Well-founded semantics can be computed in polynomial time. Therefore, it can serve as
a preprocessing tool for computing justified revisions. This makes a problem of finding a better
well-founded semantics important since it can lead to better implementations.
The two algorithms for implementation of justified revisions described in Section 3.1.3 and
Section 3.2.4 of the thesis involve embedding revision programs into logic programs and then us-
ing tools for computing stable models. Another possible direction in which this work may continue
is to write an implementation specific to revision programming that does not involve translation to
logic programs. Enhanced with a good well-founded semantics this implementation may outper-
form existing implementations for solving problems that can be represented in the formalism of
revision programming.
A natural area of applications for revision programming is that of database repairs. However,
not much research has been done in this direction and that remains to be studied.
Revision programs describe constraints known at a particular time that need to be imposed
on a database. After the change is applied there may be another set of constraints to satisfy, and
so on. This give rise to a question whether revisions can be iterated. The problem of iterated
updates is studied by other authors (for example, LUPS work by Alferes, Pereira, Przymusinski in
[3]). The question whether revision programming can be used to represent iterative updates needs
investigation.
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